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COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING BOARD

AGENDA

Evening Session 24 February 1971

The evening session of the Computer Science and
Engineering Board Meeting will be held in Room
600A of the Joseph Henry Building and begins at
6:30 p.m.

AGENDA ITEMS NOTES FOR ACTION TAKEN OR PLANNED

1830 - 2050
(A) CS&EB Planning Operations

1. CS&EB Committees - Policy
2. Thrusts, Projects, and Funding

a) Computers in Medical Care
b) Public Computing Facilities
c) Software Short of the Carrier Interface
d) National Center/Data Banks/Westin on-go
e) Information Systems Projection
f) Impact of Computers on National Economy

- Productivity and Flexibility
3. Board Composition, Rotation and Nominations

The Chairman
EXCOM

2050 - 2100
(B) Report Reviewer Nominations/Information Systems

The Chairman

2100 - 2115
(C) Privacy & Data Banks/Forward & Preface

The Chairman

2115 -2135
(D) Communications Between AFIPS and CS&EB

M. Feder

2135 - 2200
Center)(E) NASA-ARPA-Illiac IV (Ames Research

The Chairman@



ADDENDA

Evening Agenda

2200 - 2220
(F) Computer Education (Perlis) Report

Disposition
The Chairman
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OETTINGER, CHAIRMAN
COMPUTER SCIENCE & ENGINEERING BOARD
AIKEN COMPUTATION LABORATORY
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02138

ANTHONY G.

TO: S. Fernbach
W. F. MillerJ. R. Pierce
R. Wigington

Gentlemen:

The renewal of the ARPA contract gives us a breathing spell, but
obviously does not solve our long-term funding problem.

Our discussion of the role of the Executive Committee stressed its
responsibility for devising and recommending a program and a set of
priorities for the Board but did not explicitly address itself to
finance. Obviously, however, the two problems are very closely related.

In the past, especially 1n connection with our first private fund

need a more formal mechanism involving additional Board members to help
think through the relation between our :program and our finances and to
play an active role in carrying out a fund solicitation program.

drive, Jerry Haddad served as kind of finance committee Perhaps we

I'd appreciate it if Jerry Haddad could give this some concentrated
thought and plan some time before the February meeting to call together
all the addressees and recipients of copies of this memo in a conference
call at which we might discuss the matter further with an eye toward
having a structured debate and, I hope, some action decisions made at our
February evening executive meeting.

I very much look forward to your thought, advice and action on this
crucial question.

Sincerely yours,

Anthony G. Oettinger

AGO: chm

cc: J. GriffithJ. Haddad
House

COMPUTER SCIENCE'& ENGINEERING BOARD. JOSEPH HENRY BUILDING, Z21aT & PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D. C. 20416





29 January 1971

TO:: Warren C. House

Dear Warren,

Here are some additional items for the Board shopping list that
I started in a memo a few days ago.

1. The 2 or 3 page note that Jerry Hatiad prepared should be
distributed to the Board and appended to the shopping list.

2. Way back in the planning group days it was suggested that
the Board might usefully undertake an analysis of one or more critical
computer systems in terms of the impact of current practices, personnel,
etc. on life, limb, or property. The Westin study, én one sense, falls
in this catecory. Micht we not, however, usefully consider the more
technical aspects of hardware and software in things like air traffic
control, etc?

3. There seems to be a recurrent problem exemplified in the CLR
study in educational technology and other realms concerning the cir-
cularity of relating technological possibility to need and to demand
where each depends on the other and none can be pinned down without
knowledge of the others. Can the Board usefully stimulate an analysis
of, what I shall call for want of a better word, "marketing" at the
stage intermediate between the total absence of such considerations in
basic researc at universities, and shorter term analyses based on com-
mercial perception of existing or relatively easily stimulated demand?

Sincerely yours,

G. Oettinger

AGO: chm

cc: §. Fernbach
F. MillerJ. Pierce

R. Ligington



HADDAD'S COMMENTARY

a
The role of computers fn our society is a new and rapidly changing thing
There are a number of aspects in this relationship.

1. How computers can help or hinder or at least affect our socfety,
or,
The impact of computers on our society with regard to changing
patterns of structure, etc.

2. How the needs of our society should affect the thrust of computer

development and computer application development, or
The priorities that should be developed in the various areas of
development of computers and their applications.

3. How our societal institutions such as colleges, universities, and

government should accommodate the above, or

How our societal institutions can best understand and accommodate

the effects of computers on our society.

~

This important set of interfaces must be studied and understood not only

(a) by informed and expert technical computer people, but ago by (b) informed

and expert people in the fields and disciplines which are directly involved in

these interfaces and (c) by broad-gauge generalists who are the concerned

operators and decision makes who determine or guide our socfal responses to

complex issues, such as technology utilization. This 1s necessary so that

the average citizen can better understand the effects of these machines on

his daily life, and so that technicians can better adapt their work to reflect
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understanding of the social implications of their work; and so that
our broad gauge social leaders can guide our response.

This is the primary role that the board should play. This is the thrust
that should determine its priorities, its projects, its membership, its
organization, and its outside relationships.

The board should not concern itself with issues that are self-serving or

issues that are unfque to the computer fiaéd unless these are cructal
issues or unless specifically requested by the U.S. government. Given the

development of the computer field academically, industrially, and commercially

to date, it is expected that crucial issues vould call for Board initiative
often. The Board should emphasize those interfaces that represent the

relations between computers and their larger social impact.
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26 January 197]

COMPUTER SCIENCE & ENGINEERING BOARD
AIKEN COMPUTATION LABORATORY
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02138

JO: W. C. House

Dear Warren,

I think it might be well to keep a list of broad and specific
issues that may come to the attention of Board members for continuing
consideration by the Executive Committee as it formulates our program
and priorities. We might issue the first one at the February meeting
and ask Board members to contribute for further review by the.Executive
Conmittee.

I have the following two items:

1.

AGO: chm

The problem of software on the computer side of the computer/-
communications interface is something that should concern us
as much as the other side of the interface. This may be part
of the generic problem of data bases and data management, of
coupling systems to eachpther, or pieces of systems together.
What, if anything, do we do about it?

2. Looking to the various constituencies the Board might consider
itself responsible to, should we not study the question of
computer accessibility for minorities, or for that matter indi-
viduals in general. One might look at this under the heading
of desirability and necessity of "public computers" by analogy
to public libraries.

Sincerely yours,

Anthony G. Oettinger

cc: S. Fernbach
W. F. Miller
J. R. Pierce
R. Wigington

COMPUTER SCIENCE & ENGINEERING BOARD, JOSEPH HENRY BUILDING, 218T & PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20418





DISCUSSION DRAFT

Proposal to Create a National Center on Computer Data Banks.

Computer Science and Engineering Board

National Academy of Sciences

January, 1971

Introduction

The development of computerized record systems is a major trend of

our times. What has come to be called the "computer data bank" is appearing

in a wide variety of government agencies, covering fields such as science,

law enforcement, health, welfare, education, taxation, motor vehicles, planning,

and many more. New, multi-agency data banks in a particular subject matter

field, spanning various levels of government, are also emerging, illustrated

by the New York State Identification and Intelligence System, which collects,

processes, and distributes information for 3600 municipal, county, regional and

state criminal justice agencies in New York State. In addition, administrative

data processing centers holding information from various departments-at-a parti-

cular governmental level (city, county, or region) have developed during the

last few years.
A parallel development has taken place in the private organizational

structure of the United States. Computerized record systems are to be

found in almost every area in which records on people are held by large

organizations. Data banks are being installed by banks, insurance companies,

religious bodies, labor unions, educational and scientific institutions,
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credit card companies, reservation systems, service agencies, information

suppliers, hospitals, and many more.

While the creation of such computerized record systems has been hailed

as a means of reshaping the information function at a time of increasing
data growth and complexity in organizational decision making, concern over

the impact of computerized record systems on civil liberties interests of

the citizens has become a major public policy question. The issue of

invasion of privacy, along with the problem of assuring the citizen rights
of access, challenge, and correction of information in computerized files
(often called the "due process" issue) has been raised at a series of major

congressional hearings during the late 1960s, by national television programs,

in meetings of a wide variety of professional and civic associations, and has

given rise to a growing literature n journals of technology, Taw, social

science, and public policy.
The fact that this is not simply a concern of a few persons over-

stimulated by reading George Orwell's writings is shown by two recent

opinion studies. In an article published in August 1970, the Louis Harris

association reported the results of a nationwide cross section sample

inquiry on the topic of invasion of privacy. 1 The survey showed that one

in three Americans (34%) feel that their privacy is being invaded. Concern

over "computers which collect a lot of information about you" was mentioned

by one in five respondents as a matter of specific concern to them, the

highest ranking of the specific violations mentioned. Demographic analysis
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showed that those worried about computer data banks invading their privacy
were from the more affluent sections of the population, the better educated,

and those living in the suburbs.

A second recent report comes from a survey of attitudes toward technology

conducted by a social science consulting firm for the Harvard Program on

Technology and Society.2 The inquiry was conducted in three towns in the

Boston area representing different social class and urban-rural mixes, and

was based on depth interviews with 201 persons. In this sample, the investi-

gators found that 42.8% feel that government knows too much about their

personal lives. 55.7% specifically oppose the creation of computerized data

banks by government, with invasion of privacy as the main reason for such

opposition.

It was in recognition of this strong public concern over the issues

of privacy and due process in computerized data banks that the Computer

Science and Engineering Board of the National Academy of Sciences proposed

to Russel] Sage Foundation in 1969 an empirical study of trends in the

computerization of record systems containing information about individuals,

The result was the Project on Computer Data Banks, currently in the last

six months of its two and one-half year life. (Its report is due to be

issued in June 1971, followed by a longer monograph by the Director to be

publ jished early in 1972.) This Project has looked at the entire spectrum

of government and private data banks, collecting published and unpublished

literature, conducting 60 detailed site visits to leading government and
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private data banks, and administering a survey to 2600 organizations asking
about basic trends in record automation. (A press release describing the

organization, staff, and scope of the study is attached.)
It is hoped that the report of the Project, and the monograph that will

follow, will help to provide fundamental information and policy options needed

by legislators, administrators, scientists,-social scientists, the media and

the public on the data bank issue. However, it has already become clear to

those associated with the Project that a one-time project of relatively narrow

scope, however useful its findings, cannot serve American leaders and the

American public as a steady monitoring instrument to keep abreast of the computer's

role in reshaping organizational record keeping and decision making about people

@ in American society. Hence, this proposal.

I. The Rationale for a Continuing Center on Computer Data Banks in America

Most thoughtful commentators agree that ours is an age in which wise

public policy cannot allow new scientific technology to proliferate and

radiate its effects before society is really aware of the consequences. In

a society as complex and interconnected as the one we are entering, this is

especially true of a technology that is not merely used in production and

research but may be thought of as the control technology of an organizationally

dominated social system. It is estimated that there are 76,812 computers in

the United States today? with a value of $25.4 billion dollars. The annual

"ADP costs" for operating these systems in 1970 has been estimated at $23.2

billion dollars. Some 1.4 million man years are being used to conduct these
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computerized activities. In the federal government itself, computers have

grown from 531 in 1960 to 2,412 in 1965 to 4,756 in 1971. Federal ADP costs

in 1970 are estimated at $2.2 billion dollars, using an estimated 136,000

man years per year. As these growth figures about computer proliferation

indicate, computers are being installed throughout the organizational frame-

work of the nation. It is not too much to say that they spring up across

the organizational landscape like so many mushrooms in a favorable damp

climate. What is equally significant is that each such computer system

is a separate spore-bearing entity. It has highly differentiated hardware,

software, and terminal linkages; its operations are based on laws, admin-

istrative regulations and practices distinctive to a given area of science,

industry or government; it even reflects the philosophy and style of

particular departments and agencies within the larger organization. In

a field such as law enforcement alone, with each city, county, and state

engaging in its own development of computerized information systems, there

are hundreds of diverse computerized record systems and data banks being.

installed or already in operation across the country.

A basic need of American society at this point, we believe, is to

create some kind of continuous monitoring and reporting system, whose

credibility and objectivity will be widely respected throughout our society,

to provide basic information on these steadily expanding data bank develop-

ments. With an estimated billion dollars being spent annually on the creation

of such data banks, it is imperative that a smal] fraction of that amount be
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found to provide a monitoring instrument for American society - in a sense,

a data bank on the data banks.

II. The Proposal: A National Center on Data Banks

To respond to the need just described, it is proposed that a National

Center on Computerized Data Banks be created. While the exact form and

functions of this Center will need to be explored carefully in discussions

with advisors and potential funding sources, this memo wil] seek to suggest

the design, administration, and possible funding of such a Center.

A. Scope

The Center would be designed to collect, process, and distribute

information relating to government data banks at the local, state, and

federal levels, plus a selected group of private data banks containing

particularly important and sensitive information about individuals. It

would limit itself to non-classified systems, to avoid problems of

clearances, restricted data, and related matters. It would be possible

to include within the system, for comparative purpose, information about-

selected manual record systems in which large and important bodies of

data were maintained about individuals.

B. Sources

The sources for the National Center would start with a deposit of

the extensive literature collection, non-privileged material from site

visit reports, and other products of the Computer Data Bank Project, thus

insuring an initial start with the fruits of the largest research effort

in this field to date. Following this initial deposit, the Center would
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then solicit directly the systems plans and reports of data banks in

government agencies and the selected private systems. Since the govern-

ment systems are funded with public monies, the reports and plans they

issue are usually public documents. In addition, legislative hearings

at which monies are requested for such systems, and the reports of the

various grants-in-aid programs that support the development of many

government data banks (such as Law Enforcement Assistance Administration,

Housing and Urban Development and Social Security Administration programs

in these areas) are a primary source of description and detail. The

Center would also collect published literature, conference papers, and

other report materials. To these would be added various periodic questionnaires

that would be drawn up by the Center to collect factual information and trand

data directly from data bank ma

A program of selected site visits by the staff and consultants of the

Center would provide for the testing of analytic categories, the development

of case studies, and improvement of the reporting instruments used by the

Center staff.
C. Design of the Center

The Center would be designed to be an information retrieval system

geared to producing various lists, abstracts, and reports to (1) a broad

user community, for any uses they desired, and (2) the Center staff, for

analytical and reporting purposes to the national public. The user community

would include scientists, legislators, administrators, regulatory agencies,
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system designers, computer firms, organizations considering the

computerization of records, technical specialists, social scientists,
lawyers, the press, civil liberties and consumer groups, and many

others. It would also be designed to provide a means of monitoring,

of reporting exceptional developments, and of generating material for

survey reports by the Center's staff. It is envisaged that the system

would begin as a batch processing operation, with provision for

evolution to a real-time system to facilitate the most effective user

and staff inquiries of the data base.

D. Output of the Center

The following are conceived to be the products and services that

the Center would provide:

1. Lists of Data Banks, The Center could provide a total list
of data banks covered, by the name of the agency and the type of data bank.

It would also provide Jists ordered according to distinguishing characteristics.

These would include lists by type of owning entity, functions of the-data bank,

the type of equipment used, the type of data stored, the safeguards in place

or projected, by additional data or new functions being taken on by the

system at later dates, and similar matters. A system of providing periodic

lists of new startups of data banks, or newly announced plans, would also be

feasible.
2. Short Abstracts. A 500-1,000 word abstract of each system,

retrievable either for the total data base or on a selective basis by

category would be a capability of the system. These abstracts would be
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formulated according to critical descriptive elements set up by the

Center's staff, and would be verified as to accuracy by sending back to

each organization that had created a data bank the text of the abstract

either for factual corrections or for explanatory commentary, when that

would be appropriate.
3. Longer Descriptions. A 5,000 word narrative description for each

data bank system would also be prepared, verified by the owner or operator of

the data bank, and retrieved according to the various categories mentioned

above. An example of such a description is included herewith. While this is

not the exact form or content that the proposed Center would adopt, this des-

cription done for the Department of Housing and Urban Development by Systems

Development Corporation will illustrate, the type of report that is envisaged.

4. Cross-System Data. Reports as to the presence and nature of

various technological, legal, administrative, and other measures and practices

designed to deal with data confidentiality and individual access to its records

dn the various data banks contained in the National Center could be retrieved

by users and the Center's staff.
5. Data Bank Literature. Lists would be produced by the Center

providing either a basic citation or a short, Center-prepared abstract of

all significant books and articles published on the issue of computer data

banks; unpublished papers and research reports; literature about leading data

bank developers; government reports and hearings; and relevant statutes,

regulatory rules, and administrative regulations.
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A second major output of the Center would be a series of monitoring

reports that would be based upon categories and criteria created by the

Center staff, in consultation with its advisory group. The concept here

is that a set of indicators would be devised which registered such things

as the degree to which fundamental issues in the protection of privacy

and provision for due process had or had not been provided for in the

data banks about whom information was being put into the system. When

new systems, which did not have such safeguards, were entered into the

data base, exception reporting could be used to report that fact, with

the result that a variety of standing queries would be possible by

government and private observers relying on the system for such response.

In addition, there would be'statistical trend analysis by various areas,

accomplished in ways that only a computerized system of data analysis

would make possible for such a large number of organizational record

systems as this Center would soon have. While it is difficult to estimate

how many computerized record systems would be recorded in the system at

various stages of its growth, the experience of the Project on Computer Data

Banks leads to the estimate that an initial pool would probably be near a

thousand and could increase to several thousand within the first Few years

of the Center's operation.

A third output of the Center would be special reports done by the

Center staff, reporting on trends for data banks as a whole, by various

subject matter fields, by levels of government, and other matters that

would be of high interest to the user community and to the nation.
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Finally, it is envisaged that there would be a biennial report
from the Center, designed to be the authoritative volume of fact and

commentary on the development of computerized record systems involving
individual information in the United States.

E. Sponsorship

It would seem inadvisable for such a national center on data banks

to be located within a government agency, almost regardless of which

agency one might select. Since the development of public confidence in

the objectivity of the administration of the data bank would be of prime

importance, and since it is governmental systems themselves that make up

the primary object of data collection by the Center, it is believed that

the National Center ought to be a private agency (though it could well

rely on a mixture of government, foundation, and private funding for its

basic support). Ideally, the Center would be located in Washington, and

"fave as its staff a group of established scholars covering the various

technical, legal, and social science fields necessary for the design and

maintenance of such a wide ranging enterprise. The charter of the Center

should stipulate its commitment to an empirical focus, to the greatest

neutrality and objectivity consistent with the obvious need for conscious

analysis and categorization, and to the provision of access to the Center's

data by users of all kinds, whether persons supportive or critical of data

banks. Access for users could be by subscription (to recover partial costs),

with provisions for low cost or free access to those unable to pay such

costs.
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It has Jong been an ideal of those thinking about the relationship
of science and computer technology to democratic Society that we should

begin devoting both dollars and energy to the design of computer systems

to be used by civic groups and the public directly, rather than having

computers used solely by and for large organizations. Particularly where

monitoring. the effects of computer technology itself is involved, in the

especially sensitive area of the effect of computerized record systems

on the citizen's liberty, there is a vital social need to experiment along

such lines in a way this National Center would provide. This is an

important reason why private rather than public operation of the system

would be critical.
It is worth noting that the Project on Computer Data Banks of the

Computer Science and Engineering Board was able to obtain access to all

the governmental agencies and private organizations that it chose to

contact for its detailed site visits. In addition, the Project staff

received extensive cooperation from computer manufacturers, software_houses,

system developers, congressional and state investigating committees, civil

liberties and civil rights groups, client organizations, consumer groups,

and professional associations. Such contacts could be incorporated into

the early stages of the National Center's activity, and would save many

man-years of work that would otherwise have to go into developing such

contacts and information sources.

F, Administration

The administration of the Center would be set up along the following

lines. There would be a director, someone with a national reputation in the
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area of data banks and the public policy issues posed by them, and whose

name would help insure the seriousness of the endeavor. An advisory

group of approximately twelve persons would be selected, drawn from

science, government, social science, industry, the computer field,
minority groups, consumer groups, civil liberties organizations, and

various other sectors of society, to provide supervision and strengthen

public confidence in the integrity of the National Center.

An operating committee, along with the director, would determine the

basic analytical categories and guidelines of the operation. This committee

would consist of approximately seven persons distributed among the fields

of science, computer science, law, public administration, and the social

sciences. The director and operating committee would be distinguished

academics, serving on a part-time basis. Such a format would make possible

the recruitment of more outstanding persons than would be likely if full

:

:

time service were required, and follows the pattern utilized in the Project :

on Computer Data Banks. :

The operating staff would be full-time employees. They would consist :

of an administrative assistant to the director; a technical director; an

abstracts staff of three persons (distributed among law, the social sciences,

and organizational administration); a data analysis staff of three persons;

one librarian - publications specialist, and four secretaries. Special

services would be obtained as needed on a consulting basis.
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III. Funding of the Center and the Timing of Its Creation

To bring such a Center into existence, to insure the collection of

a first class staff, to establish its place as a working institution, and

to make sure that its first period of operation had the necessary continuity,

it is suggested that the Center be created with an initial three year grant.

This grant is estimated at $375,000 - 500,000 per year, a figure which

includes overhead but is exclusive of starting costs

A. Operating Costs

The operating costs of the Center would include the usual items -

salaries, information preparation and programming costs, computer time,

materials acquisition, mailing and questionnaire expenses, travel and

@ site visit costs, equipment, and cost of preparation for special reports

and the biennial volume. Income from users, inquirers, the sale of

reports, and sale of the biennial volume would reduce the cost of the

operation as the Center moved into mature life, and the cost of the

system to be funded in its last year of the three-year initial period.
might well become less as these services made contributions to its cost

of operation.
It is submitted that an ideal way to fund the Center would be through

National Center
17 February 1971

a combination of grants from federal agencies, private foundations, and

industry.
B. Plan of Action

In order to develop a more explicit statement of the goals and

objectives of the Center, and to prepare a careful estimate of the costs

involved, it is proposed that a six-month study be undertaken in order to
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prepare a detailed proposal for establishing and operating the Center.

The six-month study would have the following general objectives:

a) Prepare a more detailed statement of the input, content,

and output of the Center. This would probably be accomplished through

consultation of the personnel of the Project on Computer Data Banks

with potential users in the private and public sectors, consultants,

and others concerned with the utility of the Center.

b) Prepare an estimate of the kinds and types of services,

publications, reports, and lists to be offered by the Center. This

would be a secondary part of the activity in (a) above.

c) Prepare a detailed estimate of the costs, expenses,

resources and time needed to establish the Center as an operating

entity. This estimate should include costs of space, equipment,

personnel, and also the conversion of data from its present printed

form to that of a mechanized data base. This estimate should also

include any software conversion costs required as part of the startup.---.

d) Prepare a detailed estimate of the costs and resources

needed to operate the Center as an operating entity. This estimate should

include any foreseen plans for growth in size of data base, speed of system

response, or provision of additional services beyond those of the initial

installation.
e) Prepare a suggested organization of the Center with estimates

of numbers of required personnel and skill mix needed for startup and follow-

on operation.
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This study will compare the costs and suitability of computer service

bureaus with a dedicated equipment installation.
It is assumed here that this study would be undertaken by, or aided

by, a smal] group of expert systems analysts such as can be found in

consulting firms or computer manufacturing firms.

It 1s anticipated that this study will yield a proposal of the "Turn-

Key" variety in which all necessary items of space, equipment, and personnel

Will be included so that the picture of startup and operating facilities will

be complete in every respect.

Conclusion

One of the special problems of balancing the need of organizations

for more effective use of data with the deepening concern of citizens for

protection of their rights to privacy and due process is the tremendous

fragmentation of information collection and utilization in American society.

Ironically, if we had a few omnibus agencies that maintained most of the

information on citizens we would be, in that regard, in a better position

to know what was happening and to install and maintain the safeguards that

public policy might articulate. But we are now at a moment at which

hundreds of computer data banks are spreading rapidly throughout American

society, with enormously varied rules and effects. Such a situation calls

for some kind of technological assessment and monitoring system. If we

are to use the tools of technology to help democratic society bring the

forces of technology under effective public policy controls, this Center

would seem to be a major arena for such experimentation.
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FOOTNOTES

1. Louis Harris, "Invasion of Privacy Worries 34%", Washington Post,
August 3, 1970.

2. Public Views of Technology, A Report to the Harvard Program on
Technology and Society, by Social Systems Analysts, October, 1970,
Mimeo. Discussion of "Invasion of Privacy" appears at pages 16-17
of this preliminary document.

3. Sources relied on for these figures, both firm and extrapolated, are
General Services Administration, "Inventory of Automatic Data Pro-
cessing Equipment in the United States Government, Fiscal Year ]969,"
and Pat McGovern, "EDP Industry Report," December 15, 1970.
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PROCEDURES AND COST ESTIMATES FOR PHASE I :

Phase I, planning and development of the project, would have three main

objectives:
OBJECTIVE 1: To sort, catalogue, and prepare for data conversion volu-

minous materials collected by the Project on Computer Data Banks during its
2% year life. A byproduct of this enterprise would be a definitive annotated

bibliography of technical, legal, social science and popular literature on the

computer data bank issue, major entries would be abstracted for maximum use-

fulness by those consulting the bibliography. This would be completed in

December 1971 and published in 1972.

OBJECTIVE 2: To prevent an interruption of the comprehensive monitoring

of data bank development now being conducted by the present project. * Avert-

ing such an interruption will require a basic staff to continue collection and

analysis of organizational reports, government. documents, technical reports,

and other commentaries until the initiation of the National Center projected

for January 1972.

OBJECTIVE 3: To develop a comprehensive plan for the National Center.

This would specify the types and classes of computerized and manual record

systems to be covered; the data sources to be used; basic users' services

(as described earlier in this proposal); monitoring and reporting functions

to be conducted by the National Center staff; and basic system design. Com-

plete hardware and software requirements and costs covering progressive de-

velopment from paper files to a real time computer system would be developed

in this plan.

To pursue these objectives, a core group from the Project on Computer

Data Banks (Westin, Baker and Hoffman) plus research assistants, supporting
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staff, a consultant on abstracting and a consultant on software planning

would conduct the first phase of work from July 1, 1971 .until September 30,

Westin would be able to devote full time to this and Baker and Hoff-

man 'half time to this. This group would carry forward Objectives 1 and 2,

and would develop initial documents on Objective 3, the comprehensive plans

for the Center.

This plan (produced by September 30, 1971) would then be given to an

independent systems consulting firm to conduct a thorough review and inde-

pendent evaluation of the objectives, procedures, and development program

drawn up by the planning group. A two month study be these consultants would

take place during October and November, 1971 resulting in an evaluative

report by the consulting firm on November 30, 1971. This report would also

include a set of specific recommendations for data conversion, EDP services,

and system development. During these two months, the planning staff would be

available for meetings with the consultants, while the staff would also be

continuing the monitoring of data bank development and preparation of materials

for future conversion into the computerized system.

In the final month, December 1971, the planning staff would study the

consultant's report and draw up a final document specifying all aspects neces-

sary to bring the National Center into initial operation. These would be

presented to the Computer Science and Engineering Board of the National

Academy of Science for review and commentary.

Throughout the six month life of this study, with the aid of the docu-

1971

ments produced at each stage, conversation would be going "forward with possible

funding sources and users of the National Center among government agencies,

private industry, professional groups and private foundations.
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PRELIMINARY BUDGET

July 1, 1971 - December 31, 1971
r

Honpraria for Senior Staff $ 17,850

Westin, Baker and Hoffman

Research Assistants (2) 6,200

Consultant on abstracting and data format 3,600

Consultant on software planning 4,000

Administrative Secretary (Washington) 4,800

4,400File Secretary and Document Specialist (New York)

Typing Services 1,500

Travel (staff meetings, conferences with 3,000
consultants)

Communication Services (telephone, postage) 3,000

3,500Materials and Services (xerox, printing, supplies)

Subscriptions, purchase of reports and materials 2,000

$ 53,850

Two month contract to consulting firm 20,000

$ 73,850

Probable Overhead to NAS

30% on $53,850 16,200
10% on $20,000 2,000

Overhead Total 18,200

$ 92,000Estimated Total Cost of Project
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INFORMATION STRUCTURE MODELING OF ORGANIZATIONS

A. Orden

The phrase "electronic data processing," which has been used

Preface

for many years to indicate that digital computers provide a wide variety

of services to managers, is currently being virtually abandoned in favor

of ''management information systems.'' The more recent term--ushered

in by the large memory, communication capabilities, and high speed of

third generation computers--invokes two perspectives:

.1) That with the aid of computers many of the activities in an

@ organization can be more closely coordinated than heretofore, and can

thereby be regulated as though they were quasi-automatic.

2) Somewhat antithetical to the trend toward automation (or

quasi-automation)--that the quality of the management of an organization.

can be improved by use of computers to provide a comprehensive data

base--a storehouse of information which managers can freely manipulate

as background for decision making.

The twoattitudes are thought, ideally, to be complementary:

high volume, relatively routine activities become computer centered and

some functions become computer controlled; and at the same time,

largely as a byproduct, information storage in the computer provides

® middle and upper level managers with a data base for plenning and decision

making,
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This idealization is however an oversimplification; it should

perhaps be called a fallacy. It does not come to grips with the fact that

computer centered information systems are becoming so closely interwoven

with the fabric of management that in some areas the determination of

computer functions cannot be separated from the determination of the

managerial structure of the organization, Some managerial tasks can

be formalized and incorporated in computer programs and some cannot,

Some types of information which are significant for decision making can

be encoded and stored in a computer and others cannot. Thus the

determination of the role of the computer requires comprehensive

investigation of the structure and functions of management,

Consider a manager who supervises a lower echelon of managers

or a group of white collar workers, He partitions areas of information,

information handling, and control functions "vertically" and "horizontally"

--vertically, in distinguishing functions and information for which his

subordinates are responsible from those which he reserves for himself;

and horizontally in allocating functions among his staff, In many situations

he considers the functions which he delegates to his subordinates to be

relatively well structured, and partially programmable, and those which

he reserves for himself to be ill structured. However, except for entirely

routine clerical steps, he does not assume that the work of his staff can

be completely programmed, Instead he recognizes that every managerial

and requires informationactivity involves some unstructured problem solving,

which is relevant to that activity.
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The development of computer centered management information

systems involves similar considerations, and is in some respects more

demanding. Systems analysts reconsider some (but not all) previously

established vertical and horizontal partitions of responsibilities among

managers and their subordinates, They focus primarily on restructuring

the horizontal partitioning by finding programmable tasks which can be

handled ina computer, But very few functions--as seen by the manager--
very

can be fully automated, The ill-structured aspects of each function remain

unprogrammed and--after the subordinate managerial activities have

been restructured--the information in the computer must be treated as

a "data base" for the subordinate staff even more than for the manager,

It is fallacious to aimfor symbiosis between the computer and the manager

rather than the computer and the manager's subordinates--as though the

subordinates are qua si-automata who do not deal with ill-structured

problems, The subordinate functions are not so much eliminated as

rearranged so that the computer does the more routine parts; and the

subordinate staff become more fully concerned with relatively ill-structured

matters than they had been,

1, INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN ORGANIZATIONS

The word "system" is used with varied connotations and.in many

contexts, In order to deal with its ambiguities let us use the terms,

"system/concept'' and "system," as follows: a is an

identified class of process regularities of some specified set of entities.
sy stem/conc ept

A system isa system/concept on which there is little or no disagreement.
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There have, for example, been system/concepts about motion of the sun,

earth, and planets due to Copernicus, Newton, and Einstein, but use of

the term, ''the solar system," reflects general acceptance of the

Newtonian concept,

We imply above that system/concepts and systems are products

of the human mind. Beyond this, what it means to say that certain

processes and entities are inherently regular is a philosophic matter

which we need not pursue, The definitions simply stress two points:

(1) the focus of a system/concept is more on processes (or sometimes

on relationships) than on objects, For example, "solar system" seems

to refer to the sun and planets, but the underlying reason for using the

word ''system!' is the regularity of movement of the specified set of

masses with respect to each other. (2) A class of process regularities

is identified--a system/concept rarely covers all of the processes in

which the specified set of entities is involved,

The process regularities in a system/concept may be natural,

as in the case of the solar system, or man-imposed: for example, water

flow ina hydroelectric power system. They may be strictly among the

selected entities, or among those entities and their environment, The

specified entities may be natural, engineered, or abstract, Any or all

of these situations may be brought into consideration in system/concepts

about organizations, Whatever the approach may be, the first essential

is that regularity of a defined process or set of processes be brought

under consideration,
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In the past, operational regularities of organizations have

generally been put into two broad categories: (1) techno-economic

processes and associated analysis--associated mainly with areas which

involve extensive mechanization--such as manufacturing and transportation;

and (2) the self-imposed standardization of procedures which generally

characterizes large organizations, i,e., bureaucracy. But no matter

how many regularities are found, the underlying human interactions in

the formation and maintenance of organizations (leadership, cooperativeness,

etc.) have remained ill understood, not well identified, and relatively

unpredictable. Consequently, broad system/concepts about organizations

have not had wide acceptance, and organizations per se are not generally

called, or thought of, as systems,

The regularities of information processing, and to some extent

decision making, which are being identified in the course of computer

application development, form a relatively new aspect of the study of

organizations, It appears that broad information system/concepts about

organizations may now be pt alongside bureaucratic system/concepts

or techno-economic systemn/concepts as an indication that major aspects

of organizational activity are being brought under consideration.

On a rather narrow basis there have been significant ays in

which the term "system" rather than ''system/concept" is quite appropriate.

In the first place, well before the advent of computers, the word ''system"

was widely used within organizations to indicate acceptance of regularity
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in administrative and data handling procedures, such as accounting systems

or personnel record systems, which cut across many or all departments.

Secondly, in many organizations computer departments act as quasi-

independent service centers which take responsibility for whatever

information processing tasks other departments choose to sponsor, which

the computer can handle. The set of jobs determines a computer hardware/

software system which can be called the computer-based information system

of the organization. There is little ambiguity about the jobs and equipment

which are involved.

But proceeding to a broader view, the introduction of computers

brought prospects not only for extension and unification of routine data

handling, but also for regularization and unification in decisim making,

information retrieval, and complex analysis (e.g., simulation), The scope

of these possibilities has been symbolized, since the early fifties, by

a series of catchwords. "Integrated data processing" (first generation)

was followed by ''total systems" (second generation), ''Data bank" and

"management information system" are currently popular. ''Corporate

simulation model" is gaining attention. Under these headings large classes

of information processes have been identified and partly incorporated in

computer operations, However the computer specialists, the administrative

system analysts, and the operating managers of the organization have not

formed a mutually agreed view of the scope of this type of development.

In the terms expressed at the beginning of this section, developrnents to
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_
date can more appropriately be described as information "system/

concepts" than as information "systems,"

The goal of such efforts is the development of information systems

which cover: (1) relatively routine administration, (2) formalized decision

making ~- in particular the implementation of operations research models,

and (3) all of the managerial uses of computers, including on-demand

production of special reports, simulation, etc, It is quite obvious that

agreement on the full scope and content of these classes of process can

be achieved only by dealing with the organization as a whole, and within

that framework by identifying a comprehensive formal information system

of the organization. Accordingly, some organizations have made elaborate

arrangements for joint investigation of information processes by teams of

computer analysts, administrative procedure analysts, and operating

managers,

This paper proposes techniques for succinct representation of

all findings about regular information processes in an organization, and

for the assembly of such findings in a unified structure. It constitutes

a methodology -- suitable for operating managers as well as technical

specialists, for the representation of information processes in sufficient

detail to exhibit the relationship of proposed new developments in information

handling to existing situations, and thus to facilitate planning or assessment

of proposed innovations.
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2. WORK-CENTERS AND ENVIRONMENT SECTORS

The "structure of an organization" is usually taken to mean the

attributes which are represented by an organization chart, Two matters

are, in the main, involved:

(1) The identification of managerial and operational units

(2) Hierarchy relationships

The division of an organization into discrete units is so closely

related to its hierarchic structure that a distinction between (1) and (2)

is not usually made. Here, however, rather than "lines of authority,"

the links between positions are to be viewed as paths along which specific

types of information flow. In general terms, each path carries plans and

directives from a manager to subordinates, and performance reports in

the reverse direction. Inthe "information structure model" of an

organization these loose implications are to be replaced by specific

representations of recurring information transfer activities. Recurrent

types of information flow which cut across the hierarchy are also to be

identified, The underlying point of view is that (a) the managerial

and operational units of an organization are the nodes of an information

flow network, and (b) the organizational hierarchy is broadly indicative

of an important set of flow-lines in that network, but does not, of course,

show all of the significant links.

All units which appear on organization charts whether managerial

or operational, will for simplicity be called ''work-centers'' -- they are all
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receivers, producers, and transmitters of information, The

managerial work-centers are usually identified by job titles such

as President, Research Director, or Chief Accountant. It is preferable

here to use descriptive phrases suchas "General Policy Formulation"

(which could represent the president and board of directors), ''Research

Management," ''Quality Control," etc, This implies that for the purpose

at hand the form which each work-center may take is of no direct concern;

it may be: an individual with a staff, an operating department, a board

or committee, the part-time work of an individual who also has other

responsibilities; perhaps even a computer.

In the terms of the previous section, the work-centers are the

specified entities about which a system/concept is to be formed. Process

regularities -- the essential features of systems -- are to be sought

with respect to (a) information flow, and (b) information transformation.

The first stage in the construction of an information structure

model of an organization is to make up a list of the work-centers. Their

locations in the organizational hierarchy are significant, This will,

as illustrated below, be indicated by means of hierarchic labels, The

labels show, for example, that the Assembly Shop, labeled 1/1/2, is

subsidiary to Plant Operation Management, labeled 1/1, which is in turn

subsidiary to General Production Management, labeled 1,
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1, General production Mgmt.

1/1 Plant operation mgmt,
1/1/1 Components shop
1/1/2 Assembly shop
1/1/3 Inspection and packing shop

1/2 Production scheduling
1/3 Production engineering
1/4 Purchasing

2. Marketing Mgmt.

_- subsidiary work-centers

3, Financial Mgmt,

---subsidiary work-centers

etc.

The work-centers of a homologous group, e.g. the three shops

above, can be expected to have a common pattern of information flow with

respect to other parts of the organization. On this basis, such groups can,

until quite detailed matters arise, be represented by a single entry, e.g.

1/1/h Shoph, h= 1,2,...

Homologous multilevel subdivision, e.g. sales offices in sales regions

can be similarly represented:

2/h Region h sales Mgmt., h=1,2,...
2/h/j Sales office j in region h, j= 1,2,...

The labels have several roles:

(1) By indicating location in the organizational hierarchy they

'act asa frame of reference which facilitates consideration

of information processes;
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(2) They provide a useful set of symbols, For example,

expressions suchas 1/5 3/2, or 1/1/h - v1/2,

will be used later to symbolize information flows among

pairs or groups of work centers.

(3) In order to form an organizational information structure

model in which computer files and programs can be

incorporated, it is desirable that all elements be carefully

identified. The labeling above, and further aspects which

will be introduced later, tend to sharpen the identifications.

In order to identify the types of flow of information which take

place between an organization and its environment, the sectors of the

environment such as suppliers, customers, tax collectors, etc. must

be identified, A partitioning of the environment is implicit in an organization

chart; it is to be made explicit here by listing environment sectors as well

as work-centers. It is convenient to list each environment sector adjacent

to the work-center to which it relates most closely, and to label it by

adjoining ''/X" to the work-center label, e.g. (in Figure 1)

1/4 Purchasing

followed by

1/4/X Suppliers

A generic list of work centers and environment sectors for a

medium-size manufacturing firm -- for use in illustrating further stages

of information structure model development -- is shown in Figure 1,
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3. INFORMATION FLOW

We now turn to the representation of regular information flows of

organizations. (It is to be understood that information "flow" refers here

to recurrent discrete events which take place either at regular or at

random intervals, for example, the ''flow'' of monthly expense reports

from an accounting department to managerial units.) Information system

analysts commonly use network type diagrams to depict existing or

proposed information flow patterns, In order, however, to cope with

the great variety of information flows which must be considered, a matrix

format -- such as that described below -- seems preferable,

The device for identification of information flows among work-

centers and environment sectors will be called an "Info-transfer matrix,"

Figure 2 is a preliminary illustration. The rows and columns of the

matrix are named and labeled by listing work-centers and environment

- sectors on both a horizontal and a vertical axis. The source and destination

of each information flow are indicated on the axis, Informatio flows

are identified with regard to source, object, and destination, In order

to show the source and destination of a flow, a symbol for the subject is

entered in the column which corresponds to the source and the row

which corresponds to the destination, e.g. "Sq'' in column1/4/X Suppliers,

row 1/4 Purchasing. The subject is named ona line below the matrix:

Supply-price and delivery quotations Sq

A source label, subject symbol, and destination label in the form such
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as 1/4/X - Sq -»1/4 provides a convenient ymbol for each flow.

A single-source, multiple destination flow, is covered by

multiple entry of a subject symbol in a column, e.g. Ps, which appears

several times in column 1/2,indicates that product output schedules are

sent from the Production Scheduling work-center to Plant Mgmt, to Plant

Operations Control, and to Purchasing, Similarly, multiple-source,

single-destination flows are to be expressed by multiple entry of a subject

symbol ina row.

Like work-centers -- which for the purpose of organization

structure representation are identified by names which give a broad

indication of function -- the representation of information flow by source-

subject-destination, without further detail, will be considered adequate

here for information structure modelirg. Matters such as medium of

transmission (whether as human communication, or in machine form),

frequency, or message types, will not be considered, On this score,

Fairthorne [1] .contends that an information flow has six main attributes:

(1) subject (which he calls "designation' ) > (2) source, (3) destination,

(4) message-set , (5) coding, (6) channel. He suggests that various

three-way combinations of the six attributes (triads) -- e.g. source/

subject/destination, which we use here, and others such as source/

channel/destination or channel/message-set/coding -- are "basic

communications activities'' to which analyses of information processes

can properly refer -- without necessarily dealing with all six of the

attributes.
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An empty Info-transfer matrix on which all of the work-centers

of an organization have been placed, but no information flows have as yet

been entered, is equivalent to an organization chart. (The labels of the

work centers show the hierarchic structure of the organization.) Since

the Info-transfer matrix provides a vehicle for representation of information

flow as well as organization structure, it may be described as an extension,

or generalization, of the organization chart.

An organization chart which represents a branch of a large

organization is considered to be a sector of the chart for the entire organ-

ization. Similarly, an Info-transfer matrix for a branch of an organization

should be viewed as a submatrix of an overall matrix for the organization.

The submatrix generalizes the branch organization chart in the same way

as the full-matrix generalizes the full organization chart, For example,

Figure 3A (based on part of Figure 1) is an organization chart for the

Production branch of a firm. Figure 3B is a corresponding Info-transfer

matrix, with a sampling of information flows.

The Info-transfer matrix, which emphasizes information flow,

rather than the organization chart, which emphasizes lines of authority,

will be treated as the basic vehicle for the representation of organization

structure in this paper.

4, PROGRAMMES IN ORGANIZATIONS

4,1 Activites and Programme Structures

An identified process which is conducted by a work-center will

be called an "activity.!' An activity which can be modeled oris conducted
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under specified rules will be called "structured;" otherwise it is

unstructured.'' A prospective or actual occurrence of an activity will

be called an "event,'!

For the of further development of the information

structure model, three types of structured activity will be distinguished:

1, Operation -- automated physical processes, and skilled

or unskilled human labor which takes place under

schedules and rules of procedure.

2. Information transformation -- activities such as statistical

summarization, calculation, and decision-making or collection

and organization of information under procedural rules,

3, Information transfer ~- activities such as recording,

encoding, and transmitting information.

purpose

A sequenced set of activities without specification of time or

time intervals, will be called. a "programme structure," or simply a

"programme,"*. A programme with specific times or time intervals,

and with other parameters for events, will be called a "schedule."' An

activity is to cea programme as an event is to a schedule.

A programme structure for production planning, operation, and

control for the illustrative manufacturing firm is shown in Figure 4, The

*The British spelling, "programme," is used in order to distinguish
its usage here from common uses of "program," as in computer program,
or -- where it is synonymous with "plan" -- as in new-product development

program.
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activities, identified in broad terms, are named and numbered on the

left. Work-centers are listed across the top. The activity numbers

n the work-center columns show the tasks of the work-centers, Arrows

between these entries show the normal order of events which a specific

schedule for this managerial/operational process would follow,

An activity/work-center combination will be called an "assignment,'!

and a programme structure in the form shown in Figure 4 will be called

an "assignment-profile.'' Like a flow chart for a computer program it

identifies steps and depicts sequential structure; in addition it designates

"Iprocessors,'' i.e, work-centers,$

Whether each of the activities in a programme is structured or

unstructured is left for later consideration. Step 5, "Prepare work-

in-progress status reports,'' might well be done according to definite

rules even ina small firm. On the other hand, it is unlikely that step 11,

"Review costs,'' would go beyond the free exercise of judgement by the

plant manager even in a large firm.

The following convention has been used in the construction of

Figure 4 and is to be applied in general to assignment profiles:

Information transfer activities are not explicitly listed =

they are considered to be implicit in the arrows which

connect the assignment entries: instead they are identified

explicitly by the entries in the Info-transfer matrix of the

organization,
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The arrow from step 1 to step 4 in Figure 4, for example,

implies that information is transferred from the Production-Scheduling
work-center to the Purchasing work-center. This flow, and others

which are implicit in Figure 4, have been included in Figure 3B,

viz. 1/2 - Lt -»1/4, Mfg Lead times.

In this way assignment profiles are interlocked with the

Info-transter matrix. As noted earlier, the matrix -- whether all of
its entires are shown in a single array, or not -- is to be considered

one entity for the entire organization, Thus the basis for information

structure modeling of organizations, as conceived in this paper, is an

Info-transfer matrix with which diverse programme structures are

interlocked,

A second convention, which has been used in Figure 4 and

elsewhere inthis paper, with regard to the relationship between

programme structures and the Info-transfer matrix is:

Interactions between work-centers and environment

sectors areidentified by entries in the Info-transfer

matrix, Processes in the environment are implicit

insomeof the work-center activities, but they are not

explicitly stated on assignment profiles.

This convention need not be strictly followed. In some cases,

in order to clarify programme structures, explicit identification of

environmental processes on assignment profiles may be desirable,
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Structured activities will be discussed further below. Before

proceeding, it is worth noting that explicit programmes in which the

activities are in general unstructured are not uncommon, Large firms,

for example, commonly identify the steps in new-product development

(such as the project proposal stage, preliminary cost and market estimation,

setting research and engineering budgets, etc.) and the order in which

these steps take place, The activities are basically unstructured -- they

involve research, innovations in production and marketing, entrepreneurial

judgement, and the like. Much of the information flow between work-

centers, say between Research Management and Marketing Management,

is informal, and cannot be identified in any useful way, but some aspects

such as reserch budgets, target dates, and market forecasts become

formalized, and can be identified in the Info-transfer matrix.

4.2 Subprogrammes

"Structured activity,'! as used above, denotes process regularity

in various forms:

Physical process automation

Decision-making on the basis of mathematical models

Procedurural rules within work-centers

Computer-based information processing

The structuring of activities -- viewed as the decomposition of

an activity into identified subactivities -- is inherent also in the very

As organizations grow,formation and development of organizations,
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some of the assignments to particular work-centers evolve into

""subprogrammes" -- coordinated sets of activities which take place in

diverse work-centers.*

The decomposition of an activity generally occurs when parts of

it can be structured in one of the forms listed above, e.g., programmed

for a computer. The introduction of computers has in fact led to the

proliferation of processes which are more appropriately viewed as

subprogrammes of some fairly broad programme than as independent

programmes. Frequently such subprogrammes include steps (activities)

which may be described as fairly well identified, but relatively unstructured.

An assignment profile for a programme at any level ina hierarchy

of programmes can be interlocked with the Info-transfer matrix -- on

this score no distinction need be made between programmes and sub-

programmes. However, when an activity in Cca programme is replaced

by a subprogramme, the information flow entries in the matrix which

are associated:with that activity must be reviewed.

Activity 5 in Figure 4 identifies the purchasing of materials

in the illustrative firm. In a small firm that activity would be relatively

unstructured, However ina large firm it typically becomes a subprogramme

such as that shown in Figure 5. As before, the arrows between assignment

xThe organization of concepts into hierarchies is one of the essential

attributes of human thought (Simon [2]). We observe here that as organizations

grow, programme structures, as wellas authority structures, develop

hierarchically.
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entries indicate the order of events (to be implemented in specific

"schedules''), and imply information transfer activities.

Figure 6 shows the Info-transfer matrix entries which are

directly implied by Figure 5, It is a step, introduced only for clarity,

toward Figure 7 which includes other information flows which pertain

to the purchasing of materials:

Environment flows (suppliers and common carriers)

Managerial reports

Input data required by steps in Figure 5 which are outputs

of activities outside the purchasing programme,

As illustrated by Figures 5 and 7, it is convenient to pair

an auxiliary matrix with an assignment profile. Each auxiliary matrix

thus formed is a family of entries to the overall matrix of the organization.

With this in mind, if the flows shown in Figure 7 were copied onto

Figure 3B, they would contribute to the formation of a comprehensive

Info-transfer matrix for the production branch of the illustrative firm.
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Figure 1

Work Centers and Environment Sectors of a Manufacturing Firm

@ 0. Major policy determination
1, Production management

1/1 Plant management
1/1/h Shop h, h= 1,2,...
1/1/20 Shipping and receiving
1/1/21 Supply storage and distribution
1/1/22 Plant operations control
1/1/23 Plant accounting
1/1/24 Plant & equipment engineering and maintenance

1/2
- Production scheduling

1/3 Production engineering
1/4 Purchasing
1/4/X. Suppliers
1/5 Quality control

2. Marketing management
2/1 Sales operations mgmt.
2/1/X Major customers

2/1/h Sales office h, h= 1,2,...
2/1/h/X Local customers

2/2 Distribution management
2/2/X Common carriers

2/2/21 Truck fleet
2/3 Sales/production liaison
2/4 Market research
2/5 Advertising
2/5/X Advertising agencies and media

3, Financial management

2/2/h Regional warehouse h, h = 1,2,...
2/2/20 Sales-order processing

€

3/X/1 Stockholders
3/x/2 Banks and other financial institutions

3/1 Accounting
3/2 Budgeting
3/3 Credit control
3/4 Tax management
3/4/X Government agencies
3/5 Employee benefits and pensions

4, Personnel management
4/1 Salaried employee administration
4/2 Hourly employee administration
4/3 Labor union relations
4/3/X Unions and in-plant union agents
4/4 Personnel-record maintenance

6. Information system management
6/1 Operations research
6/2 Data systems analysis and programming
6/3 Computer operation

4/5 Employee services
: t :5, Research : :



Figure 2

An Info-Transfer Matrix
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Short term Sales expectations Se
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Supply price and delivery quotations Ig
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Figure 3A

Production Branch of a Manufacturing Organization

Major Policy
Determination

- _ _ T -

i I

Shop 2 Shop 3

Shipping Supply Plant Plant Plant and Equip-
& Receiving Storage & Operations Accounting ment Engineering

Distribution Control and Maintenance

Production Finance Research and
|

Information7 r
j Marketing Personnel

Mgmt. SystemsProduct Devel-j
I opment

Plant Mgmt, Production Production Purchasing Quality
Scheduling ControlEngineering

Shop 1



Mfg. output reports Mo

product Shipment reports Sr

Materials issued for production

Shop operation schedules

Mig. cost reports

Materials received reports Mr

Mfg. Lead times

Product output schedules and material requirements

Production capacity estimates

Orders on suppliers

Supply price and delivery quotations

output requirements for Quality controlL testing

Product quality test statistics

short term requirements to meet Sales and inventory demand

product Shipping instructions

Standard cost factors

Budgets

Supply status - in inventory and on order

Figure 3B

Production Branch Info-Tranafer Matrix
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Figure 4

An Assignment Profile for Production
Planning, Operation, and Control
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Activities 11 1 1/1/20 1/1/22 1/1/23 12 14 2/2 2/3

1 Determine Mfg. lead time
requirements

2, Determine short term plant
output requirements, based 2]

on sales expectations
3, Convert output plans into

shop operation plans and [3]
material requirements

4. Determine new orders for {4]
materials

5. Prepare work-in-progress [5}
status reports

6 Schedule detailed flow of
work in shops

6]

1. Perform Mfg, operations {7}

8. Route products to warehouses [8]
or customers

9. {9}Ship products

10, Calculate operating costs
and variances from standard [10]
costs

1 Review costs fui}

O
2
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Figure 5

Subprogramme Assignment Profile
Raw Material Acquisition
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Activities 1/1/20 1/1/21 1/2 1/3 1/4 3/1 5 6/1 6/3

1, Specify material
0 ft}characteristics

(Step 3 of Fig. 4) Estimate
material usage rates

2. Recommend buffer stock
levels of materials [2]

3 Ascertain suppliers, their product
characteristics, prices, delivery {3]
capabilities aN

4, Analyze transportation [4]costs

5. Recommend or choose [5] 5]
suppliers

6. Specify delivery schedules {6}
for R&D materials

7. Evaluate material ordering [7]
and holding costs

8. Recommend reorder point [8}
and reorder amount rules

9. Prepare status reports on
{9}material inventories and

orders outstanding
10, Check availability of

materials for current [10]
Mfg, schedules

1k. Prod suppliers on past 1

orders 7
12. Formulate delivery requirements

if 12)
on new orders

13. Negotiate and place new orders
and reorders

14, Receive deliveries (t4]

15, Check quality of incoming [15]
materials

16. Store incoming material [16]

7, Update delivery, outstanding
order, and inventory records

18. Pay supplier and {18]
transportation bills

a a
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Figure 6

Internal Information Flows Required by
Assignment Profile for Purchasing

1 1/1/20 73 V4 1/4/x 45 2/2/x 3 5 6/1 6/3

} Production Mgmt.

Plant Mgmt.
1/1/20 Shipping and Os
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1/2 Production
Scheduling
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1/3 Production Rs
Engineering
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Purchasing Sh Oq Ss

Br Cs 5s

1/4/% Suppliers

1/5 Quality Control Mt

Common Carriers2/2/x

afl Accounting Os Mr

5 Research and Rs
Product Development Os

Ue
6/1 Operations Research Br

Mr Os Mr
6/3 Computer Operations

raw Material Specifications Ms Ms

material Usage Estimates

recommendation or Choice of Suppliers cs cs

Delivery Schedules needed for R&D materials Ds

Supply Status: in inventory and on order Ss

Anticipated Shortages sh

recommendations on Order Quantities and reorder points

Orders on Suppliers Os

Material Received reports
: Mr Mr Mr

Materials issued for Testing Mt

Ue

Buffer stock Recommendations Br

RsRatings on Suppliers and delivery costs



Figure 7

Information Flows of Purchasing Programme
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b]cc: S. FernbachJ. Griffith FEB 16 +

W. OF. MillerJ. R. Pierce IEMY OF SCIENCES
R. Wigington TUTION AVENUE

ON, D.C., 20418

12 February 1971

ANTHONY G. OETTINGER, CHAIRMAN
COMPUTER SCIENCE & ENGINEERING BOARD
AIKEN COMPUTATION LABORATORY
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS O2138

COMPUTER SCIENCE & ENGINEERING BOARD, JOSEPH HENRY BUILDING, 2187 & PENNSYLVANIA A

Dr. Philip Handler, President
National Academy of Sciences
2101 Constitution Avenue
Washington, D. C. 20418

Dear Phil,
I'm enclosing an updated copy of the rotation plan we submitted

in response to your request n May of last year.

The letters enclosed with the plan clarify the status of each
individual Board member affected by it.

As indicated in the letters, the Board will review a slate of
prospective new members at its meeting later this month. Shortly
thereafter, I expect to submit this slate for your review and formal
appointment.

Sincerely yours,

e

Anthony G. leseinge

AGO: chm

enclosures

cc: W. C. House

VENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C, 20418



COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING BOARD MEMBERSHIP STATUS

February 1971

At the Pleasure Term ends: Term ends: Term ends:
of NAS President June 30, 1973 Past MembersJune 30, 1971 dune 30, 1972

A. G Oettinger L. F. Carter W. S. Baer M. Greenberger G. Culler
Chairman W. A. Clark W. L. Lurie R. Nutt D. C. Evans

J. R. Pierce - S. Fernbach R. Wigington *W. Knox

ce-Chairman J. A. Haddad N. M. Neumark

J. C. 8. Licklider **kK. Olsen

J. R. Meyer
W. F. Miller
A. J. Perlis
J. B. Rosser
A. F. Westin

* Resigned upon becoming Director of the National Technical Information Service in the Dept. of Commerce.

** Resigned upon appointment to President's Science Advisory Committee.
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-NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
2101 CONSTITUTION AVENUE

WASHINGTON, D.C., 20418

@ 19 February 1971

ANTHONY G. OETTINGER, CHAIRMAN
COMPUTER SCIENCE & ENGINEERING BOARD
AIKEN COMPUTATION LABORATORY
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS O2138

Dr. Philip Handler, President
National Academy of Sicences
2101 Constitution Avenue
Washington, D. C. 20418

Dear Phil,
T am enclosing a copy of a letter I recently received from Alan

Westin regarding the publication of the forthcoming Panel Report of
the Project on Computer Data Banks.

My reading of the grant letter from Russell Sage Foundation
dated 25 February 1969, of which a relevant excerpt is enclosed,
suggests that the procedure outlined by Dr. Vestin is quite appro-
priate as well as highly desirable. I should, however, very much

appreciate youradvice concerning any policy issues this might raise
of which J might be unaware.

reviewing body for this report, I have kept Kisty abreast of the work
schedule as it has progressed. The current plan is to have the draft
report available for review by the RRC, the Board and the study's
advisory group on April 24, 1971, thereby allowing a substantial portion
_of the month of May for such revisions as may prove necessary following
the reviews.

A number of subsidiary questions will arise as we proceed which.
think Warren House can work out with Alan Westin and appropriate members
of the Academy and Russell Sage staff. One example is the question of
whether we should issue a formal report to Russell Sage Foundation in some
intermediate form like multilith reproduction or regard the proposed New

York Times publication as the formal report itself. Questions of acknowl-
edgements, incorporation of letters of transmittal or the like from yourself
or Bert Brim, details regarding the number of copies to be provided for free
distribution, etc. also fall in this category. I anticipate no difficulty

COMPUTER GCIENCE & ENGIKNEERINS BOARD, JosteH HENRY BUILDING, 2167 & PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE, N.W., WASHINGTON, D. C. 20418

Since the Report Review Committee has been designated as the



Dr. Philip Handler
19 February 197]
page 2

on any of these scores, having found all parties to this project most
reasonable and acconmodating with respect to every question that has
arisen to date.

Sincerely yours,
r

Anthony G. Oett nger

AGO: chm

cc: W. C. House
A. F. Westin

enclosure

$. FernbachJ. Griffith
W. MillerJ. Pierce
R. Wigington

bicc:



OCOMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING BOARD
PROJECT ON COMPUTER DATA BANKS
ALAN F. WESTIN, OIRECTOR

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
2901 CONSTITUTION AVENUE

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20418

PROJECT HEADQUARTERS:
JOSEPH HENRY BUILDING, ROOM 536
2100 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE, NW.
PHONE (202) 961-1335

February 10, 1971

Professor Anthony Oettinger
Aiken Computation Laboratory
Harvard University
Cambridge, Mass. 02138

Dear Tony:

This letter will sumarize the conversations that I've been having relating
to various means of publication and dissemination of the final report of
the Project on Computer Data Banks. As you know, I have been concerned
about the problem of timely issuance of our report, since we have promised
to have it out in June and any delay beyond that month would be likely to
harm the public impact of our findings. At the same time, the tremendous
breadth of material that we have to encompass in our report and.the various
reviews and clearances that we must plan for make it highly unlikely that
we will have finished copy to supply to any printing or publishing agent
before a date such as June 7th.

I've also been concerned about insuring the widest possible distribution of
our report, at very low cost, to the highly diverse audience that ought to
be interested in it, a group that includes not only scientists in the computer
field, social scientists interested in data collection and utilization, -and
legal specialists, but the broad public concerned with the civil liberties
and social implications of the use of computers and communication systems in
the keeping of records about individuals. Finally, there ig the matter of
trying to arrange for the availability of copies of the final report simul-
taneously with the release date and press conference tnat is anticipated for
June.

It was to explore these matters with our sponsor, Russel Sage Foundation,
that you, myself and Dr. Orville Brim, Jr., the President of Russell Sage,
met in New York City on January 26th. As you recall, Dr. Brim indicated that
he was sympathetic with the concerns that we covmunicated, and gave his
streng endorsement to the notion that we should sound out possible publishers
who specialize in the very repid issuance of reports of national importance
to see whether our document might be viewed by such a coumercial distribvtor
as an appropriate item for such treatment. We agreed at this conference
that our ideal target was the bock division of the New York Times, since they
have bad a distinguished record in speedy peinting and national distribution
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@ of documents such as the Warren Commission Report and the current book by
Telford Taylor on the legal implications of the Viet Nam war. It was agreedat thet meeting that our objective was a dignified and low cost volume, given
national distribution, in which there would be no money royalties included in
the publishing arrangement, a low purchase price, and a minimum profit to the
publisher in fair compensation for the publishing risks involved. Under this
plan, the Project would also receive, withcut cost, a large number of copies
necessary for distribution to members of the Project staff, the Computer Science
and Engineering Board, consultants to the Project, and key members of the
organizations which cooperated in the site visits and responded to the large
sample survey that we have distributed,

Pursuant to this meeting, I had a conversation on February 5th with Mr. Herbert
Nagurny, Associate Director of the Book Division of the New York Times. Mr.
Nagurny had heard of our Project and indicated that he had even made a note to
himself that he wanted to contact us to see whether we would consider a publica-
tion by the New York Times Book Division. After listening to my description of
the research that we have done and the report that we plan to issue, he expressed
a firm desire to publish the book. I indicated that I would report this desire
back to you, for the appropriate discussions and clearances with Russell Sage
Foundation and the National Academy of Sciences, and that I would get back to
him after these discussions had taken place.

The various terms that Mr. Nagurny mentioned are as follows. In keeping with
the length of the report as I described it to him, he indicated that this vould

@ be a paperback book of approximately 128 pages, with a small hard cover edition
to insure reviews and to satisfy library orders. In keeping with my indication
that this would be a no royalty contract, he expected that the book would sell
for 95, which he indicated was the minimum amount which should be charged if
the largest possible number of book stores are to be willing to handle it. On

this basis, the Project on Computer Data Banks would receive at the time of
publication 3500 copies of the paperback volume for distribution to a list of
persons that we would supply. In addition, the New York Times would pay for
mailing these copies directly to those on the list that we would supply, with
a printed explanation card that these came from the Project on Computer Data
Banks, which would relieve us of both the financial and administrative costs
of such a distribution of copies to those to whom we are indebted. We left open
the question of any additional free copies to our Project that might be desired
at a later time, probably to be dependant on the sale of the book beyond the
first printing of 50,000 copies that would be anticipated.

The distribution of the book would be handled with the full resources of the
New York Times Book Division, as in their treatment of the Warren Comission
Report. Mr. Nagurny indicated that to have his production, adstribution, and

sales facilities properly geared up for a June publication, he would like to
> have the authorization to publish by the date in early March.

4

In light of the distinction that publication with the New York Times would bring
to our report, I have not sought to obtain quotations from the other major
publisher of public atfairs reports in rapid printingc, Bantam Books, but I could

@ do this if you think thet such a competitive quotation would be useful. My cvn

such importance to our effort that this fima offer from the New York Tines is
York and the i

with a Lio isfeeling is th the neme or the of
cation wit] the public affairs audience of the nation thet goes this
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the preferred alternative, and that we ought to proceed to discuss this with
the proper authorities in such a light.
I know that Dr. Brim remains very enthusiastic about the idea of disseminating
our report in such a manner, and I think he will be very pleased to learn that
the Book Division of the New York Times has wade such a quick and strong commit-
ment to publish the volume if we choose to make it availeble to them, If I can
be of any further help in supplying information about tmy conversation with Mr.
Nagurny or any other aspect of the report's dissemination, please do not hesitate
to call on me. Given the rapid approach of our publication date, I hope that
you will be eble to follow through with this at the Nstional Academy and let me
know how to proceed.

With best personal regards,

Sincerelys7A

Alan F. Westin

AFW/1c

CG

Dr. Orville Brim, Jr.
P.8.

I neglected to mention above that Mr. Nagurney assured me that delivery to him
of completed manuscript on June 7th will produce finished copies of the book in
paperback for distribution simultaneously with the release of the report_and
any press conference held in the last week of June. He said that they can
produced finished books from-such copy in "under two weeks."



EXCERPT FROA BRIN LETTER TO COLEMAN
Dated 25 February 1969

"In reqard to nublication of work resulting from this appropriation,
we would like to follow procedure we establistied for the previous
-appronriation for a Study of Soverniental Support and Utilization of
the 8ehavioral Sciences in February TCG, namely, that the formal report
resulting from the study be issued by tne Mational Academy of Sciences, and
that Russell Ses Foundation reserve the right to possible oublication
and copyright of the volume that Dr. Viostin will write."
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J. A. Haddad
P.O Box 390, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 12602

February 2, 1971

Dear Dick:

Confirming our telephone conversation, I would be
delighted to act as a communications channel between the
AFIPS project and the CSE Board; and as my first step,
I will report at the next meeting on whatever information
Lhave. Since the next CS&E meeting I will attend is the
24th and 25th of February, I don't expect you will have
anything further to add by that time.

Sincerely,

cc: Professor A, G. Oettinger a
Mr. Richard G. Canning
AFIPS Secretary
925 Anza Avenue
Vista, California 92083

bec: Dr. M. P. Feder



SOCIETIESAME
MONTVALE,.NW.07645. 201-391-9810210 SUMMIT AVE, -

GAN BeDERATION OF

REPLY TO: 925 Anz4 AVE VISTA, CALIE, 92083

January 25, 1971

h
+

Mr. Jerrier A. Haddad e
Vice President and Director
Poughkeepsie Laboratory
IBM Corporation .
Box 390
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 12602

:

Dear Jerry:
Bob Patrick has suggested that I write you--since you are
a member of Tony Oettinger's CS&E Board--about an activity
that AFIPS is undertaking. Both Keith Uncapher, AFIPS Vice
President, and I concur with Bob's suggestion.

AFIPS is beginning a project to study the feasibility of
system certification, particularly for systems that affect
the public interest--such as vote counting systems. Bob will
be chairing a workshop that will get this project under way,
to be held at the end of February. I am enclosing a copy
of the material that has been sent to the invited partic-
ipants for this workshop.

Bob points out that the CS&E Board is studying the question
of privacy and security in computer-based systems. Since
this subject is closely related to system certification,
we feel that it might be well to have two-way communication
between the AFIPS project and the CS&E Board, We would
like to initiate this communication with this letter. And
we would plan to send you a copy of Bob's report of workshop
results. Bob has suggested that you might be willing to be

the point of contact for this communications, and can pass
our information along to other interested members of your
Board. Lape a |

If you feel that this communication will !be mutually helpful
and would like to be the person we contagtyt I would apprec-
iate hearing from you.

incerely,

Richard G. Canning

Members: The Association for Computing Machinery; The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

Computer Group; Simulation Councils, Inc.; American Society for Information Science. Affiliates: American

Institute of Certified Public Accountants; American Statistical Association; Association for Computational

Linguistics; Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics; Society for Information Display; Special

Libraries Association.

AFIPS Secretary ?cc: Keith Uncapher
Encl. Sponsoring Societies

Bob Patrick



matters (juxtaposed to programming skill). There are several

ATTACHMENT A

AFIPS System Certification Workshop

Background

For several years, various interested citizens, computer

professionals, and elected officials have concerned themselves
h

with security and privacy in information systems. More recently
some systems involving the public's interest have failed to per-
form properly. There are a growing number of systems where failure
could cause severe damage to a person's reputation, his finances,
or ir. the case of medical systems, grave bodily harm.

By far the largest body of thoughtful writing lies in the

domain of security anda privacy. to aman, these authors describe

features which should be present to protect the individual, the

data base, or both. Yet these very autnors neglect to propose

any mechanisin for determining tnat the desirable features are in

fact present, that they are sufficient, and that they work.

In an entirely different context the professional computer

community has peen debating the pros and cons relating to the

certification of. professional competence in computing. While the

debate has raged, the DPMA has certified over 11,000 individuals

as having at least measurable competence in computer manacerent

Lage
embryonic efforts aimed at Ticensing indiviftals in their states

wkyoul
of residency.

Independent from, but clearly related to the above matter,

is the problem of certifying the adequacy of a system design and

12/30/70
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later certifying the quality of the implementation of that design.
It appears that some mechanism for certifying systems needs to be

devised independent of the question of whether the persons who

signed the certification are in-themselves certified, licensed,
or otherwise officially recognized. The Systems Certification
Workshop will investigate this question and endeavor to determine:

Should such a mechanism be formally established?
> poes the state of tecnnology allow such a mechanism

to be established now?

How should such a mechanism be established?

Definition
A system is an amalgam of hardware, software, applications

programs, procedures,.:people, communications, and facilities which

operate in concert to achieve a specific goal. For the purposes
of the Workshop, systems under consideration will be limited to

a) vote counting systems,
b) law enforcement data banks,

c) credit. files, '

-and any similar systems where the public's interests are uniquely

involved. Lagy & {
we

System certification is a series of discontinuous but related
wtyotek

activities. he first of tnese activities, design certification,
consists of carefully reviewing the requirements for a system and

carefully reviewing the design for a system and attesting that the

RLP
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requirements properly descripe the needs for an amalgum of hard-

ware/software/applications, etc., while simultaneously attesting
that the proposed design in fact fulfills those needs.

Inplementation certification. Goccurs after the design has been

implemented and probably takes place as part of acceptance and

demonstration tests. To certify air implementation one certifies
a mechanism to exercise that implementation under both normal and

normal cases to be sure tat no insidious oversights have occurred.
. When an inplementation is curtified, the design must Le re-certified
to attest its still current adequacy.

Check certification occurs periodically to a production sys-
tem whose implementation has peen previous ly certified. A check

certification re-certifies both the design and the implementation

following one of two conditions: either a change has been made to

a critical system component; or a period of time has elapsed and

a check certification is triggered to guard against changes in the

environment, the work force, or changes in the legitimate needs of

the application area naving causeu some portion of a previously ade-

quate system to now be deficient under current operating conditions.

& i
bte

The goals of the Workshop are: wayout

Goals we

1. Yo amend or revise tne above definition of a system.

2. To amend or revise the limitation of considerations to

those where the puplic's third party interest is intrinsic.

RLP
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3. To understand these systems so their scope may be

measured, and the magnitude of the certification effort

1

may be enumerated (certifying a total system may be

4. To propose ways of parsing the system certification
problem so it hay bs broken, up, attacked, and solved.

5. summarize the procecdings with recommendations for
future actions any), and the role AFIPS might play

beyond today's technology)

To

(3 :

in these actions.

Workshop Format

A two day weekend shirt-sleeve workshop will be held in San

Diego, California, February Z7 and 28, 1971. Eight senior profes-
sionals from the computer community were chosen who are proven

experts in the architecture of computer application systems and

have some recent experience to bring to bear on the problem. 'They

will be joined for the Workshop -vy two members of the AFIPS Board.

The session will be informal, :
7 though some of the participants

will be invited to oring sauples of their recent work and to pre-

pare 20 minute informal introductions to specific topics. A modera-

tor/chairman will guide thd iscussions , take notes, and summarize

"the two day Workshop prior to

RLP
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EXTRACT FROM CATHCART LETTER 11-3~70

@ Contrary to the beliefs of some of my colleagues, I believe
that the State of California does have an obligation to investi-
gate and consider certification in certain areas where the public's
interest as a third party is ufiquely involved. As I indicated
to you last month on the phone, I believe the public's interests
are uniquely involved in the following three areas:

tae vote counting ca tows

3. Law enforcement G V banks

C. credit files.
I believe the State has the same rights and obligations to

protect third party interests in these three important areas as

it does licensing medical doctors or atructural engineers. I

the computer field (I was a member of the DPMA Certification Coun-

cil for three years), I ao believe sufficient progress could be

made in these three areas to warrant some action at this time.

Further, as we discussed ove r the phone earlier, there is a

lack of unanimity as to what that action should be. For my pant,

T am Leanang toward t og systems rather than Licenseng

individuals. It is my belief that a two year intensive study would
Lage & f

also believe that even though cerlification is very difficult in

be required before legislation could be drafted covering these
youtthree important areas. his study woul be aimed at limiting the :

breadth of new legislation to these three important areas, under

standing the nature of the proplems, predicting what problems will

RLP
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probably occur in the future, informing the membership of the
professional community, and drafting specific legislation which
could be introduced together with estimates of the cost of that
legislation.

As you probably know, the computer field lacks a glossary
and the word meanings are sometimes conflicting and ambiguous.
This has inhibited the setting up Se the DPMA exam, inhibits the

writing of legal contracts within the field, and has inhibited
my efforts at revising the personnel regulations for the United
States Air Force. Taus I conclude that any action in this very
important. field will require sufficient time for a careful ap-
proach and that initial action must of necessity be limited to
tnose areas where the public's third party interest are intrinsic
if we are to gain acceptance from the professional community.

Robert L. Patrick

Lagre &

ayout

RiP
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LIST OF INVITEES TO WORKSHOP

Mr. Robert Barton
University of Utah
1400 E. 2nd Street South
Salt Lake City, Utah 84112

Mr. Robert Bemer
HoneyWell Information Systems
13430 N Black Canyon
Phoenix, Ariz. 85029

Dr. Robert Brown.
Arcata National Corp.
495 Arbor Road
Menlo Park, Calif. 94025

vy, Willis tWare
Rand Cerporation
1700 Main Street
Santa Monica, Calif. 90106

Mr. Clark Weissman
System Development Corp.
2500 Colorado Avenue
Santa Monica, Calif. 90406

Vote counting system expert
To be invited
Law enforcement system ecapert.
To be invited
Robert L. Patrick
Workshop Chairman
9935 Donna Avenue
Northridge, Calif. 91324

AFIPS representatives
Mr. Keith Uncapher
AFIPS Vice President
Rand Corporation
1700 Main Street
Santa Monica, Cal. 90406

Mr. Donn Parker

Ae
wkyout

Chairman, AFIPS Professionalism Committee
Stanford Research Inst.tute
333 Ravenswood Avenue
Menlo Park, Calif. 94025
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Dr. Philip Handler
President
National Academy of Sciences
2101 Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20418

Dear Dr. Handler:

On January 29, 1971, NASA announced the signing of a NASA-
ARPA agreement whereby the Ames Research Center will act
as the host site for a powerful new computer, Illiac IV,
developed by the University of Illinois under contract to
ARPA. The computer, unique in its capability to accomplish
parallel array processing, will be used in support of ARPA
sponsored research, and by Ames in the field of computational
fluid dynamics.

A copy of the Agreement is enclosed for your information,

Sincerely yours,

Homer E. Newell
Associate Administrator

Enclosure

Copy: Mr. Warren House
Dr. Hugh Odishaw



MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

BETWEEN

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AD SPACE ADMINISTRATION

AND

ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY

CONCERNING

THE ILIAC IV COMPUTER SYSTEM

I Background and Purpose

The Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) of the Department of

Defense conducts research in information processing technology. A

specific product of this research is an advanced prototype computer,

ILLIAC IV, utilizing parallel processing as a computational technique.

ILLIAC IV is in final stages of assembly by Burroughs Corporation under

contracts sponsored by ARPA.

The objectives of the ILLIAC IV development program are these:

1. To successfully demonstrate the efficiency and versatility
of parallel array processing.

2. To make this demons tration utilizing a sufficiently powerful

hardvare/software system such that the cost effectiveness

and importance of array processing is adequately visible.

3. To permit a variety of DoD, NASA and private sector

activities to utilize the initial system sufficiently to

develop and test software, evaluate the usefulness of

array processing for their necds, and to solve a series of

practical problems beyond the capabilitics of other machines.
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ILLIAC IV will be operated as a contijuation of the ARPA computer

research and development program with its primary goal being to define

the operating envelope of the machine. Problems to be studied on the

prototype machine will include global atmosphere modeling, weather

prediction, fluid dynamic problems, radar signal processing and éther

problems amenable to parallel processing and which further the objectives

of the research and development program.

ARPA has requested the assistance of the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration (NASA), as provided for in paragraphs II and III

below, in the completion, installation and operation of the ILLIAC IV

Computer System It is the understanding and agreement of the parties

that the assistance referred to herein will be furnished by the NASA-Ames

Research Center, Moffett Field, California, in accordance with the

attached NASA proposal dated October 30, 1970.

II. Responsibilities
A. NASA will:

1. Provide facilities at Ames Research Center to house the

ILLIAC IV Computer system, as outlined in the attached

NASA proposal, subject to availability of funds.

2. Provide technical and other services relative to the

ILLIAC IV Computer System, as outlined in the attached NASA

proposal.

3. Inform ARPA, on a quarterly basis, of all costs incurred

under this memorandum and chargeable to ARPA in accordance

with Section III-B below. Reports will be rendered by the

Research Support Directorate, Ames Research Center.
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B. ARPA will provide overall technical guidance relative to the

completion and installation of the ILLIAC IV Computer System.

C. ARPA and NASA jointly shall establish all policies and procedures

relative to the acceptance, management, use and operation of

the ILLIAC IV Computer System.

Funding

A. NASA will fund the facilities referred to in Section II-A-1

above, including special construction and equipment items, and

will provide the associated utilities required. NASA will gain

right to 18% of available user time on ILLIAC IV based on the

following investment items totalling $2,850,000:

1. Contribution of $2 million to ARPA which represents an

investment as a user in the hardware costs of the ILLICA IV

Computer System.

2. Interactive graphics equipment or other peripheral hardware,

as agreed upon by ARPA and Ames. Research Center, not to

exceed $400,000 in cost.

3. Special construction and equipment items, totalling

approximately $450,009 referred to in III-A above and included

in the facility to house the ILLIAC IV, e.g., computer air

conditioning equipment, the computer floor, and fire

protection equipment.

B. Except for those costs tobe funded by NASA in accordance with

:

4

Section I1I-A, above, ARPA will be responsible for all costs,

including but not limited to the following:
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IV.

1. Costs arising from the current contracts with

University of Illinois (and subcontracts) for the

development of hardware and software systems of ILLIAC IV.

2. Costs (exclusive of civil service salaries and utilities)
incurred by the host installation (NASA-Ames Research

Center) in carrying out jointly-approved programs for the

future development of hardware and software systems of

ILLIAC IV. :
3. Costs (exclusive of civil service salaries and utilities}

incurred by the host installation associated with

completion, delivery, installation, maintenance, and

operations (including user services) of ILLIAC IV.

General

A.

B.

All assistance to be provided by NASA under this memorandum will

be perfomed in accordance with the provisions of the attached

NASA proposal.

Each party assumes responsibility, when physical possession is

taken, for safeguarding classified information and material

received from the other party. Such safeguarding will be in

:

accordance with the regulations of the receiving party.

C. This Memorandum of Understanding will remain in force and effect

for five years, unless terminated by joint agreement.
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D. With respect to administration of this memorandum, including

responsibilities in paragraph IIC, the point of contact in

ARPA will be the Director, Information Processing Techniques,

and in NASA, the Director, Research Support, Ames Research

Center. :

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
1

4,

:

4

Dr. Hans M Mark, Director
NASA, Ames Research Center4

f

Date: :

APPROVED :

:

Jacob E. Smart
S 1s tant Administrator for DOD and

ragency Affairs, NASA Headquartersnte

Date:

:

S. 'J. Lukasik :

Acting Director
Advanced Research Projects Agency

Date:





22 January 1977

Ja: or. dein §, Cotlouan
Executive Cfficer

J. F. Kettlerwae :

Ten cartes of the snensored rerort "Commuter Science Education:
Seals an? Cuidelines fer the Planning of Four-Year Collec and Gracuate

Proqrems in Conoutor Science ars Teh tots for
transeittal ta the flational Science Foundation. Mo ad. q letter
of transnittal bas been crafted da consonance : : Tron»
offices. "a has heon wade for nullicaticn.
provide a dozen additicnal canies ff vou sac a need ror th te

I Can

If I can assist, please Tet me know.

Attacoment
As stated,

j :
a aa
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Pane Tuo
Transmittal Latter

nrograms and staff scier 1itifically oriented comouterlarger, more1

tion on conference scope as a serious mistake."installations, 4
t i] of narticinants reqardea this imita:

®. That the conference was held at a time before the full effects

and technical personnel ef all tynes could be foreseen. Wile this may
on the demand for scientificof th curren ational ecenosic situation

he anly a temmorary situation, it coes renuire changes in the models

used for forecasting demand.

2, That difficulties in determining and nrojecting how many com-

nuters are installed in the U.S., and how many computer science degree
nolders are needed ver installation also create an unknown margin of
error in the demand models.

Consequently, the Soard recommends that the "Goals anc Suidelines for the

Planni no or Four-Year Collede anu Prograns n Cenmuter Science"
sulti 'Wy TVG this conference a nteroreted i 7 & ye 1 ic fe)f

qoing coments.
Sincerely yours,

Anthony G. Gettinger
Chairnan

Commuter Science and Engineering Board

AaO/ laa



at January 1971

vr, Kent Curtis
Head, Computer Science and

Enqineerting Section
Office of Computing Activities
National Science Foundation
washington, 0. C.

20559

Year Mr. Curtis:

T heresy transmit to you an account of tne conference on Computer
Science Education chaired by fr. Alan Porlis in Annanolis, 'iarvland,
in July 1659, with the sunnort of the National Science Foundation
and under the snonsorshin of the Computer Science and Engineering
Board,

The nurpose of the conference vas to prepare for the National Science
Foundation a rerort on computer science ecucation in tne United States,
with particular attention to graduate education in commuter science and

te education in softuare and daravare systons. Exnlicit information
vas to develoned about t relations aona the exnected needs for
these tynes of etucation, the resources to meet these necus

under various resronse alternatives, and courses and programs resronsive
to tie needs.

The conference oroceedings oresant data, denict an anvroach to educa-

ticnal slanning and illustrate types of analyses wich tue Board

believes can useful adjuncts to ccucational nlanning anu manace-

ment in the covouter field.

Vorcver, in trans + iting these procecdinas, the Doar also wishes to

:

q eo Y
: +1.

t 4 at
1:

71 A :

:
:

:
:

1

:
7 1 :

:
:
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2101 CONSTITUTION AVENUE

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20418
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January 26, 1971

Dr. William D. McElroy
Director
National Science Foundation
1800 G Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20550

Dear Dr. McElroy:

Transmitted herewith is an account of a conference
on computer science education in the United States held in
Annapolis, Maryland, July 21-24, 1969, under the aegis of
the Computer Science and Engineering Board of the National
Academy of Sciences. A copy of this report is also being
sent to Mr. Kent Curtis in the Foundation Office of
Computing Activities.

Sincerely yours,

John S. Coleman
Executive Officer

ec: Kent Curtis
vMr. W. €. House
Professer Anthony G. Oettinger

bee: Mr. R. E. Green
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NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

COMPUTER SCIENCE & ENGINEERING BOARD2101 CONSTITUTION AVENUE
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20418

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING BOARD

AGENDA

Day Session 25 February 1971

'Joseph Henry Building
Room 600A

AGENDA ITEMS NOTES FOR ACTION TAKEN OR PLANNED

0900 - 0915
(A) Recapitulation of Executive Committee

Organization
The Chairman

0915 - 0930
(B) CLR Status

R. Wigington/The Chairman

0930 - 1000
(C) Russell Sage Status

A. Westin

(D) Patent, Copyright and. Associated Considera-
tions in the Software Field

E. W. Galbi, IBM

1000 - 1100

1100 - 1200
(E) Professional Societies

W. Carlson, President, ACM

1200 - 1230
LUNCH

1230 - 1300
(F) National Bureau of Standards Highlights

R. Davis

1300 1315
(G) NTIS Considerations

W. Knox

1315 - 1430
(H) Data Base Organization

R. Engles/M. Feder



AGENDA ITEMS (cont.)
1430 - 1515
(I) Files Security

M. Feder

1515 - 1530
(J) Review List of Tentative Projects

The Chairman

1530 - 1545
(K) New Business

The Chairman

NOTES FOR ACTION TAKEN OR PLANNED



ADDENDA

Day Session

(L) NASA-ARPA-Illiac IV (Ames Research Center)
The Chairman
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A Proaress Revort
:

Projects to Combat the "Blame the Computer" Syndrome

submitted by: Walter M. Carlson, ACM President .
:

weCAAT Hire

:

\ "i
:

Nearly all the recipients of this progress report have been in touch

with my efforts on this subject since last September. The consolidation and

evaluation phase is over, .and work is under wey in four selected areas of

aciivity. snail be described aiter a brief introduction to the propiem

and a description of the steps taken to date.

The Problem

Two events in early September, 190 crystallized the problem for

me neatly:

during a late-night radio interview show at ACM-'70,

a group of distinguished computer experts were extolling

the accomplishments of our profession by saying "the

computer does this, the computer does that, etc.". It

was clear that the host of the show (and by extension the

radio audience) were accepting this personification of

the computer.

. a senior government official ascribed a near-miss

aircraft incident to computer failure.

These two events explained why an ever-increasing segment of the mass

media and the public have begun to blame computers for the problems they are

suffering at the hands of data processing applications. It is because the compu rer

professionals, in using a convenient shortcut, have created the widespread

impression that the machines are the active intelligence of the applications

rather than hurnans.
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My purpose, therefore, has been to examine the possibilities for a

broad-gauge set of projects to redress this imbalance and to achieve a

better public grasp of the actual roles played by people, the data, and the

machines in our modern information processing systems based upon computers.
The Investigation

This has been essentially a one-man task force kind of effort. It was

apparent at the outset that a large number of people had sensed the problem
and had solid ideas for attacking it. What was not needed was a committee to

define the problem and to propose Solutions. What was needed was someone

willing to communicate with all corners of the profession and the industry and

to recommend priority projects for prompt execution.

There was uniformly high interest among the doezens of people contacted,

and there has been a high degree of enthusiasm for the project proposals. Only

time will tell whether the projects, in their collective impact, can have the

desired effect of educating the public properly on how to assess the faults in

computer applications.

The Objectives Considered

After about one month's review, it became evident that a very broad

framework is needed to accomodate the kinds of ideas that are available for

combatting the "blame the computer syndrome. Accordingly four main

objectives were identified, and several possible actions to achieve cach

objective were postulated. Without further elaboration, the four broad

objectives are:
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1. Independent, public review of facts involved in each

"incident"

2. Protection of public health, safety, and welfare against
mis-use of computers

3. Public education on need for effective interaction between

data, people, and machines.

4, Clarify competence levels required for successful use

of computers

It is not feasible to fulfill all of these objectives through a brief

investigation of this nature. They did serve, however, as an excellent

framework for evaluating alternatives and for obtaining commitments to

specific projects.

The Resultant Strategy

As the different ideas were compared against these objectives, there

emerged two short-range approaches and two long-range approaches.

It is evident that someone whose credit card has been confiscated in a

restaurant or whose wife is in tears over a store billing controversy is interested

in immediate access to assistance. A project has been proposed to deal with the

problems of aggrieved individuals.

A newspaper, TV, radio, or magazine story which places the blame in

error because of poor facts or poor understanding on the part of a journalist

does not wait for the long range. Immediate corrections must be provided.

A project has been proposed to provide fast reaction and response to press

stories that need correction.
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On the other hand, gaining the attention and understanding of thought

leaders having high responsibility for public activities is a matter that requires

careful preparation and lengthy periods for implementation. A project has been

proposed to carry out effective work with such thought leaders under the most

prestigious technical auspices available.

On an even longer time scale, the general public must learn to feel

comfortable about the ways computers are used and to recognize the essential

role that human choice plays in their successful use A project is being explored

for using our most pervasive mass medium, TV, for achieving a strongly

favorable public attitude.
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The Four Projects

1. Ombudsmen

The basic idea is to provide a technically astute person in a locality to

respond to calls for assistance from citizens or establishments who are having

trouble because of some computer application and do not know what to do about : .

The logical responsibility for such a project lies with the local units of ths

major technical societies interested in computing. Accordingly, ACM has unaer-

taken to outline a detailed program for creating local ombudsmen in cooperation

with DPMA, the TREE Computer Society, and with others where it may be

appropriate.

A Graft cf an instruction to all local ACM chapters is now circulating

within ACM, IEEE, DPMA, and AFIPS for review and comment, It is expected

that the ACM Executive C ornmittee will decide on February 16 whether to proces=

with the project and, if so, under what guidelines.

In its present form, the proposal for local ombudsmen places several

limitations on the way in which such people could operate. They must restrict

their scope to technical findings and advice on matters brought to them by others.

The only instance in which the ombudsman might act on his own initiative would

be to seek out the reporter who wrote an erroneous description of a computer-

related problem for the local paper; the ombudsman would be permitted to give

the reporter the technical background necessary to understand his error.

AS the project is currently planned, the selection of the local volunteers

for this public service would be the joint responsibility of the local units of

the computer societies. In large metropolitan areas, more than one person mac,

be required. ACM Headquarters will be exepcted to collect reports frorn the

ormbudsmen and to issue periodic newsletters on the incidents and the techniques

used for resolving them.



oOa. j®ast Response

The basic idea is to give misleading treatment of computer applications

in mass media a prompt response with a balanced, technically accurate

The logical responsibility for this project lies with the industry trade

association, in this case the Business Equipment Manufacturers Association

(BEMA), The 1971 budget in BEMA carries a specific project on the "blame the

computer syndrome", and implementation details and final approvals are now

being developed by the BEIMA staff,

There seems to be an increasing intensily and frequency of articles anc

statements that use the classic shortcut of ascribing all manner of evil habits tc

the computer without even mentioning the failure to provide adequatdate cw

failure to foresee events or conditions when the programs were written. There

are important problems that arise when the incident under discussion involves

a single system manufacturer anda single customer. These problems are bes.

handled through the more detached (but professionally competent) channeis of the

trade association.

This short term, fast-response effort has a longer term impact, too.

The continuing contact of the journalist and his editors with responsible and

accurate treatment of the facts will make them more sensitive for future stories.
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3. Reaching Thowsht Leaders

The basic idea is to give important public executives and legislators a

better background in uses of computers than they now possess. Until now, the

computer community has tended to deal only with governmental units having hign

technology missions, and very little contact has been developed with the leade

responsible for people-oriented missions.

The logical responsibility for sponsoring a project of this nature lies with

This Board would not assume the operational responsibility for the detailed

undertaken, but its sponsorship and coordination of the action bodies is essentis?

to the ultimate success of the project. The Board has begun to examine this

proposal and plans to discuss its adoption at a meeting scheduled on February 24.

The current thinking is that the Board would convene a meeting of the

leadership in the computer societies and other technical organizations to develor

broad guidelines to be used in several programs designed to assist the thought

leaders to learn more about computers and their applications. The organizations

the Board cf Computer Science and Engineering in the National Academy of

involved would probably include AFIPS, ACM, IEEE Computer Society, SCI, SIAM

DPMA, ASIS, and ASM (Assoc. for Systems Mgt.), plus government units such es

the Center for Computer Science and Technology and the NSF Computer

The detailed programs undertaken by these organizations would be

developed and funded by the individual organizations to give maximum flexibility

and timeliness,
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4, TV Games

The basic idea is to extend the present popular formats for daytime TV

games into activities that depend upon human choices requiring some form of

computer logic for timely implernentation. Whatever the degree of computer

sophistication involved, it would always be subordinated to the human players,

and the role of the computer itself would rarely be formally sensed by the

The logical responsibility for this project is a production company es

funded with risk capital to develop and exploit the more promising games. No

such company appears to exist, so a Series of discussions has been started tewar :

formation of one.

A keystor: 2 to such an enterprise is useful ideas for TV games based urcn

computers. Fay Baker, incorporated as Lovelace, has been collected these

games for about four years, and she has several in sufficiently developed stages

of concept and planning to be considered as candidates. The ideas for this kind

of game appear to be nurnerous, even numberless.

The end objective, if a commercially viable format can be found, is to

make the American daytime TV viewer appreciate that interesting, challenging,

and even joyous th ings can be accomplished by people whose thinking process is

aided by computers. When this message has sunk in, there will be no need to

worry about the "blame the computer syndrome. "
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SDD POUGHKEEPSIE
Dept. Bll, Bldg. 706
Extension 3-7284
February 18, 1971

Memorandum To: Warren House

Subject: Data-Base Tutorial - February 24, 1971

The attached is an abstract of the presentation to be made by
Mr. Robert Engles concerning Data-Base Organization.
You might want to include it in the Board workbook for the
February meeting.

M. P. Feder
MPF/drs
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1 ON DATA-BASE ORGANIZATION

Robert W. Engles

The purpose of this presentation is to clarify certain issues of data-base
support. The main issues are data independence, security, integrity,

- search, and the integrated data base. The intent of the presentation is
tutorial, and the viewpoint is that of a systems programmer.

The first part of the presentation is an introduction, which includes .
data-management history, trends, and terminology. The second section
presents a theory of operational data based on the notions of entity
sets and.data maps. The third section is an exposition of data-bank
design, emphasizing structure, search, and maintenance. The fourth
section shows why data independence is a necessary feature of a viable
data base support.

Key Words:

Data independence Integrated data base
Data integrity Search
-Data management Systems programming
Data security.
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A TUTORIAL ON DATA BASE ORGANIZATION
(Summary of the Presentation)

by

Robert Ww. Engles
International Business Machines Corporation

Systems Development Division, Poughkeepsie, New York

The heart of an information system is its files or data base. The purpose of this
tutorial is to clarify certain issues of data base support. The main issues are data

independence, search, and the integrated data base. Data organizations are described
and the.problems involved in the representation, storage, and retrieval of information
are analyzed from a programming point of view.

The first section of the tutorial is an introduction which includes data management

history, trends, and terminology. The evolution of data management software is
viewed in terms of the growing distinction between file organization (logical structure),
and data organization (physical structure). The issues of search, data independence,
and the integrated data base are introduced and their relationships explained. Data

access is distinguished from data organization. A system structure is described to

- provide a framework for the definition of data base concepts and terminology. Units

of storage (volume, physical record, etc.) are distinguished from units of data, and

system data units (data bank, data set, extent, block, stored-record, and data ele-

ment) are distinguished from application data units (file, logical record, and field).

The second section of the tutorial presents a theory of operational data based on

the notions of entity sets and data maps. Entities are the things in the real world

about which we record facts, Facts are relationships, and data maps are a means of

defining relationships. Twelve types of data maps are defined, and data base organi-
zation is viewed as the process of defining, representing, storing, and maintaining

data maps. The regular organization and the inverted organization are defined as the

two major types of data organizations. Various types of retrieval requests are de-

fined, and the need for both the regular and the inverted organizations is developed by

means of examples.

_ -



The third section of the tutorial is an exposition of data bank design, emphasizing
structure, search, and maintenance, Starting with the problems of representing and

updating complex data maps, this section explores various data organizations capable
of representing complex structure. Hierarchical, multi-list, variable- and fixed-
symbol list organizations are described and compared. The principles of entity set

organizations are defined, and the requirements for handling networks of relationships
are explained in terms of a.product structure example.

The final section of the tutorial is about data independence. Starting with a list
of data dependencies, this section presents the reasons why data independence is ~

widely considered a necessary feature of viable data base support. Types of data in-
dependence are classified, evaluated, and related to other issues such as security
and integrity. The presentation emphasizes the need for a logical data organization
against which application programmers can define file organizations, and against
which data base admini strators can define data organizations. The previously de-

. scribéd notion of the entity record set is suggested as the basis of such a logical data
or ganization. The presentation concludes with requirements for a data description
language for data base administrators. The opinions expressed in the tutorial are

personal and do not represent a corporate position.

_ 2 _
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@ INTRODUCTION

A en
Data Base Organization

eo Introduction
History, ttrenes, and ferminelogy

e Operaiional Data
What it is ened how it is organized

e Data Indopondenee

Deja Banks
Their structure wesarch.and mainfonance

When, whore, end why - who should snccify what .
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SECTION I

File DATA Dula 8

Organization Organization
INFORMATION STORAGE

Information: The Meaning Assigned to Data by Known
Conventions.

Data: Any Representations to Which Meaning May be
Assigned.

Storage: A Device into Which Data Can be Inserted, in Which it Corr
be Retained, and From Which it Con be Retrieved.

The Correspondence Between the Structure of DataData Organization:
and the Structure of Storage.

File Organization: The Correspondence Between the information
Structure and the Structure of the Data.

File Dota File Data

Past

File Dota Set Fite Data Set

Present - a

Files Dato Base

Future

-4.
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Present Levels

1. Input/Output Control (e.g., DOS)

2. Data Set Control (e.g, OS$/360)

3. Data Base Control (e.g., IMS)

Major Issues Terminslogy

Search Enterprise

° Security and Integrity
Operational Data

Entity
e Data Independence Evont

e Integrated Data Base ntity Record

« Event Record

_ 5_



input Data Output Data

Dato Banks

e

@

Volume

Secondary
Physical Record

Units

System
Extent

Deto
Units

Block

Stored Record

Hat Data Element (Data ftom)

File

* Oni Fietd (Value)

_ 6 _
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ain,

Other Program
Data Base

Menagement

Conventional
Oata Processing Task

Management Programs Management

Dota Base
Management

Terminal

Storage

Data Bank

Dato Set

Application
Data

logical Record



Reality
Entity Property

Information
Attribute Value

Deta

Data Element _ Data Item

Reality: Entity Sets

Entities

Properties

Information: Entity Record Scts

Entity Records

Attributes (Values)

Data

Application: Files

Logical Records
Fields (Vclues)

System: Dota Base

Data Banks
Data Sets

Space & Form Extents

Blocks
Stored Records
Data Elements (Data lems)

- 7-



SECTION II

An Entity Set is a Collection of Similar
Entities, i.e., Things that Have the Same
Kincl of Properties
For Each Entity Set, There is an Identity
Atiribuie
The Values of an Identity Attribute are
Unique Entity Identifiers, for Example,
Part Numbers

A Fact is Represented by a Correspondence
Between Values of Two Atiribuies, One of
Which is an Identity Atiribute; for Exampte:
The Quantity-on-Hand of Part# 3256 is 800

. A Data Map is the Totality of Relations
Between the Values of an Identity Attribute
and the Values of Another Aitribute
Associated with the Entity Sct
Part# Quantiiy-on-Hand

_
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HING # CLASS

THING # is the identity attribute
for the set of THINGS

The values of THING # are:
1549, 1548, 1985, 2003,....
These values are the unique entity
identificrs for the set of THINGS

CLASS is an information attribute
defined for ine set of THINGS

The values of CLASS are:
Alpha, Bota, Gamma, Delta

These values are not entity
identifiors for some other entity set.

Simple, Nonstruciural Data Mep

Attribute: THING' Attribute: CLASS
Values: : Malues:

1549
Alpha1648

1985 Bota
2003
2116 Gamma

Delta
2345

2677
e
e
e

2237

2563

9



Complex, Structural Data Map

Attribute: THING * Aitribute: . PLACE*
Values:Values:

1549
1648
1985 27

2003

2237
2345
2563
2677

A Data Map Specifies the Relations Between Two Sets
of Atiribute Values

Let V Denote a Set of Any Type
Let E Denote a Set of Entity Identifiers 7

Let W Denote a Set of Values that are not
Entity Identifiers

Consider Maps of the Form: E> V

There are Three Types of Maps:E-W E->E
To Each Element of E, A Map may Assign None, One,
or Many Elements of V

There are Four Types of Mappings: Simple/Simple,
Simple/Complex, Complex/Simple, Coraplex/Complex

_ 10 _



Map is simp!c; tap is simple; tAap is coinplex; Map is Cornplex;
DATA Inverse map Inverse map inverse map Inverse map
MAPS is simple is complex is simple is complex

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

E 9 10 1 12

Man# Social Security Number 7 Dept # Man # of Employees in Department

2 Man # Date of Hire Port # Warehouse = of warchouses where stocked

3 Dept# Telephone Number 9 Man# Man # of Spouse

4 Man # Degrees Hetd 10 Man# Mon # of Manager

5 Dept# Manz of Manager of Department 11 Dept # Dept # of subordinate departments

Enfities

6 Man # Dept # of Department 12 Part # Part # of component parts

Attributes

A, A2e Am

B Vi Vi, 2 Vi, m
V2, mV2,1 V2, 2

Values

Vo, 1 Vn, 2 Va, m

- }l -
7



Atiribuies of THINGS
THING# NAME CLASS STATUS COLOR DATE

11549 Joe Beto Out Red 122032
11648. Sam Alpha Out Blue 081352
13985 Bob Alpha In White 101547
12003 Ray Gamma Out Red 012853
W216 Jim Beta In Green 042939
12237 doe Delta in Black 081148
12345 Max Gamma In White. 122032
12563 dim Beta Out Yellow 111140

Irv Delta12677 In Blue 033045

Part of an Entity Record Set of simple data mops in a regular, fixed-length,
sequential organization representing facts about the set of entities called THINGS

The Entity Record Se+

Virtual
Data

Data Set

2.

Data Set

Data Set

3

llustreting Vertical and Horizonte!
Partitioning of an Entity Record Set into
Three Data Sets

-12 _



Data Set Oresnizatio:asw

Not Indexed Indexed

2Sequential 1

Random 3 4

Ativibute Requests:
In Regard to Things, What is the Color of 12345 ?
In Regard to Things, What is the Name, Class
and Status of 11549, 12093, 12237, and 12677 ?

Classification Requests:
List the Things with Color =Red
List the Things with 042939

Classification and Attribute Request:
What is the Neme and Status of Things with
Class=Alpha ?

_ 13 _



ompound Classification Recuest:
List the Things with Color =Slue and Class =Alpha

Compound Classification and Attribute
Requesi:.
What is the Thing#, Name, and Class of Things with
Status =In and Color =Green or Date <123140 ?

Classification and Function Request:
Count the Things with Status =Out

Compound Classification, Attribute, and
Function Request:
What is the Name and Date of Things with Class =Beta
and Status =In; Sort Ascending on Name

THINGS in an Inveried Data Organization
:

CLASS > Alpha pleas 11985,

COLOR Beta . 11549 12116 12563;

DATE _-_
#12003 12345,

NAME Delta
12237 12677;

STATUS-

Green
12116;

Red
11549 12003;

White _
b INTE 12345;

Yellow
12563;

122032
p> 11849 12345,

042939
p> 12116;

111140
12563;

933045
12677;

101547
11985;

081148
b> 12237;

001352
® 1164A-

012853
» 12003;

Bob
TTORS;

Jim
19563;

Joe
> 11849 12237;

Max
12345;

-14_

Gamma

Black
12237;

Blue
11648 12677,

12116

Ray
> 12003;

Sam
> 11648;

21935 12116 12237 12345 12677,

JI549 $1648 12093 12563.

:



SECTION III

Complex Data Maps
Complex/Simple and Complex/Complex
Retrieval and Usdate
Represeniciions

Struciural Data Maps
E+E' and EE
Related Daia hiaps
Implied and Derived Data Maps

Update: Additions, Changes, and Deletions

All tho Requirements of Retrieval Plus the Problems of :

- Storage Management

Integrity ' Validity
Interlock / Deadlock

.

Consistency of Related Data Maps

. Copies for Recovery and "As Of Retrieval"

- 15 -



Three Nicthods of Representing a Complex
Data Map Without Pointers

Argument Function

- C2

C4
D3
D4

Connection Matrix: 123 4 Variable Lists:
A1100 A12;B1;B1000 234,034;
coll
DOO 1 1

Linear Representation of a Tree Struciure

A(BI (cI,C2,€3)B2(C4,C5)B3)

-16 _
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Contiguous Hicrarchical Data Organizatian

Al BI C21C3 &2 83

A2 84 C6 ES C7 CB) C9

: Noncontiguous Hierarchical Data Organization

e
e
e

Al 61

A2 82 C2

B3 C3

b4

BS cs

cs
co

Chained List Orgenization
Departments:

Jobs:

1 t 2

Employces : ae4 5

1

Variable Pointer List Orcanization
2Departments: 1

a

ee1 2 38 4 5Employees:

Jobs: 2
+

-17_



Regular Organization with Seconday Indexes used to
Represent all Complex Data Maps

: Employees
Dept?-Man* Man* Name Dept* Job*. ..

1

Departments Jobs
Dept* Name ... Job* Name...

1 22

1 22
2

4 2
2

dob? Man*
5 2 1

1 > 2
2 2

:

Suggested Principles of Dafa Base
Organization

1. A Data Bank Represents a Notwork of Relations
among Entity Sets.

2. Data BanksWill Change. '

3. Entitios Must Be Uniquely Identified in the Context of the
Entity Set.

-18 _



Suggested Principles of Data Base
Organization

4. Separate Data Access from Data Organization.

5. Separate Data Organization from File Organization.

6. Separate Complex Maps from Simple Data Maps.

7. Whenever There Is a Complex Data Map of the Type Whese
Invorse is Also Complex, This Type of Relation Defines
Another Entity Sct.

1. FiloinB/M Order .2. Tree Formed by Explosion
of PartA

2

4
313

2
2

1

2 3

- 19 -



- Pairs Parts
Pair## Quantity Part# Type Description QOH:
AB 2 A eo

A.D 2 BBl 1

B 2 1 D

.0 8B 3 2 @e
DE 4 3
D1 2 4 cece ec ere ees
E 2 2
E 3 1

1

2 1

20-



SECTION IV

The Declaration of Data Independence
-

Whenin the course of event processing, it becomes
necessary for us to dissolve the bonds which have
connected programs and data, wo should declare
the causes which impel us to this separation.

We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all
programs are created equal, that they are endowed
by their creator with certain inalienable rights, that
among these are sufficient storaye, protection, and
DATA INDEPENDENCE,

A Prograrn can be Bound to its Data

Writing of the source program--implying or

specifying the data descriptors

at the Following Times:

Compiling of the object program--implying or

including the data descriptors

eLinking with precompiled tables or routines

containing the data descriptors

* Opening of the file--associating the file description
with the data descriptors

« Accessing of a data clement or a record of data

elemenis--dynamically utilizing the descriptors

- 21 -



In Regard To Using A Data Set:
1. How Is It Accessed? ie.,

How Is It Located?
What Access Method Should Be Used?
Is Access Constrained By Device Characteristics?

2.Where Is It? i.e.,
Who Volume(s) Is It On?
What Device Is The Volume On?
What Computer Is The Device On?

a

In Regard To Using A Data Set:

3. What Is It? i.e.,
How Is It Related To The File ?
What Is The Data Set Organization?
What Are The Record Storage Parameters ?

4, How Is The Access Method Used ? i.e.
Buffer Requirernents ?
Blocking/Spanning?
interlock Procedures?
Control Blocks And Linkages ?

_ 22-



In Regard To Using A Single Data Item:

1. How Is It Accessed ? i.e.,
Is {t Stored Or Computed ?
What Is The Search Algorithm?
IsThere An Index?
What Dol Have To Do And Know To Use The Index?

2. Where Is 14? ie.
Where fs The Dato Item In The Segment Or Record ?
Where Is The Segment Or Record In The Data Set ?
What Is The Name Or Extent OF The Data Set ?

In Regard To Using A Single Data Item:

3. What Is It
How Do I Tell If t's Null?
What Is tts Length?
What Is The Unit Of Measure Of The Value ?
What Type Of Value ? (number, string, boolean, pointer

4. How Is The Va lue Represented? i.e.
What Is The Code?
What Is The Format ?
What fs The Level Of Representation ?

_ 23 _



In Regard to Update:

1, What checks should bemade pertaining fo:
Authorization for the change?
Validity of the new data?
Consistancy of related date?

2. Whatoffer data should be changed?
Other copies of the values?
Related data mans?
Indexes or inverted datamans?

3. What are the procedures for:
Interlock /Doadlock
Copies for recovery and history?
Handling additions and deletions?
Allocating and frezing storage?

1
Logical 4

-4 Data
Organization 4

(Entity Sets and Data Maps}

NY

(Fields) {Data Elements}

3

File
Data

Organization Management Organization
Base Data

:

~ 24-



A Data Descristion Language for the Data Base
Administrator to Specify:

What the attribute values designate, i.e.,
identity, structural, or simple facts; status, summary
or historical facts.

* The materialization type, ie.,
direct, indirect, factored, computed, or coded; and
depending on the type, the data set(s) and byte
offset, function names,ete,

* The representation of the valuss, i.e.,
binary or docimal, integer or real, digit or character
string, length, justification, padding , scale, units, ete.

B

A Data Description Language for the Data Base
Administretor fo Specify:

* The security and integrity procedures, ie.,
authorization talsles, edit masks, range limits, related
attributes, update rules, function names, efc.

* Search mechanisms, i.c.,
whether tho attribute values can be used as keys,
whether the atiribute is to bo indexed, the type of

index, search technique, ete.

_ 25-
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Reasons for Data Independence

Allows data base administrator to make
changes in the content, location, representation, -

and organization of a data bank without
reprogramniing the application programs.
Allows supplier of data processing equipment
and software to introduce new technologieswithout
reprogramming of customers'applications.

Facilitates data sharing by allowing the same data
. fo appear to be organized differently for different
application programs.

Simplifies opplication program developement
to facilitate devclopment of programs for
interactive data base processing.

Provides centralization of control needed
by data base administrator to ensure the security,
integrity, and consistency of the data base.

~26-
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FFA 22 ReedteO

Poughkeepsie, New York 12602

Office of Vice President

February 4, 1971

TO: Computer Science & Engineering Board Members

SUBJECT: CS&EB Data Security Study

Enclosed is a Prospectus for a Data Security Study to be

undertaken by the Computer Science and Engineering Board.

February CSk&EB mecting.
Discussion of this item will be on the agenda during the

Your comments on the Prospectus and ideas for possible
sponsors are solicited.

JAH:am J, A, Haddad

\ ; Attachment



NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
(Computer Science and Engineering Board)

PROSPECTUS
Data Security Study

Lo Introduction

In view of the rapidly growing importance of data security as a problem

with far reaching social, financial and legal implications, it is appropriate

that there be established a committee of the Computer Science and Engineering
Board to conduct a study and prepare recommendations for further action

. by that Board.

The purpose of this study will be to assess the information on data

security available to computer designers, users, and the general public, and

to recommend policies for generating the required information where it is needed.

This study will be concerned with the security of data used and stored in
r

electronic data processing systems which are(commercial in nature?

1. Identification of the possible types of data security violations

and contingencies.

2. Identification of security measures which can be provided through

physical means or operational procedures

3. Assessment of the availability and adequacy of security measures

in computer hardware, supporting programs, and operational

procedures to guard against possible violations and contingencies.

moThis effort will study thoroughly the following three items:
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Il, Statement of Problem

At the outset, data security must not be confused with data privacy.

It is important to understand that privacy and security are not synonyms

nor is one a part at.o the other. Privacy is the claim of individuals, groups
| ;

or institutions to determine when, how; and to what extent information

about them is communicated to others, and includes questions such as1

what data ought to be put into a computer system at all, Security is

protecting the integrity of the data once it is in ( or being putinto) the

system by such means as physical protection (i.e. locked rooms) environ-

mental protection (i, e electromagnetic shielding), encryptying of data,
ov

operating system procedures, etc Defining a cornputer system as a 4

collection of people, devices,(processes, and procedures+. assembled to

process information, the security of this information is then a function of

the measures taken by each element of the system. The elements of this
_-

protection must be provided by both the, computer industry and the users

of the systems.

We may think of data security as the provision of "hooks" aiid features

in hardware and software which will allow users to apply system engineering

principles and obtain configurations, procedures, and operations which

implement thé desired profile of security ina given environment, application,

and set of threats extant now or in the future.
c

Extensive means for protecting data from unauthorized disclosure

(whether accidental or intentional), from modification, and from destruction,

have been limited until quite recently to a few specialized computer systems,

However, the management of major enterprises are aware of their dependence

TWestin, "Privacy & Freedom", Anthencum, New York 1967 : :



on the integrity and continued availability of data in their systems. The

growth of these concerns suggests the need for an objective evaluation

of the ability of the users of computer systems to determine and to achieve

an adequate level of data security now or in the reasonably near future

The efficiency and effectiveness of many federal, state, and local

government functions will depend on the timely availability of ]information,

Unwise.or malformed control (ie. 1cgislative, regulatory, administrative,

etc.) enacted in response to the security issue,-may 80 limit the use of

electronic data processing as to preclude its use in many of these important

applications and can adversely and seriously impact the operation of

essential commercial enterprises, such as retail credit. Conversely, unless
a

necessary légal constraints are provided, taking into account the limitations

of today's and tomorrow's technologies in providing data security, it may

be impossible to establish important new computer applications such as

regional, state, or national banks of medical records.

Ul. Plan of Action

The Computer Science and Enginering Board (CSEB) will establish

a committee composed of representatives of industry, academics, users,

the legal profession and the general public to study this problem. The

CSEB as a part of NAS, has a unique capability of assembling open and

proprietary information from both the public and private sectors,

Inasmuch as there is relatively little information available in the open

access to proprietary information will be important 'to makingliterature

an accurate assessment of the availability and adequacy of security measures,
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The committee will form appropriate panels to study the three

areas mentioned above and will.issue a report at the conclusion of

the study. The report will discuss the committee's assessment of the

availability of knowledge in the three areas and will make recommendations

for improving the quality and quantity of information available. It is

expected that the study will require one year to perform. Followon

efforts may be recommended if the committee thinks they are desirable.



On the Defense
Computer Companies
re Hauled Into Court
y Flurry of Lawsuits

Users Say Systems Erase
Data, -Create Confusion
And Cause Red Ink to Flow

'Who, Us?' Say the Makers

By WILLIAM M. CARLEY
Steff Reporter of Tue WALL STREET JOURNAL
When Scientific American magazine decided

to use a computer to handle its files on sub-
scribers, it hired System Development Corp.,
of Santa Monica, Calif., to plan the operation,
select the proper computer and write the ''soft-
ware" instructions that would guide the com-
puter in its tasks.

Chaos ensued. 'The system tailed to per-
form many essential functions; much of what
it did do was inaccurate,"' Scientific American
says. When a subscriber notified the magazine
of a change of address, for example, the com-
puter was supposed to create a new record for
that subscriber and render the old one inac-
essible. In fact, the computer rendered all
records inaccessible, wiping out service to that

criber, the magazine charges.
some readers revolted and canceled sub-

scriptions. Others who kept their subscriptions
didn't get their magazines and refused to pay.

"copies.
§$cfentific American soon found it didn't

even know its correct circulation. To make
sure it had enough copics, it resorted to costly
lprinting of more magazines than it needed.
Meanwhile, because readers were canceling
subscriptions, the magazine was losing adver-
tising revenue.

This, at least, is the story told in court pa-
pers filed by Scientific American. The maga-
zine is suing System Development in Federal
court for $2.5 million in damages it says it suf-
fered. System Development vigorously denies
any wrongdoing.
Tip of an Iceberg

Whoever is at fault, Scientific American
isn't alone. A rapidly growing number of com-
panies are finding their gleaming new comput-
ers won't work, or work wrong. And like Scien-
titic American, they're suing the computer
makers or the software suppliers for damages.

Besides System Development, those now
under legal fire for computers that allegedly
won't perform preperly are Internitlonal Busi-
ness Machines Corp., Burroughs Corp., Sperry
Rand Corp.'s Univac division and Xerox Data
Systems Inc., a subsidiary of Xerox Corp.

Lawyers expect still more suits to be
"As far ay legal battles over

: hputers go,It were seeing only the Up
of the iecherg," says William Fenwick, a New
York attorney who specializes in computer
law.

Are computers really that bad? Certainly
sometimes,

Wall Street Journal
Computer companies admit they are having

troubles and say privately that computer sys-
tems have grown so complex-and short-lived
-that it's all but impossible to know how to fix
everything that can go wrong with them. ''As
soon as we develop good systems checks for
one generation of computers the industry leaps
to the next generation, and sometimes the
checks can't fully match the greater complex
ity involved," says a vice president for one
computer company.

Critics say that's certainly true, but they
add that there are other reasons for the sudden
onslaught of court suits. Like the "know-it-all"
air that customers say computer companies
exude when deallng with clients who, know
nothing about computers. ''The computer com-
panies assure customers, 'We'll give you a
whiz-bang system, we know all about it, you
can depend on us,' says Roy Freed, a Boston
attorney. ''All too often the customer relies on
this and fails to negotiate a carefully drawn
contract including detailed specifications that

bag. "
Major computer companies deny that they

assume such an attitude in dealing with clients.
They contend that many computer snafus ara
the result of negligent customers failing to
carefully follow instructions on the care and
feeding of computers.
Fed-Up Consumers

Lawsuits also may be increasing simply be-
cause the public is getting increasingly intoler-
ant of computer errors. ''Look at the mistakes
in your department store bills," says one law-
yer involved in a computer case. ''People are
just getting fed up with this sort of thing."
When enough consumers get fed up, of course,
complaints deluge a corporation nd business
may even fall off. That's when computer com-
panies receive invitations to defend themselves
in court.

The suits are not small potatoes. The one
filed last month by TWA against Burroughy
asks for $70 million in damages. TWA con-
tracted with Burroughs for a computerized
passenger reservations system. "During the
negotiations of the contract, TWA alleges,
Burroughs represented itself as ''a pioneer in
the design and development of large-scale mill-
tary and commercial electronic data process-
ing systems" with "extensive experience in
system design, hardware development and
software design."' Burroughs also claimed, ths
suit charges, that the system it was peddling
TWA was "reliable and flexible and had been
proven in many previous applications."

In fact, TWA charges, the Burroughs sys
tem "has proven to be unreliable, incomplete
and defective with resulting breakdowns and
failures, and the system is totally unfit for
TWA's purposes. A spokesman for the airline,
who says the Burroughs system never did go
into operation for TWA, declines to specify just
how it failed.

Burroughs has denied TWA's charges, say-
ing that it "has in no way made any misrepre-
sentations" and that "the Burroughs equip-
ment meets or exceeds all requirements and
intended use conditions of the TWA system."
Burrouchs has filed a countersuit for the $11.5
million it saya TWA owee it for the computer
system.

In a suit against Univac, United Engines
Please Turn to Page 21, Column 3

Engines says it encountered an

Inc., a small Shreveport, La., distributor of
truck diesel engines, says it ran into two prob-
lems, First, the company says it discontinued
its manual accounting system in anticipation of
the comprter's arrival Oct. 1, 1967. That cre-
ated problems, since the computer arrived in:
December, And when it did arrive, the com-
pany says, it didn't work right, either because
of programing errors or because it was inher-
ently incapable of performing the . assigned
chores.

The net result, the company says, was that
its accounting was "thrown into confusion,
chaos and catastrophe.'' There were countless
inaccurate invoices which would not balance
with customers' own tabulations of their ac-
counts. Customers were returning invoices as
fast as United Engines could mail them. Many
customers refused to pay until their invoice
was properly balanced. United Engines lost
count of inventory and therefore of inventory
control, ''with the result that inventory in-
creased more than $250,000 above average."

Inventory soared and sales dropped. United
"acute cash

shortage'' and had to borrow money to meet its
payroll,

United Engines says it tried everything to
solve the snafu. When the computer was late, a
United Engines executive pleaded with Uni-
vac's local representative for delivery. When
that didn't work he called a Univac man in
New Orleans, then a Univac executive at the
company's Philadelphia headquarters, and fi-
nally vainly tried to phone the president of
Sperry Rand, Univac's parent company, at his
home.
Nothing Helped

When the computer arrived and then alleg-
edly couldn't do the job, United Engines says it
tried to use a Univac in a Iecal hospital as a
sort of pinch-hitter. United Engines al50
worked employes overtime, hired new ones and
flew executives into Shreveport headquarters
from various United Engines offices to heip
rectify accounts. None of that solved the pro>-
lem, the company says. United Engines has
switched to another computer supplier and is
suing Univac for $271,000 in alleged damages.

Univac declines to comment on the case.
In some cases, computer users charge that

computers don't work because of poor service
and maintenance. Megasystems Inc., a New
York firm that leases computers and then
rents time on them to various customers, is
suing Xerox Data Systems on these grounds.
That suit alleges that XDS provided inade
quate, poor, inexperienced, negligent, incompe-
tent and unskillful personnel to service and
maintain the computer." Maintenance workers
simply couldn't keep the computer going, the
suit alleges.

"It was inoperational for days, in some
cases weeks," says a Megasystems attorney.
"Things got so bad that one of our customers
had to be flown to the West Coast so the com-
puter work could be done on XDS equipment
there."
Win Some, Lose Some

Another problem involved a serviceman
cleaning computer discs, on which data are
stored. "He used the wrong solution-soluticn
A instead of B--and as a result he tot a

stroyed our customer's records on that dse,"
the Megasystems attorney says.

XDS says the Megasystem sult is * 'without

the computer must meet. When something goes
wrong, the gullible customer Js left holding tha

Still other bewildered readers got duplicate

y



In the handful of cases that have come to
trial and been decided, computer companies
have won a few and lost a few.

When Lithonia Lighting Inc., a Conyers,
Ga., maker of industrial lighting fixtures, be-
came dissatisfied with its leased Honeywell

computer, it tossed the computer out prio

to expiration of the lease and ordered IBM
. equipment. Honeywell sued for the profits it

would have made on the balance of the lease.
Lithonia Lighting counterclaimed in court

that Honeywell breached the lease contract by,
among other things, providing a defective
reader of punched cards. But Federal Judge
Newell Edenficld ruled that "it was finally dis-
covered that the trouble lay in a voltage meter
which Lithonia itself had incorrectly wired
when the system was Installed.' The judge
held that Honeywell was entitled to $159,922.

In an IBM case, however, the computer.
maker lost~at least the first round. An IBM
subsidiary, Service Bureau Corp., provided a
computerized inventory control system for
Clements Auto Co., a Minnesota distributor of
auto and electrical products, and assured it the

+ system would "provide iron clad controls to in-
sure accurate reports."
The Old Dust Method

But because a device used to feed data into
the computer was allegedly error-prone, the
system was riddled with mistakes. Clements
auto executives testified in court that comput-
er-produced inventory reports showed no rela-
tlon to the actual amount of stock on the
shelves. A Clements officer also testified that
some computer reports were so voluminous as
o be unusable.
"You have no idea of the amounts of paper

that thing ground out. If was just more paper
than the people could possibly get through," he
said.

In ruling on the case, Federal District Court
Judge Miles W. Lord noted that in earlier
years one criterion for determining slow mov-
ing items in inventory at Clements was the
level of dust on the shelves. ''After the system
had been in operation for three years and after
hundreds of pages of reports had been turned
out by IBM, at an expense to Clements Auto of
(hundreds of thousands of dollars), Clements
still had no more reliable guide to the obsoles-
cence of its inventory than the level of dust
uponthe merchandise," the judge sald. The
judge granted $481,000 in damages to Clements
Auto.

peais in St. Louis and has argued its case be-
'fore that court, but a ruling hasn't yet been Is-
sued.

When they can, computer makers often try
to settle suits out of court, if only to avoid bad
publicity and the expense of litigation. That's
what happened when Band-it Co., a Denver
manufacturer of industrial fasteners, sued Na-
tional Cash Register Co., for $35,000, alleging
that NCR had provided a computer that didn't
even perform as well as Band-it's existing ac-
counting system. NCR won't disclose the
amount for which Band-it settled out of court.

Computer makers don't like to talk about

disclose to reporters which courts they're being
sued Jn, or who is suing them, even after such
sults become a matter of public record in the
various courts.

us
Cheer Up, Computer Users:
Tomorrow Will Be Worse
By aWau STREET JOURNAL Staff Reporter
If computer snafus seem bad now, just

wait. They prornise to get much worse.
William A. Fenwick, a New York attor-

ney who is an expert on computer law,
notes that computers are increasingly
being interconnected so they can ''talk'' to
each other. 'This raises the possibility
that if something goes wrong with a re-
tailer's computer that's hooked up to a
supplier's, the errors in the retailer's ma-
chine can creep into the supplier's and dis-
rupt both companies' businesses," Mr.
Fenwick says.

Another problem, the lawyer notes, is
that companies are increasingly changing
their computers to ''on line'? systems,
meaning that the computer is constantly
accepting data and turning out information
on which management decifions are
based, which in turn are fed back {nto the
computer. If an error creeps into such an
"on Hine" system, it can rapidly have a cu-
mulative effect and spell chaos for a com-
pany's data and decision-making pro-
cesses.

"Tt can turn everything topsy-turvy in a
real hurry," says Mr. Fenwick.

IBM appealed the ruling to the Court of Ap-
+

awsuits azainst their products Companies in-
cluding IBM, Burroughs and Honeywell won t
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Geeurity conize'ols jin the ADEPT.5SO

e-sharing system
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"Authority intarteates/And makes mere
sols of inogistrates"--Butler

POREWORD
At prusont, the system deseribed in this paper has not

sppraved by the Department of Defense for
sine classified inforina.ion. This paper does net

present DOD policy regarding industrial application
time- or resource-sharing of EDP equipment.

IN TRODUCTION
. Caraputer-based, resource sharing systems are, and

things of value; therefore, they should be
roteeted, The valuables are the information data
hoes, the processes that manipulate thom, and the

plant, equipment, and personnel that form the
agatem plexus. An extensive lore is developing on the
sbject of system protection? Petersen and Turn?
épeuss in considerable detail the substance of protection
2 Loa-miitary information systems in terms of threats

countermeasures. Ware! contrasts ' 'security" and
for viewing protection in militarys ystems as

well. This paper describes the security controls imple-
tee in the ADEPT-50 time-sharing system* a re-

ree sharing system designed to handle sensitive
information in classified government and military
ae tities.*
Our appreach to security control is based on a set

: d Re carch Projects Agency of the Department of Defense.

theoretic model of access rights. This approach appears
natural, since the important objects of security are sets
of things -- ugers, terminals, programs, files-and the
operators of set theory membership intersection,
union--are casily programmed for, and quickly per-
formed by, computer. The formal model defines
time-sharing security control of user, tern:inal, job and
file security objects in terms of equations of access based
upon their security profiles-a triplet of Authority,
Category, and Franchise property sats. The eorrespond-
ence of these properties to government and military
Classification, Compartments, and Necd-to-Know is
demonstrated. Implementation of the model in the
ADIEPT-850 Time-Sharuig System is described in detail,
as are features that transcend the model inetudng
initialization of the security profiles, the LOGIN
decision procedure, system integrity checks, security
residue control, and security audit trails. Other novel
features of ADEPT sacurity control are detailed and
include: automatic file classification based upon the
cumulative security history of referenced files; the
"security umbrella" of the ADEPT job; and once-only
passwords. 'Che paper concludes with a recapitulation
of the goals ef ADEPT security control, approximate
costs of iinplemoentution and operation of the security
controls, and suggested extensions and improvements.
Historically, protection of a sensitive computer

facility has been attained by limiting physical access to
the computer room and shielding the computer complex

opment of ADEPT Vas SUpported in part by the Ad-
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from electromagnetic radiation. This "sheltered"
approach promotes one-at-a-time, batch usage of the
facility. Modern hardware and software technology has
moved forward to more powerful and cost/cffeetive
time-shared, multi-access, multiprogramimed systems.
Howover, three features of such systems pose a challenge
to the shelicred mode of protection: (1) concurrent
inultiple users with differcut secess rights operating
remote from the shiclded room; (2) multiple programs
with different access rights co-resident in memory; and
(3) multiple files of different data sensitivities simul-
tancously accessible. These features aupear to violate
traditional methods of accountability based upon a'
single user (or multiple users with like clearances)
operating within strictly controlled facilities. The
problem is of such magnitude that no time-sharing
system has yet been certified for use in the manner
described! However, some multi-aceess systems are in
operation in a classified mode,?® and a number of
design approaches have been suggested $19 lt .1

In addition to the usual goal of building an effective
time-sharing system, the ADEPT project began with a
number of sceurity objectives as well:

1. Build asecurity control mechanism that supports
hetcrogencous levels and types of classifications,

2. Design the securily control incchenism in such 4
manner that it is itself unclassified until primed
by security configuration paramcters, a point
strongly supported by Baran' regarding com-
municatons security.

3. Construct the security control mechanism as 20
isolated portion of the total time-sharing system
so that it may be carefully scrutinized for
correctness, completeness, and reliability.

4. Do the above in as frugal a manner as possible,
considering costs to design, fabricate, and
operate. Good system performance is our prin-
cipal criterion in selecting among alternative
technical solutions, as noted by the author
elsewhere.15

In approaching our task, we recognize security as a
total system problem involving hardware, communics.
tion, personnel, and software safeguards. Jlowever, our
focus is primarily on monitor software, and its interfaces
with the other areas. This view is not parochial: our
hardware is a standard 1BM 360 model 50; communica-
tion security is an established ficld of study wilh
considerable technological know-how;!4 and the policy,
doctrine, and procedures for personnel behavior in
classified environments are extensive, with legal founda-

tions. 'Thus, our only degree of freedom is the control ve
build into the time-sharing exccutive software.

A security control formalism
A formal model of software security control for

{0 sensitive portions of ADEPT is developed here.

Security objects
Jour kinds of security objects are to be managed

our model: user, terminal, job, and file. Let u
some user; t some terminal; 7 some job; and f some :

Seeurity properties
Each security object is described by a security

that is an ordered triplet of security properties-\-.-
thority (A), Categury (C), and Franchise (Ff). Authority
is a set of hierarchically reordered security jurisdicticns.
Category is a sot of discrete security jurisdicti-s.
Franchise is a set of users licensed with priviiaget
security jurisdiction.
The property "Authority" is defined as a set A,

A= fal <a <, + < ar} (i}
and the specific members, a', of the set are security
jurisdictions hierarchically ordered.
"Category" is a discrete set of specific compartinents, Cc,

C = {e%, cl, ? 0%} (23

Compartinents are mutually exclusive security sanc-
tuaries with discrete jurisdictions.
"Franchise" is a security jurisdiction privileged to 4
given set of useys, 1e.,

F = {ulu isa user} (3)

For a given terminal, t, let a given Authority set, A,

be denoted by A, or in general, let a given secur.
object, «, denote a given property, P, fora as P,. Hence
we can speak of Au, or C;, ete., to mean the spec:
Authority set for a given user, u, or the specific Cates
set for a given job, j, respectively.
Four important sets (of users) arise with respect te

the Franchise property, namely, Franchise for
terminals, jobs, and users. To distinguish the sense
which a given user is being considered, we subscript
by the sceurity object under consideration, Henee, ue

sindlarly defined. For complcteness, we define .55

:

means the sor with 1 Yietion to Fi fi
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STL object.

Py = {a} a)
F, = fu (8)

= {uf, uj, ue} (6)

Fy = {uy, uj, uy} (7)

'quation (4) states that the Franchise for a user is
to himself; his jurisdiction is unique, and no

"er user is so endowed. Iquation (5) states that the
minal Franchise is possessed by \ different users who

- ave jurisdiction ever the terminal f. Likewise, equa-
cana (6) and (7) define the job and file Franchise sets.

Ya security discussions, one hears the familiar phrase,
neads a higher-level clearance." We can now define
her level" with our model.

Leta and f be security objects and Jet p be some
ctron such that p(A,)cA

then,

A, 2 Ag «> n(A a)
2 e(Ag) (8)

C 2 Cpr Cy 2 Cy Q)

(10)

Iquation (S) claims that the Authority of a security
object, is ata "higher level" than another security
vhject Ag when the specifie authority, a, is greater than
tue specific authority,
It is implicit in equations (1) and (8) that the specific

athorities, a', must be numerically encoded for the
tude reLytionslups to hold. Uquations (9) and (10)

"nine P, to be greater than Pg if and only if Pg iB A
theut of Py.
vents may alter the membership of property sets.ia Py be the eth P, in a given context.
Define the Authority history, Aa, at the eth event as

Ax(0) = (11)

Aa(e) = max (A,(e - 1), e(AJ)), e > 0 (12)

Cile) = Cife -1) U Che > 0 (14)
We can now define Franchise for each

Equations (1J) through (14) recursively define two
useful sets that accumulite a history of file references a8
a function of file -eference events, . A history of the
highest Authority, Aj, is defined by equation (12) as
either the previous set, An(e -- 1), or the current set,
e(A}), Whichever is lurger in the sense of equation (8).
equation (11) gives the initial condition as some low
specific file authority, :: Wquation (14) defines the
highest Catezory history as the union of the previous
set, Ca(e - 1), and the current set, OF; while equation
(13) states that the union is intially the empty set.
Though IF, could be defined in our model, no need is

seen at this time for a Franchise history. More will be
sail about these Jistory sets later.

Property determination

Table I presents ina3 X 4 matrix a summary of the
rules for determining the security profile triplets, P,.
We shall examine these rules here For the user u,A, and C, are given constants, and Fy is given by
equation (4). For the terminal t, A; and C, are given
constants, and ]Fis given by equation (5). Given Au and
A, we determine as:

A; = min (Au, Ae) (15)

Lkewiso, given C, and C,, we determine C; as:

Cu Nc, (16)

Fg F ane 8

[Equation (6) gives to compicte the~job_security
profile triplet.
An existing file has its security profile predetermined

with Ay and C, as given const ats, and Fy as piven by
equation (7). llowever, a new file -one just created-
derives its security profile from the job's file access
history according to the following:

Ay = A,(e) (17)

Cy = C,(e) (18)

Fy = uj (19)

0

From equations (11) through (14) we see how the
Authouty and Category historics accumulate a3 4

function 'of event, e. Those events ure the specific tines
when files are avcested by a job. To maintain gecuriky

i e, define the Category history Ca, at the eth
+ {

C0) = (13)
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TABLE I-Sccurity property determination matrix

Property Category FranchiseAuthority
Object A C

User, u Given Constant Given Constant u

Terminal, t Given Constant Given Constant

Job,j minfA,, Ay) uy

Lxisting file Existing fileFile, f Given Constant Given Constant uy

New file New file
max(A(,e~--1), p(AD),e > 0 Cle --1) U Che >0 Uy

Cc. C,

integrity, these histories can never excced (j.c., be ueF, (23)groater than) t : job security profile. This is specified as,

Ai(o) > A; (20)

C; (21)

For e= 0, we ree the propertics initialized to their
simplest form. However, as e gets large, the histories
accumulate, but never exceed the upper limit set by the
job. As(e) and C,(e) are innportant new concepts,
discussed in further detail later. We speak of them,
affectionately, as the security "high-water mark," with
analogy to the bath tub ring that marks the highest
water level atfained.
The Franchize of a new file is always obtained from

the Franchise of the job given by equation (6). When
b= p = 0, the job is controlled by the single user u; who
becomes the owiier and creator of the file with the sole
Franchise for the file.

Aeecss control
Our model is now rich enough to express the equations

of access contro!. We wish to control aecess by a user to
the system, toa terminal, and to a file. Access is granted
to the system if and only if

ueU (22)

where U ig the set of sll sanctioned users known to the
system.
Access is granted to a terminal if and only if

If equations (22) and (23) hold, then by definition

u= UU, = U; (2-4)

Access is granted to a file if and only if

P;2Pys (25)

for properties A and C according to equations (8) and
. (9), and

Uy € F, (26)

If equations (25) and (26) hold, then access is granted
and A,(e) and C,(e) are calculated by equations (12)
and (14).

Medel interpretation
Three different dimensions for restricting access to

sensitive information and infurmation processes are
possible with the security profile triplet. The generality
of this technique has considerable application to pubhe
apd military systems. For the system of interest,
however, the Authority property corresponds to the Top
Sceret, Secret, etc., levels of government and miiitary
security: Category eorrespends to the host of speciat
control compartments used to restrict access by project
and area; such as those of the Iniclligence and Atomic
Energy communities; and the Franchise property
corresponds to secess sanctioned on the bass t
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necd-to-know. With this interpretation, the popular
geeurity terms "classification" and "clearance" can be

defined by our 1model the same dimensions -as 3

min/mas test on the security profile triplet. Classifies
tion is attached to a security object to designate the
minimun security profile required for seeess, wheres
elesrance grants to a security object the maximum
security profile if has perniission to exercise. Thus, legal
necess obtains if the clearance is greater than or equal
to the clissification, i.e., if equation (25) holds.
Another observation an the model is the "job

umbrella" concept imped by equations ((22) through
Le. the derived clearance of the job (not the

elezrance of the user) is used as the security control

triplet for file access. The job umbrella spreads a

homogeneous clearance to normalize access to a

heterogeneous assortment of program snd data files.
This simplifies the problem of control in s multi-level
~eurity system, Also note how the job umbrells's
tigh-water mark (equations (J1) through (14)) is used
to automatically classify new files (equations (17) and
{18)), this subject is discussed further below
A final observation on the model is its of

nec to know to terminal aecess, equation (23) This
feature allows terminals to be restricted to special
people and/or special groups for greater control of
mrsounel interfaces -1e, -ystems progiammcrs, com

puter operators, ete.

Security cantal unplomcniation

The selection of a set theorctic model of security
control was not fortuitous, but a deliberate choice biased
toward coinputationa! eficieney and ease of implemen-
{ation Ht permits the clean scparation and isolation of
security control ecde from the security control data,
which enables ADEPT's security mechanisms to be
tently discussed and still remain safe 2 point advo-
cited by others 4 le We achieve this sefety by "arming"
0a system with sceurity control deta only. once at
sCurt-up time by the SYSLOG procedure discussed later.
Alo, the model improves the eredibility of the security
system, enhancing its understanding and thereby pro-
noting its certification.

Security objects: Identity and structure

Each security object has a unique identification (7D)
iv the system such that it ean be managed individu.
The form of the depends upon the security

"eet types the syntax of each is given below,

User identification

For generality of definition, each user is uniquely
identified by his userid, which must be less than 18
characters with no embedded blanks.

'The userid can be any mesningful encoding for the
Jocal installation. For example, it ean be the individual's
Social Sceurity number, his military serial muuber, his
last name (if unique and icss than 13 characters), or
some local installation man mumber convention, The set
of all USEL7 ds constitutes the universal set, U.

Terminal identification

All peripheral devices in ADEPT are identifled
uniquely by their IBM 360 dovice addresses. Besides
interactive terminals, this includes dise drives, tape
drives, line printer, card reader-punch, drums, and 1052

keyboard. Therefore, terminalid must be a two-digit
hexadecimal number corresponding to the unit address
-of the device.

Job identication

ADEPT consists of two parts the Basic Executive
(BASEX), which handles the allocation and scheduling
of hardware resources, and the Extended Pxecutive

ADEPT is designed to operate uiself and Ur programs
as a set-of 4696-byte pages. BASIEX. is identified ss
certain pages that are fixed jn main core, whereas
and user progiams se identified as sets of pases that
move dynamically between main and swap memory.
A sot of user programs are identified as a job, with page
sets for each program (the progam map) described in
the job's environment area, i.., the job's "state tables,"
Every job in ADUPT has an environment area that
is swapped with the job. It contaiis dynamic system
bookkeeping information pertinent to the job, including
the contents of the machine retiste: s (saved when the

job 1s swapped out), internal file and I/O cont o] tables,
a map of all the prograin's pages on drum, usercid, and
the job sceurity control parameters. The environment
page(s) are inemory-protected against reading and

writing by user programs, as they are really swappable
extensions of the monitar's tables.
The is then a transitory intemal parameter

which changes with each user entrance and exit from the

system. The job: id is a relative core memory address
used by the executive as a major index into contral
system tables. T is mapped into an external two-digit
number thet is typed to the user in response to 4

successful LOGIN.

(EX. v hich irterfaces wer programswit Ds eyDDN

TAK

4. :
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File identification

ADEPT's file system is quite rich in the varicty of
file types, file organization, and equipment. permitted.
There are two file typos: temporary aud permanent.
Temporary files sre transitory "scratch" disc files,

which disappear from the system Inventory when their
parent job exits from the system. They are abvays
placed on resident system volumes, and are private to
the program that created than.
Permanent files constituie the majority of files

cataloged by the system. Their permanence derives from
the fact that they remain inventoried, cataloged, and
available even after the job that created or last refer-
enced thom is ng longer present, and even if they are not
being used. Permanent files may be placed by the user
on resident system volumes or on demountable private
volumes.
There are six file organizations from which a usermay

select to structure the records of his file: Physical-
sequential, 81; non-formatied, $2; index-sequential, 83;
partitioned, S4;multiple volume fixed record, $5; and
single volume fixed record, 89. Regardless of the
organization of the records, ADEPT manages them as a

collection, called a file. Thus, security control is at the
file Jevel only, unlike more definitive schemes of
sub-clement contro}.§1-?
All the control information of a file that describes

typo, organization, physical storage location, diate of

creation, and security is distinct from the data records
of the file, and is the catalog of the file.
All cataloged ADEPT files ave uniquely ideutified by

a four-part name; each part J as various options and

defaults (system assumptions). This name, the d,

has the following forsa:

: : = neme, form, userid, volume: id

Name is a user-generated character string of up to

eight characters with no embedded blanks..14 mist be

unique on a private volune as well as for Public files

(described below).
Form is a descriptor of the internal coding of a file.

Up to 256 encodings are possible, although only these

seven are currently applicable:

1 = binary data
9 = relocatable program
3 = non-relocatahle program
4 = card jimages

oat alos
6 DLO (Delayed Output)
7 == line images

t Raita

corresponds to the owner of the file, Le., the
creator of the file.

1 is the unique file storage device (tape, dise,
dise pack, ete.) on which the file resides. Por various
reasons, including reliability, ADEPT file inventories
are distributed across the available storage media,
rather than centralized on one particular volume. Tlius,
all files on a given dise volume are inventoried on
that volume.

Security properlics: Encoding and structure

Implementation of the security properties in ADEPT
js not uniform across the security objeets as suggested
by our model, particularly the Franchise property. Lack
of uniformity, bronght about by real-vorld considera-
tious, is not a liability of the system but a reflection of
the simplicity of the model. Extensions to the inodcl are

developed here in accordance with that actually
implemented in ADEPT.

Authority is fixed at four levels (w = 3 for equation
(1)) in ADEPT, speeifically, UNCLASSIFIED, CON-
FIDENTIAL, SECRET, and TOP SECRET in

accordance with Department of Defense security
regulations. The Authority set. 1s encoded as a logical
4-bit item, where positional order js important. Megni-
tude tests are used extensively, such that the high-order
bits imply high Authority in the sonse of equation (8).

Category

Category is limited to a maximum of 46 compart-
ments ( < 15 for equation (2)), encoded as a logical
16-bit item. Boolean tests are used exclusively on this

datum. The definition of (and bit position correspond-
ence to) specific compartments is an installation option
at ADEPT start-up time (see SYSLOG). Typical
examples of compartinents are EYES ONLY,
CRYPTO, RESTRICTED, SENSITIVIi, ete.

Franchise

Property Tranchise corresponds to the mihuuvy

concept of need-to-know. Fsgentially, this corresponds

to a set of usersids; however, the ADEPT implementa-
tion of Franchise is different for each security objcet:

}. User: All users wishing ADEPT service must be

known to the system. Phis knowledge ja imparted

by SYSLOG at start-up time and Jin: to

appreximstely 500 necrids (max(U) < 509).

Rote6

Authority

15
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2. 'Ucriminal: "quation (5) specifies the Franchise
of a given terminal, F,, as a set of In
ADEPT, EF, does not exist. One may define all
the users for a given terminal, i.e., Vy5 01 alierna-
tively, all the terininals for a given user. Booause
SYSLOG orders its tables by userid, the latter
defintiion was found more convenient to
Implument.

8. Job: The Franchise of a job is the of the
creator of the job at the {ime of LOGIN to the
systom. Currently, only one user has access te
(and control of) a jeb (u = 0 for equation (6)).

4. File: Implementstion of Franchise for a file (",),
is more extensive than equation (7). In ADEPT,
we wish to control not only who accesses a file,
but also the quality of access granted. We have
defined a set of four exclusive qualilies of access,
such that a given quality, q, is defined if

qe{READ, WRITE, READ-AND-
WRITE, RVAD-AND-WHITE-
WITH-LOCKOUT-OVERRIDE} (27)

ADEPTiv pannits sinultancous aeceas to a file by
many jobs if the quality of access is for READ
only. However, only one job may access a file
with WRITE, or READ-AND-WRITIE quality.
ADEPT automatically locks out aceess to a file
being written to avoid sinmiiancous reading and
writing conflicts. A. special access quality, how-
ever, docs permit Jockout override. Equation (7)
can now be extended as a set of pairs,

F; = { (uf, q°), (uy, q'), > (uf, q")} ; (28)

where giare not necessarily distinct.and are given
by equution (27).
The implementation of equation (28) is depend-
ent upon y, the number of franchised users.
When y = 0, we have the ADEPT Private file,
exclusive to the owner, u?; for y = max(U), we
have the Public file; values of y between these
extremes yield the Semi-Private file. y is
implicitly encoded as the ADEPT "privacy"
item in the file's catalog control data, and takes
the place of Fy for all cases cxeept a Semi-Private
file. Vor that case exchisively, equation (28) holds
and an actual Fy list of userid, quality pairs
exists as a necd-to-know list. The owner of 6 file
specifies and controls the file's privacy, including
the ecmpocition of the need-to know list.

Security control initialization: SYSLOG
SYSLOG is a component of the ADEPT initialization

package responsible for a aming the security controls. It
operates as one of a number of system start-up options
prior to the time when terminals are enabled. SYSLOG
sets up the security profile data for userid and

i.c., the "given constants" of Table I.
SYSLOG creates or updates a highly sensitive

system dise file, where cach record correspouds to an
authorized user. These records are constructed from a
deck of cards consisting of separate data sets for
compartment definitions, ing classification, and
userid clearance. The dictionary of compartment defini-
tions contains the less-than-9-character mnemonic for
each inember of the Catczory set. Data sels are formed
from the card types shown in 'Table LL. Use of passwords
is described later in the LOGIN procedure.
AnDT card must exist fer each authorized user; the

PWD, ] DEV, BEC, and CAT ecard types are optional.
Other card types are possible, but not germane to
security control, eg. ACT for accounting purposes.
More than one PWD, DIV, and CAT eard is acceptable
up to the current maximum data limits (i.e, 64 pass-
words, 4S terminalids, aud 16 compurbnents).
A varicty of legality checks for preper data syntax,

quantity, stad order are provided. SYSLOG assumes tlic
following default conditions when the correspending
card type is omitted from exch dats sct:

tc)

2

PWD No password requircd
DEV All terminalrids authorized
SEC A = UNCLASSITTED
CAT C = null (all zero mask)

This gives the lowest user clearance as the default,
while permitting convenient user access. Various options
exist in SYSLOG to permit maintenance of the internal
SYSLOG tables, including the replacement or deletion
of existing data sets in total or in part.
The sensitivity of tle information in the security

contro! deck is obvious. JProcedures have been developed
at cuch installation that give the fuuction of deck
ereation, control, and loading to specially cleared
security personvel. The internal SYSLOG file itself is
protected in a special manner described later.

Aecess control

A fundemental securdy concern in multi-access sys-
is that many users with different clearances will be
simuliancously using the systern, thereby raising the
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TABLE 1I-- SYSLOG control cards

Card Type
DICT
compartment;

Purpose

compartmenty,

TERMINAL
UNIT terminalid
IDT usersid
PWD password
DEV terminalia,

password
terminaliidys

SEC Authority
CAT compartment, comparimenty

possibility of security compromise. Sinee programs are
the "active agents" of the user, the system must
maintain the integrity of each and of itself from
accidental and/or dehberate intresion. A multifile
system must permit concurrent access by one or more
jobs to one or more on-line, independently classified files.
ADEPT is all these Chings- multiuser, multiprogram,

and multifile Fos, do als with 4

control over users, provrans, aud files.

User access contral: LOGIN

To gain admittance to the system, a user must first
satisfy the ADEPT LOGIN decision mocedure Tis
procedure attempts to authenticate the user in a feshion
analogous to challong. icsponse practices
The synta,s of the ADEPT LOGIN command, typed

by a user on his terminal, js as follows:

/LOGIN 4d password accounting

Figure 1 pictorially displays the LOGIN decision
procedure based upor the user-specified input param-
eters. U'scritd is the index into the SYSLOG file used to
retrieve the user security profile. If no such record exists
(i.e., equation (22) fails), the LOGIN is unsuccessful and
system access is denied. If the security profile is found,
LOGIN next retrieves the terminalid for the keyboard
in use from internal system tables, and searches for a
match in the terminalitd list for which the usersid was
franchised by SYSLOG. An unsucecssful search is an
unsuccessful LOGIN,
If the terminal is franchised, then the current pess-

word is retrieved fron: the SYSLOG file for tis
and matched against the passiard eutered as a keyboard
parameter to LOGIN. An unsuccessful mate is again

Identifies start of data set of compartincat definitions,
Defines up to 16 compartinents.

Identifics start of data sats of terminal definitions.
Identifies start of a terminal data get.
Identifies start of a user data set.
Defines legal passwords for userid to 64.
Defines legal teriniuals for userid up to 48.

Defines userid Authority.
Defines userid Category set.

an unsuccessful LOGIN, Furthermore, the terminal is

ignored (will not honor input) for approximately 30
seconds to frustrate high-speed, computer-assisted,
penctration attempts. Tf, however, the match is
successful (equation (22) holds), the current password in
tho SYSLOG file for this userid is discarded and
LOGIN proceeds to create the job clearance.

Store

Nocify user
of unsuccess-}--
ful LOGIN

All

Equation (22)

Equation (23)

Equation (22)

Equations (15) and (165

Yace ters
er\ rer

cere?

{ Yor
Does

uter: ta Ro
gle ance
recerd

es

Fetricval
terminal
security

cprofi

userid
franchised O

forth:

yes
Retr feve
current Ignore

terminal ferpassscrt 39 seconds

t Ko
legal for
vs. pita.

Yes

Cyeate job
clearance

required Ko Exit

t : : : :

Discard

Figure 1--LOGIN decision procedure
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Passwords in ADEPT obey the same syntax conven-
tions as userid. (Sce the earlier deceription of User
Identification.) Although :: increased, currently
SYSLOG permits up to 63 posswords, Each svecessful
LOGIN thiows away the user passvord; ( 4 successful
LOGINS are possible befere a new sat of passwords
need be established. Uf other than randem, onee-only
passicords ave desired, the pe: : tray be encoded
in somo algorithmic manner, or replicated some number
of times Once oy password is un costly i 1 emented
technique for user anthantreation, which has been
advocated by others.27 It is a highly and
secure technique because of the high permutability of
12-character-passuords and their time
interdependence, known only to the user.

Once the authentuation pruces is completely satis-
fied, LOGIN thejebs curity profile -cearding to
equations (14) aud (16) of our ts, the lower
Authority of the user and the terrainal becemes A,, and
the intersection (locies) ANT)) of the ucer and terpdaal
Catego: s sc. becomes the Car sory of the job, G, Por

4 user with TOP BI : L Anthony
Category : (1091 1001 0.04 1101) oper ting froin a

SECRET level terminal with « Category set. (0000 0000
0000 0910) controls a job : : : to SECRET with an
empty Category sct.

and order

Program access control: LOAD

As noted caber, the ADEN Laecnuve consists of
two parts BASER, the part, and HATS, the
swapped part. EXEX is a body of reentrant code
chared by all wers, however, i 1s treated as a distinct
program in each user's job. Up to four programs can
exist concurrently in the job. Exch operates with the job
clearance the job clearance umbrella.
LOAD is the ADEPT component used to load the

programs chosen by the user; it is part of EXEX and
hence operates as part of the user's job with the job's
clearances. 1S are cataloged files and as such may
be classificd with agiven sceurny profile Asis deserbed
in "File Access Control!" below, LOAD can only load
those programs for which the job clearance is sufficient.
Onco loaded, however, the new program operates with
the job clcaranee.
In this raanner, we see the power of the job umbrella

in provid.ng smooth, flexible ar oper aon concun ent
With neces uv secuity contro) Program files may Le

classified with a variety of weuuty poodles and then

permits, for example, an unchesified progrant file (.g.,
file editor) to he Joaded into & highly classified job to

process sensitive classified data Eles.

File access control: OPIEN

Before input/output can be performed on a file,
a program, mupt first acquire the file by an OPEN call
to the at a file for
itself befors it can maninulate the file, even if the file is
aheady OPPNcd for another program. A succeasful
OPEN requires proper specification of the file's deserip-
tors--some of which are in the OPIEN call, othcra of
which are picked up directly by the Cataloger frem the
job environment arca (e.g., Job clearance, wserid)--and
eetivfactory Job clearance and userid need-to "now
qualifieations accurding to equations (25) and (26) of
our model Kauat on (25) is unp emented as (8) as a

straightforward magnitude comparison between A; and
Ay. Equation (25) is implemented as (8) as an equality
test hefween Cy and (C; A Cy). We use (C; A Cy) to
ensure that Cis .. .ubset of t' e jab categories, 1.., the

yobtenbiella Le cquation (26) 15 2 NOP wf the file
js Public; a simple equality test between Uy and uy if the
File is Private; and « (able search of Py for uj; if the fle
is Semi-Private. These tests do increase processing time
for filo access; however, the tcsts are performed only
onee at OPEN time, where the cost 3s insignificant
relutive to the 1/0 processing subsequently performed
on the file.
The quality of rec granted by a successiul OPEN,

and subsequently enforeed for all 1/0 transfers, 1s that
lu Ve sted, even if the user has a gieater Frenchise Yor

example, during program. debugging, the owner of a file

may OPIEN it for READ access only; even though
READ-AND-WHITE access quality is permitted. Ze
therchy protects his file from possible uncontrolled
nodifieation by an erroneous WRITE call.
Considerable controversy surrounds the issue of

automatic classification of new files formed by subset or

mergei of cxstive Lies The heat of the issue is the poor
accuracy of many such classification tochriques™ and
the fear of teo inany over-classificd files (a fear of

operations personnel) or of too many under-classified
files (a fear of the security control officers). ADEPT

> the problem with a clever heuristic --most new

files are crested fram g fies, herce the new

file a puvate fle with the composite Authority end

Catecon 'of all fdes referereed This 1s odheved in

ADYPY by use of the "biel-weter mark "

tine with the bourd + condition of emt tine

tn a
in progiant mnst OPEN

1

4

: Lb

j : i

Ab

oper te with yet another, re, the job ch a mee By this

(11) :
1? rdStof dl} asod1

1 G r DV : : ot ai ), th C: {alopa : u
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(14) for each successful file OPEN, and henes maintains
the composite classification history of all fdes refercneed
by the job. For each new and temporary file OPIEN, the
dataloger applies equations (17), (18), and (J9); they
are reapplied for each CLOSE of s new file, to update
the classification (duc to changes in the high-watermark
since the OPIEN) when the fila becomes an existing
cataloged file in the inventory. The scheme rarely
underclissifies, and tends to overclussify when the new
file is created late in the job eyele, as shown by boundary
equations (20) and (21).

Prans-formal security features

ADEPT contains a host of features that transcend
the formalism presented earlier. They are described here
because they are integral to the total security control
system and form a body of experionce from which new
formaltsins can draw

Computer Hhardware

ADEPT operates on an TRAI System 360/50 and is,
thercfore, limi ted to the hardware available. Studies by
Bingham' suggest a variety of hardware features for
security control, many of which are possessed by
System 360.
IBM System 360 can operate in one of two stutes: the

Supervisor state, or the Problem state. ADEPT cxecu-
tive programs operate in the Supervisor state; user
programs operate in the Problem state.
A munber of machine instructions are "privileged" to

the Supers state only. An attuinpt to esceute them
in the Problem state is trapped by the hardware and
control is returned to the executive program for
remedial action, ADEPT disposes of these alarms by
suspending the guilty job. (A suspended job may be
resumed by the user.) Clearly, instruct 5ons that change
the machine state are privileged to the exccutive only.
Another class of privileged instructions consists of

those dealing with input/output. Problem state pro-
grams cannot directly acce-s information files on
secondary memory storage devices such as disc, tape, or
dium. They must access these files indncetly by
requests to the executive system. The requests are

subjected to interpretive screening by the exeentive
software.
Main memory is sclvetively protected sq Vint un-

authorived change (write protected) We have ake had
the 360/50 modified to include fetch protection, which
guards against unauthorized reading of-- or ceseenting

fruii--pioieeted memory. The menery protect insti ue-

tions ere also privileged only in the Supervisor state.
ADEPT software protects inemory on a 4096-byte

"nave" basis (the hradware permits 2048-byte pages),
allowing a non-contiuous mosvic of protected pages in
memory for a given program. To sedisfy multiprogiam-
ming, many different protection groups are needed.
Throvgh the use of programmable 4-bit hardware masks,
up to 15 different protection groups can be accom-
modated in core concurrently, ADEPT executive
programs operate with the all zero "master ] ey" rhaok,
pernutting universal secess by all Basie and Extended
Executive coniponents.
There are five classes of interrupts processed by

System/3C0 hardware: input/output, program, super-
visor call, external, and machine check. Any interrupts
that occur in the Problem state cause an automatic
hardware switch to the Supervisor state, with CPU
control flowing to the appropriate ADEPT executive
interrupt controlicr. AH secunty vulner ube funetic

including hardware errors, external timer apd key } board

actions, user program service requests, legal instruc
tions, memory protect violations, and input/output, arc
edlled to the attcntion of ADLPY by the System/SG0
interrupt system. The burden for security intevrity is

then one for ADEPT software.

Monitor software

Inducing the system to violate its own protection
mechanisms is one of the most likely ways of breaking &

multi-access system. Those system components that

perform tasks wn response to user 01 pros. requesis
are most susceptible to such seduction.

On-Line debugring

The debugging program provides an on-line eanability
for the professional programmer to dynamically look at

and change selected portions of his program's memory.

DEBUG can be directed 10 Access sansitive core

memory that would not be tiapped by memory protec

tion, since, as an EXTEN component operating m the

Supervisor state, DEBUG aperatcs with the

protection master key. To close this "trap oor,
DEBUG always performs interpretive checks on the

legality of the debugging request. These cheeks are

requested eddress nist he within the users

programm area. If not, the requeat will be } and the

user warned, but he will not be {enminated as has been

the
bused upon address out of hounds vite }

suggeste 1. 7
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Input 'output

Input "output in 8ystem/360 is handled by a number
of special-purpose processors, called Sulector Channels.
To initiate any 1/0, it is necessary for a channel
program 40 be executed by the Selector Channel.
SPAN, the BASEX component that permits symbolic

input/oviput calls from user proyrams, is really a
specini-prerpose comytler thet produces 1/0 chamel
progranss from the SPAM calls. tThese chamnel progam
are subseguenthy delivered and exeeuted by the ADEPT
Tnpul/C atput Supervisor, 10S.
SPARS permits s variety of calls to read, write, aller,

search fer, and position to records within cataloged files.
To achive these ends, SPAM depends upon a variety
of contre! tables dynamically created by tho Cataloger
in the je-b environment.
The initiating and swosequent monitoring of channel

program execution is the responsibility of the BASIN
Input/Crtput Bhipervisor, ICS. JOS is called to execute
a chanel prograin (UNCP). System components, such
asSPARI, branch to 1OS ata known entry point that is
fetch-priniected against entry in the Problem state. ]OS
is off-limits to user programs attempting to access
cataloges} storage. For protection against unauthorized
EXCP requests, JOS elways perforins legality checks
before executing a channel program. These checks buyin
by exarsination of the device addressed by the channel
program. Jf it is the device address for cataloged
storage, further checks are made to determine the
machine state of the calling program. That state must ke

state for the call io ke honored. A. callin the
Problem state would indicate an illegel EXC? call fraia
a user program.JOS. k ther checks to guarantee the validity of

anJ/C request checks to see that the specified buifer
areas for the transfer do not overlay the channel
program itself, an lie within the user's program
momory area, l.e., do not modify or access system or
protected memory.
Covert 1/0 violations are alsu ferestalled sinco 1/0

componcuts take direction from infonaation, stored in
the job e:vironment-an area read- and wrile-protectod
from Preble state programs.

Classified residue

Classified residue is classified information (either cade
or dats} Jeft behind in memory @.c., core, druin, or

dise) after the program thet referenced it has been

dismisacd, swapped out, or quit from the system. 'The
stea:dar: ? solution to the problem is to
purge the nesnory (.8., overwritg with

random numbers, or zeros), 7 system supporting over
Y bilbon bytes of memory, that solution is unreasonable
and in conflict with high performance goals. A ADIEPT's
solution te the dilenima of denying access to classificd
residue while maintaining high performance depends
upon techniques of controlled memory allocation.

1. Core Residue
As noted earlier, all core storage is allocated as

A005 -byite pases. "These pages are always cleared
to zero when allocated, thereby overwriting any
potential residue.
Via the program's page map, the ADEPT

executive system Iahels all code and data pages
(they need not be contiguous) belonging to 4

given program with a single hardware inemory
protection key, thereby prohibiting unauthorized
reading or writing by other, potentially o-

residuit user programs that may be in execution.
Furthermore, BASICX keeps a account
of the status and disposition of all pages of core.
The Loader and Swapper components of

ADEPT always work with full 4096-byte pages.
Unfilled portions of pages at load time ure kept
cleared to zere as when they were allocated,
the full 4096 bytes are swapped into core, if not

already resident, each scheduled time slice.

Yurther, newly allocated pages ave tmeked as

"changed" pages, thus guaranteeing subsequent
swap out to drum.
With these procedures, ADEPT denics access

by a tier or program to those pages of core net
identified as part of his program, and clears core

residue by over-writing accessible core at Icad
and swap times.

2. Drum Residue
ADEPT always clears a drum page to zero

before it is sllocated. The page may subsequently
be cleared again {o user-specified data. ADEPT
also innintains a drum map that notes the

disposition of all drum pages (200 pages for the

IBM 2303 drum). Drum input/output, all

ADEPT 3/0, is controtied by executive privileged
instructions.

3. Disc Residue
Dise files in ADEPT are maintained as

"dirty? memory. That is, the large capacity of

the file system makes it infeasible to consider

automatic oxer-writing techniques for residug

control; therefore, deleted disc tracks arc Fe-

turned io the available storage pool
aid unclean. Lt then becomes the burden of the

1 :
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ADEPT file system to comtro! any unauthorized
file access, whether to cataloged files er un-
cataloged dis memury.

Team work between the C:: { slower, SPAAL and.
105 components of ADETPe : cs t) control
via legality checking of OPEN and 1/0
requests.
For cxemple, all dise packs are laLeled

internally and externally with their ealvmed,
and this label is cheehkcd at the Gare of mnounting
by the Cat alager OPEN procedure tu assure
proper voluing mounting. Tapes may also be
labeled and checked es a user option.
Of particwlar note, SPAAT always assumes that

an end-of-file (HOP) immedintely follows the
last record written in a new file, and it prohibits
reading beyond that EOF, Contaminated tracks
allocated tu new files cannot be read until they
are first written. The act of writing advences the
HOF and the user sinniltsreously over-writes the
classified residue with Jus own deta. 'The user
cannot skip over the HOF, end theFOF location
is itself protected in the job environment crea,

4. Tape Residue
No special features for { tape residue control are

implementedin ADEPT. Tape residue control is
easily satisficd by manual, off-line tape de-
gaussing prior te ADET"! use.

sysicm) files

Equation (28) led us te examine Private, Semi-
Private, and Publie files. ALJEPT possesses two
additional file privecics that transcend our mode}; bot):
are system filles. Privacy-4 system files are the need-ta-
know lists created by the Catalager itself for Semi-
Private files, Privacy-5 system files are private system
memory for the SYSLOG files snd the catalogs
thernselves.
Access to those files is restricted to the system, only.

Special access checks arc made that differ from those of
equations (25) and (26). First, a special userid is
required that is not s member of U (ie., not in the
SYSLOG file). Seearul, the program making the OPIN
call must be in Supervisor state. Third, the program
making the OPFN call must be a member of a short list
of EXECX programs. The list is built into the Cataloger
at the time of compilstion. In this access to
system files is severely restricted, even to system
progranis.

:

nrer

Security service COMINARCIs

ADEPT provides a varicty of service commands that
involve security control. The commands are listed in
Table adJ Note that. commands VARYON, VARYOPRP,
REPLACE, LISTU, AUDIT, ACDOFF, and WRAP-
UP are restricted to u particular terminal--the Seeurity
Officer's Station.

'TABLIE I}T---Security service commands

Command Purpose
AUDIT* Turns on security audit recording.

the file.
CREATE Enables a user to create a Seini-Private file and its need-to-know list.

terminal drops off the communications line.

AUDOFT* Turns off security audit recording.
CHANGE Enables the owner of a file to change any of the access control information of

LISTU* Lists by terminal d all the current logged in userids.
RECLASS Enable « user to raise or lower his job clearance between the bounds { thic

1 original LOGIN amd. current high-water mark clearance

RELOG Like LOGIN, but reconnects a user to an already existing jub, as when a remote

REPLACH* user to move }tis job to mot her terminal or to reclessify given device] nables
SECURITY Print on the user forminal proximately evciy 100 lines or aly by requostd

as a classif cation stamp of the level of current security activity.
the yob hgh we {er math cleat cee bv request) tS to user in)

VARYON/VARYOFT* Pennits terminals to be varied on- and off-line for flexibilitw. in system

maintenanee end conficuration control.
WRAPUP*

* Restricted to Security Officer's Station only.

Shuts dovn sfem vter a svecified lapsed time.
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Audit

The AUDIP function recoids certain trarsaetions
relating to files, dorminals, snd users, and is the clec-
tronicoquivlent.ofmanualseonrityaccountshilitylogs.
lis purpose is to provide a record of user access in order
to determine whether seourity violations have occurred
and the extent to whieh secure data has heen esm-
promised. The AUDIT function may be initi ed ouly
at start-up time, but may be terminatcd at any time.
All data re recorded on dise or (ape in res! finie se the
data is safe if the system malfunctions. An auxliary
utility program, AUDLIST, may be used to list the
AUDIT file. The information recorded is shawn in
Table IV.

Implementation of AUDIT is quite straightforward,
a product of general 4 ADEPT recording and instranien-
tation!) AUDIT is an EXEX cormponent that is
called by, and at the completion of, exch funetion o be
recorded. "Phe information to be recorded is puss d to
AUDIT iu the general registers. Additional J/O
overhead is the primary cost ineurred in the operation
of AUDIT, for swapping and file maintenance. This
eost is nominal, however, amounting to less than one
percent of the CPU tine.

SUMAIARY
Tu sununary we may ask: How well have we met our
goals? First, we Lolieve we have developed and success-

TABLL I\- Seew.cy event) and information audited by ADEPL j

:
4DN.

: Ce
:

EVENT

LOGIN x x fx x x

hOGOUT

OPEN FILE
__

x x X x x x

REOPEN? FILE x x x x x {x

CHANGE FILE x x x x x

CLOSF FILE x x x x x

DELETL FILE x x x

RECT ASS x X x

REPLACE x x

WRAPUP? X

DEVICE LIST

CATFGORY DICTIONARY

4RESTART

This is the "OPEN existing file™ cormand.1

A list of all

the restart is recorded.

the terminal devices and their assigned security and categories is recorded at each systen cad.
A list of the prose category vanes is recorded at each system Joad.

2

3

Whenever the system s restarted on tha same day (and ALYDIT had been turned on earlier that day) the tite of

he time that the AUPOPF actien was taken, or the time that the WRAPUP function calied AUDIT, to terminate the5

AUDTL function.
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fully demonstrated a security control mechanisne that
more than adequatelysupports heterogeneous levels and
types of classification. Of nofe in this revard is the
LOGIN decision procedure, access contro! tests, jab
umbreJa, high-water mark,and audit trails recording.
The approach ean bei unprovedn the dirertion of more
compartments (on the order of 1000 er more), extension
of the mode] to include svstem files, and the imple-
mentation of a single 1 test for all security
objects The mplemont dion necdsicdund ut encoding
aud error detertion of profile data maease
confidence thesvstent though we havc not oureely cs
expevienced dificulty here Lie merease ur memory
requirements to aclucve these umproveincits may force
numerical encoding of sceurity dats, particularly
Category, as suggested by Petsrs.?
Second, SYSLOG has been highly successful in

cdemonstratuyy the concept of "security arming"of the
system at start-up time. Our greatest dificalty in this
area has been with the human element---Uhe computer
operators--in preparing and handing the contro! deck.
Tn opposition to Peters? ve Leheve the ope, far shou'd
not be "designed out of the opcratiun us much
possible," but rather his cupabilitics should be ungraded
to mect the greater levels of sophistication and responsi-
bility required to operate a time-sharing system. He
should be considered part of line management. ADEPT
is oriented ju this direction and work nov jie progress Is
aimed at building a real-time sccurity survedlanee and
operations station (SOS).
Third, we missed the iarget in our attcnipt to isolate

and lunit the amount of critical coding. Though much

-enough is sprinkled
impossible to restrict the omnipotent capabilities of the
monitor, .g., to run ENEX in Problein state. Some
additional design forethought could have avoided some
'of this dispersal, particularly the wide distribution in
memory of system data and programs thet set and use
these dats. The effect of this shortcoming is the need for
considerably greater checkout time, and the lowered
confidence un the sssteni's udegiity
Lastly, on the brighter side, we were surprisingly

frugal in the cost of implewenting this security control
mechanism 1 took approxnnaicly five porcent of om
effort to design, code, and checkout the ADEPT
security control features. The code represents about tei
percent of the 30,000 in the Sv ste Though
the code is widely disiributed, SYSLOG, security
counnands, LOGIN, AUDIT, and the CATALOGER
account fur about &6 percent of it The over & cost of

operating these controls is dificult. to measure, but it is
quite Jow, in the order of one or two percent of total
CPU time for normal operation, excluding SYSLOG.
(SYSLOG, of course, runs at card reader speed.) The
most significant area of overhead is in the hecking of
T/O channel progrems, where some & to JQ msee are
expended per call (on the average). Since tine is
overlapped with other 1/Q, only CPU bound programs
sufier degre on AUDIT recording alse contributes
to serve cell overhead In actishty, ther ct
coot of om cunticls may be very possibly
negative, su ce ACDIT recordings showed nurs? ous

ayh to messurably lower system overhead

hase
J
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INTRODUCTION

It makes no sense to discuss software for privacy-
preserving or secure time-shared computing without

considering the hardware on which it is to run. Software

aceess controls rely upon certain pieces of hardware.

If these can go dead or be deliberately disabled without

warning, then all that remains is false security.
This paper is about hardware aspects of controlled-

accemg time-shared computing.* A detailed study was

recently made of two picces of hardware that are re-

quired for sccure time-sharing on an IBM System 360

Model 50 computer: the storage protection system and

the Problem/Supervisor state contro! system.' It un-

covered over a hundred cases where a single hardware

failure will compromise security without giving an'

alarm. Hazards of this kind, which are present in any

coinputer hardware which supports software access

controls, have been essentially eliminated in the SDC
ADEP'T-50 Time-Sharing System through techniques
described hercin.?
Analysis based on that work has clarified what

avenues are available for subversion via hardware; they
are outlined in this paper. A number of ways to fill

these security gaps are then developed, including meth-

ods applicable to a variety of computers. Adminis-

trative policy considerations, problems in secu" v corti-

fication of hardware, and hardware design consider-

ations for secure time-shared computing also receive

comment.

FAILURE, SUBVERSION, AND SECURITY

Two types of security problem an be found in com-

puter hardware. One is the problem of hardware frdlure.

tontrotled-aece-» computing in general,

This includes not only computer logic that fails by

itself, but also miswiring and faulty hardware caused

by improper maintenance ("Customer Jengincer"') ac-

tivity, including CIE errors in making ficld-installable

enginecring changes.
The other sccurity problem is the cloak-and-dagger

question of the susceptibility of hardware to subversion

by uvauthorized persons. Can trivial hardware changes

jeopardize a secure computing facility even if the soft-

ware renains completely pure? This problem and the

hardware failure problem, which will be considered in

depth, are related.

Wealk points for logic failure

Previous work involved an investigation of portions

of the 360/50 hardware.' Its primary objective was to

pinpoint single-failure problem locations. The question

was asked, "If this element fails, will hardware required

for secure computing go dead without giving an alarm?"

A total of 99 single-failure hazards were found in the

360/50 storage protection hardware; they produce a

variety of system effects. Three such logic clements

were found in the simpler Problem/Supervisor state

(PSW bit 15) logic. A failure in this lozic would cause

the 360/50 to always operate in the Supervisor state.

An assumption was made in finding single-failure

logic problems which at first may seem more restrictive

than it really is: A failure is defined as having occurred

if the output of a logic clement remains in an involid

state based on the states of its inputs. Other failure

modes certainly exist for Josie elements, but they reduce

to this ease as follows: (1) an intermittent c cement

imects this criterion, but only part of the time: (2) a

shorted or open input wil] cause an 1 output

state at least port of the time; (3) « logic clement which

exhibits excessive signal delay will appear to have an

invalid output state for some time after any input

transition; (1) an output wire which has been eensecurity" is used to cover"The relationship between : al d privacy" has been

hers
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nected to an improper location will have an invalidoutput state based on its inputs at least part of thetime; such a connection may also have permanentlydamaged the clement, making its output independentof its input It should be uoted that flue possibilitieswere counted, for those iclatncly few cases whee asecuiny problem ts caused whethe the element getsstuck in "high" or in "low" state, two possibilities werecounted.
A situation was frequently encountered which is con-sidered in a general way in the following section, butwhich is touched upon here Many mure ogic elementsbesides those tallied would cause the storage protectionhardware to go dead if they failed, but fortunately(from a security viewpoint) their failure would causesome othe: essential part of the 360,09 to fail, leadingto an overall system crash. "Failure detection by faultysystem operation" keeps many logic elements frombecoming security problems.

Cireumventing logic failure

Providing redundant logic is a reasonable first sug-gestion as a means of eliminating single failures as
security problems. However, redundancy has somelimits which are not apparent until a close look istaken at the areas of security concern within the Central
Processing Unit (CPU). Security problems are reallyin control logic, such as the logic activated by a storageprotect violation signal, rather than in multi-bit data
paths, where redundancy in the form of error-detectingand error-correcting codes is often useful. Indecd, the
360/50 CPUU already uscs an error-detecting code exten-
sively, since parity checks are made on many multi-bit
paths within it.
Effective use of redundant logie presents another

problem. One must fully understand the system as itstands to know what necds to be added. Putting itanother way, full hardware certification must take
place before redundancy can be added (or appreciated,if the manufactuici claims it is there to bogin with).Lastly, some areas of hardware do not lend them-selves too eusily to redundancy: There ean be only one
address ata time to the Read-Only-Storage (M08) unitwhose microprograms control the 360/50 CPU#* One
could, of course, use such a scheme as triple-modular
redundancy on all control paths, providing three copiesof ROS in the bargain. The result of such : + approachwould not be much like a 300, 50.
Redundancy has a speciaizad, apphi-cation in conjunction with hardware certifi ion. After

the process of certification reveals which lode elements
can be checked by software at low overhead, redundant

logie may be added to take care of the remainder. Agood example is found in the storage protection logie.Kleven failure possibilities exist where protection inter-rupts would cause an incorrect microprogram branchupon fulwe These f. i) tur possibihtics atuse 7 L partfiom th» Jor iC clements daiven by one control signalIme This signal could be provided sedundantl tomake the hardware secure.
Software tests provide another way to eliminatehardware failure as a security problem. Code can bewritten which should cutse a protection or privileged-opalation ML to pass the test the mterupt m istreact appropriately. Such software must interface theoperating system software for scheduling and storaze-protect lock alteration, but must execute in Problemstate to perform is tests here 3s cleaaly a tradcutbetween system overhead and rate of testing. As pre-viously mentioned, hardware certification must be per-formed to ascertain what hardware can be checked bysoftware tests, and how to check it,

Software testing of critical hardware is a simple andreasonable approach, given hardware certification; it isclosely related to a larger problem, that of testing forsoftware holes with software. Software testing uf hard-
ware, added to the SDC ADIEPT-50 Time-SharingSystem, has eliminated over 85 percent of presentsingle-failure hazards in the 360/50 CPU.
Mieroprogramming could also be put to work tocombat failure problems. A microprogrammed routinecould be included in ROS which would automaticallytest critical hardware, taking immediate action if thetest were not passed. Such a microprogran could either

be in the form of an executable instruction (.g., TESTPROTECTION), or could be automatic, as part ofthe timer-update sequence, for example.A microprogrammed test would have much loweroverhead than an equivalent software test performedat the same rate; if automatic, it would test even in
the middle of uscr-program execution. A preliminarydesign of a storage-protection test that would be exer-
cised every timer update time (60 times per second)indicated an overhead of only 0.015 percent (150 test
cycles for every million ROS eycles). Of even greater
significance is that microprogrammed testing is. speci-fiahle. A hardware vendor can be given the burden of
proof of showing that the tests are complete; the vendor
would have to take the testing requirement into account
in design. The process of hardware certification could
be reduecd to a design review of vendor tests if this
approach were taken.

Yetrofitting inicroprogrammed testing in a 360/59
would not involve extensive hardware changes, but
some changes would have ta be made. Testing iniero-
programs would have to be written by the manu-

: :
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facturer; new TLOS storage elements would have to be

fabricated. A small amount of lovic and a large amount

of documentation would also have to be changed.

Logic failure ean be totally climinated as a security

problem in computer hardware by these methods. A

finite effort and minor overhead are required; what

is secured depends upon the approach taken. if
microprogram or software functional testing is uscd,

miswiring and dead hardware caused by CH errors will

also be discovered.

Subversion lechniques

It is worthwhile to take the position of a would-be

system subverter, and proceed to look at the easiest

and best ways of using the 360/50 to steal files from

unsuspecting users. What hardware changes would have

to be made to gain access to protected core memory

o1 to enter the Supciviso: state?
Fixed changes to clininate hardware features are

obvious enough; just remove the wire that carries the

signal to sct PSW bit 15, for example. But such changes

are physically identical to hardware failures, since some-

thing is permanently wiong As any functional testing

for dead hadwate will d.scove a fixed chinge, a po-

{ential subverter must be more clever.

In ADEPT-50, a user is swapped in periodically for

a brief Jength of time (a "quantum"). During his

quantum, a user can have access to the 360/50 at the

machine-language level; no interpretive program comes'

between the user and his program unless, of course,

he requests it. Thus, a clever subverter might seek to

add some hardware logic to the CPU which would

look for, say, a particular rather unusual sequence of

two instructions in a program. Should that sequence

appear, the added logic might disable storage pro-

icction for just a few dozen microseconds. Such a small

"hole" in the hardware would be quite sufficient for

the user to (1) access anyone's file; (2) cause a system

crash; (3) modify anyone's file.

User-eontrollable changes could be implemented in

Inany ways, with many modes of control and action

besides this exainple (which was, however, one of the

more effective schemcs contemplated). Countermea-

sures to such controllable changes will be considered

beluw, along with ways in which a subverter might try

to anticipate countermeasures.

Countermeasures to Stare

As implicd cailicr, anvone who bas :

to the CPU to { 7 1 bs own "de n ch. 1 : J uv the

hardware is likely to pul ina controllable change, since

a fixed change would be discovered by even a simple
software test infrequently performed. A user-control-

lable change, on the other hand would not be dis-

covered by tests outside the user's quantum, and

would be hard to discover even within it, as will become

obvious.
The automatic microprogrammed test previously dis-

cussed would have a low probability of discovering a

user-controllable hardware change. Consider au at-

tempt by a user to replace his log-in number with the

log-in number of the person whose file he wanis to

steal. He must execute € a MOVIE CHARACTERS in-

struction of length 12 to do this, requiring only about

81 microseconds for the 360/50 CPU to perform. A

microprogrammed test occurring at timer interrupts-
onee cach 16 milliseconds--would have a low prob-

ability of discovering such a brief security breach. Tn-

creasing the test rate, though it raises the probability,

raises the overhead correspondingly. A test occurring

at 16 mzcrosccond intervals, for example, 1epresent> a

15 pereent overhead.
A reasonable question is whether a software test

might do a better job of spotting user-controlable

hardware changes. One would approach this task by

attempting to discover changes with tests inserted in

user programs an undetectable fashion One vy picd
method would do this by inserting invisible breakpoints

into the user's instruction stream; when they were

encountered during the user's quantum, a software test

of storage protection and PSW bit 15 would be per-

formed,
A softavare test of this-type could be written, and as

will.be discussed, such a software test would be adiMeult

for a subverter to circumvent. Nevertheless, the draw-

backs of this software test are severe. Reentrant code

is required so that the software test can know (1) the

location of the instruction stream, and (2) that no

instructions are hidden in data areas. Requiring re-

entrant programs would in turn require minor changes

to the ADEPT-50 Jovial compiler and major changes

to the F-level Assembler. A small microprogram change

would even be required, so that software could sense

the difference between a fetch-protect interrupt and

an exccute-protect interrupt. Changes would be re-

quired to the ADEPT--50 SERVIS, INTRUP, DE-

BUG, and SKED modules. Were such a software test

implemented, run-time overhead would likely be rather

hich for frequent breakpoint-insertions, sinee each

breakpoint inserted would require exceution of 50 or

yore instructions at run time. Lastly, programmers

1 not elvays like having to write reentrant cade.

hese jinplementation probleis, though described

for one spec test approich, ac likely to exterd to

any fest whieh attempts to inter panning UW. 2b pron
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prams via softivare, since any such test must isolateand augment every uscr's instruction stream.
Although the above does not demonstrate that de-

tecting user controllable subversion hardware is im-
possible, it should indicate that by no means is suchdeiection trivial. It is even harder than the above maysugecst, for, as the next section indicates, while thesubverter is busily building his control able changesinto the CPU he may add insult to injury by inacti-
vating anti-failure and anti-subversion hardware.

Defeat of countermeasures

Hardware countermeasures that are casy to installare casy to remove. Redundant logie can be disabledwith the same wire cutters or wire-unwrapper as other
Jogic. This is also iruc of state-testing and parity-checklogic. Alternatively, a clever subverter may add logicthat picks up a test signal and uses it to inactivate hisown logie while the test is performed. The subverter
may, allernatively, arrange things so that tests always
pass during his quantum.
Microprogramined countermeasures are somewhat

more dificult for the subverter to inactivate, since hemust decode particular ROS addresses to know that a
microprogrammed test routine has begun. Once he has
done this, though, he may proceed as if he were dealingwith hardware, since on a short-term basis, micro-
program contents and addresses do not change. The netresult of putting countermeasures in ROS rather thanin Jogie is to raise the "work function" for subversion;that is, the subverter must do more work to achievehis goal, but he can reach it.
On the other hand, a thorough software test, such

as the breakpoint test previously described, would be
nearly impossible to defeat by hardware techniques.This js because of the transient nature of software:
a subverter would have to decode program variables
such as addresses via hardware; then even minor
changes in the breakpoint-placing routines would make
that hardware uscless. One must recall, however, the
large implementation and overhead problems inherent
in a user-interrupting software test. In summary,countermeasures can be devised which have a high"work function," but they entail major costs in imple-mentation and system efficiency.
Two assumptions have been inherent in this dis

cussion; namely, that the subverter has both knowledgeof system hardware (including subversion counter-
measures) and means of changing the hardware. This
need not be the case, but whether it is depends on
administrative rather than technical considerations.Adininistrative considerations are the next subject.

Administrative policy

Special handling of hardware documentation and
engincaing changes may be worthwhile when com-mercial Jines of computers are used for secure time-
sharing, First, if hardware or microprograms have beenadded (o the computer to test for faihives and subversion
attempts, the details of the tests should not be obtain-able from the computer menufacturer's worldwide nei-work of sales representatives, The fact that testing isdone aud the technical details of that testing would
seem to be Jogitimute security objects, since a subverter
can neutralize testing only if he kuows of it. Classifi-cation of those documents which relate to testing is a
policy question which should be considered. Likewise,redundant hardware, such as a second copy of thePSW bit 15 logic, might be ineluded in the same
category.
The sccoud area is that of change control. Presumably

the "Customer Engineer" (CH) personnel who perform
engineering changes have clearauces allowing them
access to the hardware, but what about the. technical
documents which tell them what to do? A clever sub-
verter could easily aller an engincering-change wire list
to include his modifications, or could send spurious
change documentation. A CH would then unwittinglyinstall the subverter's "engincering change." Since it
isasking too much to expect a CK to understand on a
wire-by-wire basis each change he performs, some new
step is necessary if one wants to be sure that enginecring
changes are made for technical reasons only. In other
words, the computer manufacturer's-- enginecring
changes are security objects in the seuse that their
integrity must be guarantecd. Special paths of trans-
mittal and post-installation verification by the manu-
facturer might be an adcquate way to secure engineering
changes; there are undoubtedly other ways. It is clear
that a problem exists.
Finally, it should be noted that the 360/50 ROS

storage elements, or any cquivalent parts of another
manufacturer's hardware that contain all system micro-
programming, ought to be treated in a special manner,
such as physically scaling them in place as part of
hardware certification. New storage clements containing
engincering changes are security objects of even hicher
order than regular engincering-change documents, end
should be handled accordingly, from their manufacture
through their installation.

GENERALIZATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Some general points about hardware design that

relate {o secure (iine-sharing and some short-range end
long-range concla-ions are the topies of this seo. on.
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Fail-secure vs. fail-saft hardware

Television programs, novels, and motion pictures
have made it well known that if something is "fail-safe,"
3 doesn't. blow up when it fails. Jn the same vein,
designers of high achability computus coined the tam
"ful aft? to a machine thet degrades its
performance when a failure occurs, instead of becoming
completely useless. It js now proposed to add another
term to this family: "Fail-secure: to protect secure
information remardlcss of failure."
The ability to detect failures is a prerequisite for

fail-secure operation. However, all system provisions
for corrective action based on failure detection must. be
earefully designed, particularly when hardware failure
correction js involved. Two cases were recently de-
scribed wherein a conflict arose between hardware and
software that had been included to cireuavent failures.*
Automatic correction hardware could likewise mask
problems which should be brought to the attention of
the System Security Officer via security software.
Clearly, something, between the extremes of system

crash and silent automatic correction should occur
when hardware fails Defmition of v hat does happen
upon of hardware should be a design
requirement for fail-secure time-sharing systems. Fail-
soft, computers are not likely to be fail-secure com-
puters, nor vice versa, unless software and hardware
have been designed with both concepts in mind.

Failure detection by faully system operation

Computer hardware logic can be grouped by the
system operation or operations it helps perform. Some
logie-for example, the clock distribution logic-helps
perform only one system operation. Other logic such
as the read-only storage address logic in the 360/50-
helps perform many system operations, from floating
point multiplication to memory protection interrupt
handling. When logic is needed by more than one system
operation, i is cross-checked for proper performance:
Should an clement needed for system operations A and

*At the "Workshop on Hardware-Software Interaction for
System Reliability and Recovery in Fault-Tolerant Computers,"
held July 14-15, 1969 at Pacific Palisades, Californias, J. W.
Heindon of Bell Lelephone Labs reported thst a problem had
fri-en in a developmental version of Bell's "Electronic Switching
System." It seems that an cleborate setup of relays would begin

maura tions channel af the samc tinea bed
that : in FSS was tyng to find ont shat was wrong.RP Yto wd tay,
lion system, agreed with Herndon that : is not clever

h too hue. whal to do about system failures; software
feiture correction appivaches are picfersble,

B fail, the failure of svstem operation B would indicate
the malfunction of this portion of operation A's Jogic.
Such interdependence is quite useful in a fail-secure

system, as it allows failures to be deteeted by faulty
system operation--a seemingly inelegant error deicetion
mechanisin, yet one which requires neither software new
hadware overhead Some ideas on ifs uses and i
tations follow.
The result of a hardware logie failure can usually Le

defined in terms of what happens to the syslem oper-
ations associated with the dead hardware. Some logie
failure modes are detectable, because they make logic
elements downstreain misperform unrelated system
operations, Analysis will also reveal failure modes which
spoil only the system operation which they help per-
form. These failures must be detected in some other
way. There are also, but more rarely, cases where a
hardware failure may lead to an operation failure that
is not. obvious. In the 360/50, a failure could cause
skipping of a segment of a control microprogram that
wasn't really needed on that cycle. Such failures are
not detectable by faulty systein operation at Jeast part
of the time.
Advantage may be taken of this failure detection

techn que in ecitifying hardware to be fail-secue as
well as in original hardware design. In general, the
more interdependencies existing among chunks of logic,
the more likely are failures to produce faulty system
operation. For example, in many places in a computer
one finds situations as sketched in Figure 1. Therein,
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TABLE 1--Control Signal Frrer Detection by Odd ParityCheck on Odd-Length Data Field

DATA BITS
P

MEANING

001 0 J
001 dala error
010 0 .2
010 J data error

100 0 4
100 1 data error
101 0 data error
101 1 5
110 0 data error
110 1 6
111 0 7Hii date error or control logic error**

*Control logic incorrectly set all bits to ZOru,**Control lugie incorrectly set all bits to one,

Systein Operation A necds the services of Logica Group1 and Logic Group 8, while System Operation B needsLogic Group 2 and Logic Group 3. Note at this pointthat, as above, if System Operation A doesn't workbecause of a failure in Logic Group 3, we have con-currently detected a failure in the logic supportingSystem Operation B.
A further point is made in Figure 1. Often SystemOperations A and B must be mutually exclusive; hard-ware must be added to prevent simultancous activationof A and B. Two basic design approaches may be takento solve this problem, An "inhibiting" scheme may be

used, wherein logic is added that inhibits Logic Group ]when Logie Group 2 is active, and vice versa. This
approach is illustrated by Figure 1(a). Alternatively,a "sequencing". scheme may be used, wherein logic not
directly involved with J or 2-such as system clock,mode selection logic, or a Status register-defines whenA and B are to be active. This approach is illustrated
by Figure 1(b).
Now, "inhibit" logie belongs to a particular System

Operation, for its function is to asvichronously, on
demand, condition the hardware to perforin that System
Operation. It depends on nothing : if it fails by

is affected, and no : L 3 is given. On the other hand,
"sequencing" logic feods many areas of the machine:its failure is highly likely to he detected by faulty
system operation.

A further point ean be made here which may bsomewhat controversial: that an overabundance of"hibit? -type asynchronous logic is a good indiceturof sloppy design or bad design cvordination. &certain amount must exist to deal with asynchreno: , ;pieces of hardware, offen it js put in to "puteh" ads -Jems that no one realized were there till systcinlime. Evidence of such design may supecst more
thorough scrutiny js desirable.
Syste Operations ean be grouped by their frequeneyof occurrence: some opcrations are needed every CPUcycle, some when the programmer requests them, someonly during maintenance, and so on. Thus, some logiewhich appears to provide a cross-check on other loaiemay not do so frequently or predictably cnough tosatisfy certification requirements.
To sum up, the fact that a system crashes when 4hardware failure occurs, rather than "failing soft" by

continuing to run without the dead hardware, may bea blessing in disguise. If fail-soft operation cucompasseshardware that is necded for continued security, suchas the memory protection hardware, fail-soft operationis not fail-secure.

000 0 or control logi en000 1 0
:

011 0 data error011J 3

Data checking and control signal errors

Control signals which dircet data transfers will oftenbe cheeked by logic that was put in only to verifydata purity. The nature and extent of this checking is
dependent on the error-detection code used and uponthe length of the data field (excluding clieck bits).What happens is that if logic fails which controls adata path and its cheek bits, the data will be forced toeither all zeros or all ones. If one or both of these casesis illegal, the control logic error will be detected whenthe data is checked. (ixtensive parity checking on the
360/50 CPU results in much control logic failure de-tection capability therein.) Table 1 demonstrates an
example of this effect; Table 2 describes the conditionsfor which it exists for the common parity check.

TABLE 2-- Control Signal Error Detection by Parity Checking

DATA CONTROL LOGICFIELD ERROR CAUSES:LENGTH: PARITY: all zcius
:7 Operation

all onesgoing permanently inactive, only its
1

even odd CAUGHT MISSED
even even MISSED CAUGITE
odd add CAUGHT CAUGHT
odd even MISSED
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CONCLUSIONS

From a short-range viewpoint, 360/50 CPU hardware
has some weak spots n it but no holes, as far as secure
time-sharing is concemed. Furthermore, the weak spots
can be reinforced with Iittle Several alterna
tives in this ice ud have bem de :
From a longer-renge viewpoint, anyore who contem-

cation should hnow what such an effort involve As
iofercuce, some noles are appropiate as to what it
took to csaminc the 860/50 nicmory protection system
to the level required for meaningful hardware certifi-
cation. The writer first obtained several publications
which deseribe the system. Having read these, the
writer obtained the logie diagrams, went to the be-
ginning points of several operations, and traced logic
forward. Signals entering a point were traced backward
until logic was found which would definitely cause
faulty machine operation outside the protection system
if it failed Dining this tedious progess, discicpancies
arose between what had been read and what the logic
diagrams appearcd to show. Some discrepancies were
resolved by futher study; some were accounted for
by spccial features on the SDC 360/50; some remain.
After logic tracing, the entire protection system was

sketched out on eight & XX JI pases. This diawing
proved to be extremely valuable for improving the
writer's understanding, and enabled failure-mode chart-

plates specifyins a requirement for herdware ecrtifi-

ing that would have been intractable by manual means
from the manufacturer's logic diagrams.
For certifying hardware, documentation quality and

currentness is certainly a problem. The manufacturer's
publications alone are necessary but definitely not
sufficient, because of version differences, errors, over-
simplifications, and insufficient detail. Both these and
machine logic diagrams are needed.
Though the hardware certification outlook is bleak,

an alternative does exist: testing. As previously de-

scribed, it is possible to require inclusion of low-over-
head functional testing of critical hardware in a secure

7

computing system. The testing techniques, whether
embedded in hardware, micropromams, or software,
could be put under security control if some protection
aguinst hardware subversion is desired. Furthe: more,
administrative security control procedures should ex-
tend to "Customer ln inecr" activity and to ne

ing change doy un t to the extent NCCOs aly to
insure that hardware changes are made for technical
reasons only,
Carcful control of aecess ta computer-based

mavion is, sad eught to be, of peacal concun today
Acess contiols in a secure time-sharing systcam such
as ADPT-60 are based on hardware features.' The
Jatter deserve scrutiny.
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Security and privacy: similarities
and differences

by WILLIS H. WARE
The RAND Corporaiion
Santa Monica, California

For the purposes of this paper we will use the term
"security" when speaking about computer systems
which handle classified defense information, and
"privacy" in regard to those computer systems which
handle non-defense information which nonetheless
must be protected because it is in some respect sensi-
tive. It should be noted at the outset that the context
in which security must be considered is quite different
from that which can be applied to the privacy question.
With respect to classified military information there
are federal regulations which establish authority, and
discipline to govern the conduct of people who work
with such information. Moreover, there is an estab-
lished set of categories into which information is
classified. Once information is classified Confidential,
Secret, or Top Secret, there are well-defined require-
ments for its protection, for controlling access to it,
and for transmitting it from place to place. In the
privacy situation, analogous/conditions may exist
only in part or not at all.
There are indeed Federal and State statutes which

protect the so-called ''secrecy of communication."
But it remains to be established that these laws can
be extended to cover or interpreted as applicable to
the unauthorized acquisition of information from com-
puter equipment. There are also laws against thicvery;
and at least one case involving a programmer and
theft of privileged information has been tried. The
telephone companies have formulated regulations
governing the conduct of employees (who are subject
to "secrecy of communication" laws) who may intrude
on the privacy of individuals; perhaps this experience
can be drawn upon by the computer field.
Though there apparently exist fragments of law and

some precedents bearing on the protection of infor-
Mation, nonetheless the privacy situation is not so

neatly circumscribed and tidy as the security situa-
tion. Privacy simply is not so tightly controiled. Within
computer networks serving many companies, organi-

zations, or agencies, there may be no uniform govern-
ing authority; an incomplcte legal framework; no
established discipline, or perhaps not even a code of
ethics among users. At present there is not even a
commonly accepted set of categories to describe levels
of sensitivity for private information.

Great quantities of private information are being
accumulated in computer files; and the incentives to
penetrate the safeguards to privacy are bound to in-
crease. Existing laws may prove inadequate, or may
need more vigorous enforcement. There may be need
for a monitoring and enforcement establishment
analogous to that in the security situation. In any
event, it can not be taken for granted that there now
exist adequate legal and ethical umbrellas for the pro-
tection of private information.

The privacy problem is really a spectrum of prob-
lems. At one end, it may be necessary to provide only
a very low level of protection to the information for
only a very short time; at the opposite end, it may be
necessary to invoke the most sophisticated techniques
to guarantee protection of information for extended
periods of time. Federal regulations state explicitly
what aspect of national defense will be compromised
by unauthorized divulgence of each category of classi-
fied information. There is no corresponding par-
ticularization of the privacy situation; the potential
damage from revealing private information is nowhere
described in such absolute terms. It may be that a

small volume of information leaked from a private
file may involve inconsequential risk. For example,
the individual names of a company's employees is

probably not even sensitive, whereas the complete
file of employees could well be restricted. Certainly
the "big brother" spectre raised by recent Congres-
sional hearings on "invasion of privacy" via massive
computer files is strongly related to the volume of
information at risk.
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Because of the diverse spread in the privacy situa-
tion, the appearance of the problem may be quite
different from its reality, One would argue on principle
that maximum protection should be given to all in-
formation labeled private; but if privacy of informa-
tion is not protected by law and authority, we can ex-
pect that the owner of sensitive information will re-
quire a system designed to guarantee protection only
against the threat as he sces it. Thus, while we might
imagine very sophisticated attacks against private
files, the reality of the situation may be that much
simpler Icvels of protection will be accepted by the
owners of the information.
In the end, an engineering trade-off question must

be assessed. The value of private information to an
outsider will determine the resources he is willing to
expend to acquire it. In turn, the value of the informa-
tion to its owner is related to what he is willing to pay
to protect it. Perhaps this game-hke situation can be
played out to arrive at a rational basis for establishing
the level of protection. Perhaps a company or govern-
mental agency or a group of companies or agencies,
or the operating agent of a multi-access computer
service -will have to cstablish its own set of regula-
tions for handling private information. Further, a
company or agency may have to establish penalties
for infractions of these regulations, and perhaps even
provide extra remuneration for those assuming the
extraordinary responsibility of protecting private
information.
The security measures deemed necessary for a

multi-processing remote terminal computer system
operating in a military classified environment have
been discussed in the volume.* This paper will com-
pare the security situation with the privacy situation,
and suggest issues to be considered when designing a

computer system for guarding private information.
Technology which can be applied against the design
problem is described elsewhere.

First of all, note that the privacy problem is to some
extent present whenever and wherever sharing of
the structures of a computer system takes place. A
time-sharing system slices time in such a way that
each user pets a small amount of attention on some
periodic basis. More than one user program Is resident
-in the central storage at one time; and hence, there
are obvious opportunities for leakese of information
from one program to another, although the problem
is alleviated to some extent in systems operating in
an interpretive software mode. In a multi-prograinmed

*Peters, B., "Security Considerations in a Multi-Programmed Sys-
tem".
{Pctersen, Hl. E., and R. Turn, Systems Imptications of Privacy.

computer system it is also true that more than one
user program is normally resident in the core store
at a time. Usually, a given program is not executed
without interruption; it must share the central storage
and perhaps other levels of storage with other pro-
grams. Even in the traditional batch-operated system
there can be a privacy problem. Although only one
program is usually resident in storage at a time, parts
of other programs reside on magnetic tape or discs;
in principle, the currently executing program might
accidentally 1eference others, or cause parts of previ-
ous programs contained on partially re-used magnetic
tape to be oulputed,
Thus, unless a computer system is completely

stripped of other programs-and this means clear-
ing or removing access to all levels of storage-
privacy infractions are possible and might permit
divulgence of information from one program to an-
other.
Let us now reconsider the points raised in the

Peters* papcr and extend the discussion to include
the privacy situation.
(1) The problem of controlling user access to the

resource-sharing computer system is simiJar in both
the security and privacy situations. It has been sug-
gested that one-time passwords are necessary to
satisfactorily identify and authenticate the user in
the security situation. In some university time-shar-
ing systems, permanently assigned passwords are
considered acceptable for user identification. Even
though printing of a password at the console can be
suppressed, it is easy to ascertain such a password by
covert means; hence, repeatedly-used passwords
may prove unwise for the privacy situation.
(2) The incentive to penetrate the system is present

in both the security and privacy circumstances.
Revelation of military information can degrade the
country's defense capabilities. Likewise, divulgence
of sensitive infurmation can to some extent damage
other parties or organizations. Private information
will always have some value to an outside party, and
it must be expected that penetrations will be at-
tempted against computer systems handling such in-
formation. It is conceivable that the legal liability
for unauthorized leaking of sensitive information
may become as severe as for divulging classified
material.
(3) The computer hardware requirements appear

to be the same for the privacy and security situations.
Such features as memory read-write protection,
bounds registers, privileged instructions, and a

privileged mode of operation are required to protect

'Peters, B., loc cit.
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information, be it classified or sensitive. Also, over-
all software requirements scem similar, although cer-
tain details may differ in the privacy situation be-
cause of communication matters or difference in user
discipline.
(4) The file access and protection problem is

similar under both circumstances. Not all users of a

shared computer-private system will be authorized
access to all files in the system, just as not all users
of a secure computer system will be authorized access
to all files. Hence, there must be some combination
of hardware and software features which controls
access to the on-line classified files in conformance
with security Icvels and necd-to-know restrictions
and in conformance with corresponding attributes
in the privacy situation. As mentioned earlier, there

may be a minor difference relative to volume. In
classified files, denial of access must be absolute,
whereas in private files access to a small quantity
of sensitive information might be an acceptable risk.

(5) The philosophy of the overall system organiza-
tion will probably have to be different in the privacy
situation. In the classified defense environment,
users are indoctrinated in security measures and their

personal responsibility can be considered as part of
the system design. Just as the individual who finds
a classified document in a hallway is expected to

return it, so the man who accidentally receives classi-
fied information at his console is expected to report
it. The users in a classified system are subject to the

regulations, authority, and discipline of a govern-
mental agency. Similar restrictions may not prevail
in a commercial or industrial resource-sharing com-

puter network, nor in government agencies that do

hut operate within the framework of government
classification. In general, it would appear that one
cannot exploit the good will of users as part of a priva-
cy system's design. On the other hand, the co-opera-
tion of users may be part of the design philosophy if it
proves possible to impose a uniform code of ethics,
authority, and discipline within a multi-access sys-
tem. Uniform rules of behavior might be possible if
all users are members of the same organization, but
Guite difficult or impossible if the users are from many
companies or agencies.
(6) The certifying authority is certainly different
the two situations. It is easy to demonstrate that

"Se total number of internal states of a computer is
t+ cnormous that some of them will never prevail in

fifetiine of the machine. It is equally easy to

--Rouytrate that large computer programs have a

number of interaal paths, which implies the

ential existence of error conditions which may ap-

rarely or even only once. Monitor programs

governing the internal scheduling and operation of
multi-programmed, time-sharing or batch-operated
machines are likely to be extensive and complex;
and if security or privacy is to be guaranteed, some

authority must certify that the monitor is properly
programmed and checked out. Similarly, the hard-
ware must also be certified to posscss appropriate
protective devices.
In a security situation, a security officer is re-

sponsible for establishing and implementing measures
for the control of classified information. Granted
that he may have to take the word of computer ex-

perts or become a computer expert himself, and

granted that of itself his presence does not solve the

computer security problem, there is nonetheless at

Icast an assigned, identifiable responsible authority.
In the case of the commercial or industrial system,
who is the authority? Must the businessman take the

word of the computer manufacturer who supplied
the software? If so, how does he assure himself that
the manufacturer hasn't provided "ins" to the sys-
tem that only he, the manufacturer, knows about?
Must the businessman create his own analog of de-
fense security practices?

(7) Privacy and security situations are certainly
similar in that deliberate penctrations must be antici-

pated, if not expected; but industrial espionage against
computers may be less scrious. On the other hand,
industrial penetrations against computers could be

very profitable and perhaps safer from a legal view-

point.

It would probably be difficult for a potential pene-
trator to mount the magnitude of effort against an

industrial resource-sharing computer system that

foreign agents are presumed to mount against secrecy

systems of other governments. To protect against

large-scale efforts, an industry-established agency
could keep track of major computing installations
and know where penetration efforts requiring heavy
computer support might originate. On the other hand,

the resourceful and insightful individual can be as

great a threat to the privacy of a system. If one can

estimate the nature and extent of the penetration
effort expected against an industrial system, perhaps
it can be uscd as a design paramcter to establish the

level of protection for sensitive information.

(8) The security and privacy situations are cer-

tainly similar in that cach demands secure communi-

cation circuits. For the most part, methods for assur-

ing the security of communication channels have been

the exclusive domain of the military and govern-
ment. What about the non-government user? Could

the specifications levied on common carriers in their,
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implicd warranty of a private circuit be extended?
Does the preblem become one for the common
carriers? Must they develop communication security
equipment? If the problem is Icft to the users, does

each do as he pleases? Might it be feasible to use the

central computer itself to encode information prior
to transmission? If so, the console will require special

equipment for decoding the messages.
(9) Levels of protection for communications are

possibly different in the two situations. If one be-

lieves that a massive effort at penctration could not

be mounted against a commercial private network,
a relatively low-quality protection for communication
would be sufficient. On the other hand, computer
networks will inevitably go international. Then what?

A foreign industry might find it advantageous to tap
the traffic of U.S. companics operating an interna-

tional and presumably private computer network.

Might it be that for reasons of national interest we

will someday find the professional cryptoanalytic
effort of a foreign government focused on the privacy-
protecting measures of a computer network?
If control of international trade were to become an

important instrument of government policy, then any
international communications network involved with

industrial or commercial computer-private systems
will need the best protection that can be provided.
This paper has attempted to identify and briefly

discuss the differences and similarities between

computer systems operating with classified military
information and computer systems handling private
or sensitive information. Similar hardware and soft-

ware and 'systems precautions must be taken. In most

respects, the differences between the two situations

are only of degree. However, there are a few aspects
in which the two situations genuinely differ in kind,
and on these points designers of a system must take

special note. The essential differences between the

two situations appear to be the following:

(1) Legal foundations for protecting classified

information are well established, whereas in

the privacy situation a uniform authority over
users and a penalty structure for infractions
are lacking. We may not be able to count on the

good will and disciptincd behavior of users as

part of the protective measures.

(2) While penctrations can be expected against
both classified and sensitive information, the

worth of the material at risk in the two situa-
. tions can be quite different, not only to the

owner of the data but also to other parties and

to socicty.

1

4

(3) The magnitude of the resources available for

protection and for penetration are markedly
smaller in the privacy situation.

(4) While secure communications are required in

both situations, there are significant differences

in details. In the defense environment, protected
communications are the responsibility of a

government agency, appropriate equipment is

available, and the importance of protection
over-rides economic considerations. In the

privacy circumstance, secure satisfactory com-

munication equipment is generally not available,
and the economics of protecting communica-

tions is likely to be more carefully assessed.

(5) Some software details have to be handled dif-

ferently in the privacy situation to accommodate

differences in the security of communications.

It must be remembered that since the Federal

authority and regulations for handling classified mili-

tary information do not function for private or sensi-

tive information, it does not automatically follow that

a computer network designed to safely protect classi-

fied information will equally well protect sensitive

information. The all important difference is that the

users of a computer-private network may not be sub-

ject to a common authority and discipline. But even

if they are, the strength of the authority may not be

adequate to deter deliberate attempts at penctration.
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Dr. Philip Handler
President
National Academy of Sciences
2101 Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20418

Dear Dr. Handler:

On January 29, 1971, NASA announced the signing of a NASA-
ARPA agreement whereby the Ames Research Center will act
as the host site for a powerful new computer, Illiac IV,
developed by the University of Illinois under contract to
ARPA. The computer, unique in its capability to accomplish
parallel array processing, will be used in support of ARPA
sponsored research, andbyAmes in the field of computational
fluid dynamics.

A copy of the Agreement is enclosed for your information,

Sincerely yours,

2
Homer E. Newell
Associate Administrator

Enclosure
:

Copy: Mr. Warren House
Dr. Hugh Odishaw
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

BETWEEN

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AitD SPACE ADMINISTRATION

AND

ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY

CONCERNING

THE ILLIAC IV COMPUTER SYSTEM :

I. Background and Purpose

The Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) of the Department of

Defense conducts research in information processing technology. A

specific product of this research is an advanced prototype computer,

ILLIAC IV, utilizing parallel processing as a computational technique

* ILLIAC IV is in final stages of assembly by Burroughs Corporation under

contracts Sponsored by ARPA.

The objectives of the ILLIAC IV
development program are these:

1. To successfully demonstrate the efficiency and versatility
of parallel array processing

N 2. To make this demonstration utilizing a sufficiently powerful

hardware/software system such that the cost effectiveness

and importance of array processing 15 adequately visible

oe€
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3. To permit a variety of DoD, NASA and private sector

activities to utilize the initial system sufficiently to

develop and test software, evaluate the usefulness of

array processing for their needs, and to solve a series of

practical preblcms beyond the capabilities of other machines.



attached NASA proposal dated October 30, 1970.

i

2

ILLIAC IV will be operated as a continuation of the ARPA computer

research and development program with its primary goal being to define

the operating envelope of the machine. Problems to be studied on the

prototype machine will include global atmosphere modeling, weather

prediction, fluid dynamic problems, radar signal processing and éther

problems amenable to parallel processing and which further the objectives

of the research and development program.

ARPA has requested the assistance of the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration (NASA), as provided for in paragraphs II and III
below, in the completion, installation and operation of the ILLIAC IV

3

Computer System. . It is the understanding and agreement of the parties

that the assistance referred to herein will be furnished by the NASA-Ames

Research Center, Moffett Field, California, in accordance with the

II, Responsibilities,
A. NASA will:

1. Provide facilities at Ames Research Center to house the

ILLIAC IV Computer system, as outlined in the attached

NASA proposal, subject to availability of funds.

2. Provide technical and other services relative to the

ILLIAC IV Computer System, as outlined in the attached NASA

proposal.

3. Inform ARPA, on a quarterly basis, of all costs incurred

under this memorandum and chargeable to ARPA in accordance

:

:

with Section III-B below. Reports will be rendered by the

Research Support Directorate, Ames Research Center.



A.

III. Funding

3:

B. ARPA will provide overall technical guidance relative to the

comptetion and installation of the ILLIAC IV Computer System.

C. ARPA and NASA jointly shal] establish all policies and procedures

relative to the acceptance, management, use and operation of

the ILLIAC IV Computer System.
:

NASA will fund the facilities referred to in Section II-A-1

above, including special construction and equipment items, and

will provide the associated utilities required. NASA will gain

right to 18% of available user time on ILLIAC IV based on the

following investment items totalling $2,850,000:

1. Contribution of $2 million to ARPA which represents an

investment as a user in the hardware costs of the ILLICA IV

Computer System.

2. Interactive graphics equipment or other peripheral hardware,

as agreed upon by ARPA and Ames. Research Center, not to

exceed $400,000 in cost.

3. Special construction and equipment items, totalling

approximately $450,000 referred to in III-A above and included

in the facility to house the ILLIAC IV, e.g., computer air

conditioning equipment, the computer floor, and fire

protection equipment.

B. Except for those costs tobe funded by NASA in accordance with

:

:
:

:

Section III-A, above, ARPA will be responsible for ali costs,

including but not limited to the following:

:
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IV. General

1. Costs arising from the current contracts with

University of Illinois (and subcontracts) for the

development of hardware and software systems of ILLIAC IV.

2. Costs (exclusive of civil service salaries and utilities)
incurred by the host installation (NASA-Ames Research

Center) in carrying out jointly-approved programs for the

future development of hardware and software systems of

ILLIAC IV.

3. Costs (exclusive of civil service salaries and utilities)
incurred by the host installation associated with

completion, delivery; installation, maintenance, and

operations (including user services) of ILLIAC IV.

:

et

s

A. All assistance to be provided by NASA under this memorandum will

be perfomed in accordance with the provisions of the attached

NASA proposal.

B. Each party assumes responsibility, when physical possession is

taken, for safeguarding classified information and material

received from the other party. Such safeguarding will be in

accordance with the regulations of the receiving party.

C. This Memorandum of Understanding will remain in force and effect

for five years, unless terminated by joint agreement.

2

:
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j
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

With respect to administration of this memorandum, including

responsibilities in paragraph LIC, the point of contact in

ARPA will be the Director, 7Information Processing Techniques

and in NASA, the Director, Research Support, Ames Research

:

0 :

arkDr. Hans Director
NASA, Ames Research Center

Date:
a77

:

APPROVED
Jacob E.
sistant Administrator for DOD and

nteragency Affairs, iN HeadquartersNASA

Date: Att 49 44
:

:

:

Ss. n Lukasik
Acting Director
Advanced Research Projects Agency

x RawfeDate

7:
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